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ABSTRACT
This work will explore the interconnections between political power and the
various forms of corruption endemic in Denver in the late 19th century placing municipal
corruption and election fraud into the larger political, economic, social and cultural
framework. Municipal political corruption in Denver operated through a series of
relationships tying together, the city police, political factions, utility and industrial
leaders, con men, gamblers, protection rackets and the election of U.S. Senators. This
work will explore not only the operational ties, but also how these ties served all parties,
and the discourse used to rationalize the behavior and distribute blame. The dates for this
study are bracketed by two significant events: a mayoral election and trial in 1889-1890,
and the City Hall War in the spring of 1894. Each of these events represents a point when
a rupture in the tight net of political control sparked a battle for hegemony with a
concomitant turn to corruption and election fraud on the part of competing political
factions. The level of municipal corruption in Denver was not necessarily unusual;
however, the extent of the documentation enables a detailed analysis. Denver
newspapers blamed the corruption on an unspecified “gang” and a shadowy “machine.”
The editors railed against the scourge of con men, and simultaneously used the ubiquitous
fraud as a metaphor for trickery and corruption of all kinds. This detailed analysis
reveals a more complex series of events through which a cabal of business and industry
leaders seized control of both the city and the state government, giving them the political
power to wage what has been called a war against labor.
.
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INTRODUCTION
This work will explore the interconnections between political power and the
various forms of corruption endemic in Denver in the late 19th century. Municipal
political corruption in Denver operated through a series of relationships tying together,
the city police, political factions, utility and industrial leaders, con men, gamblers,
protection rackets and the election of U.S. Senators. This work will explore not only the
operational ties, but also how these ties served all parties, and the discourse used to
rationalize the behavior and distribute blame. Further, it will explore how the various
forms of corruption were represented in the two major Denver newspapers, as a proxy for
how the common man on the street might have understood the political dynamics of the
time. The dates for this study are bracketed by two significant events when corruption
erupted to the surface of the public sphere: a mayoral election and trial in 1889-1890, and
the City Hall War in the spring of 1894. Each of these events represents a point when a
rupture in the tight net of political control sparked a battle for hegemony with a
concomitant turn to corruption and election fraud on the part of competing political
factions.
Corruption was endemic to municipalities and political contests at all levels
during the 1890s, so the activity in Denver was not unusual. What is unusual is the extent
of the documentation of the election vote fraud enabling a more detailed analysis of the
specific roots of the corruption. Also unusual is the very specific link to confidence men
and their bunco schemes, as Denver newspapers railed against the scourge of the con
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men, and simultaneously used the ubiquitous fraud as a metaphor for trickery and
corruption of all kinds. The intricate workings of the shadowy relationships between the
con men and politicians came into distinct focus in the voting fraud trial in 1890, when
those who perpetrated the frauds took the stand to testify. Many in Denver seemed to
think that a distinct climax to political unrest was reached in the City Hall War of March,
1894, when recalcitrant police commissioners who had been replaced by the Governor
refused to relinquish their office, and instead barricaded themselves in City Hall defended
by the very gamblers and street thugs they were supposed to be controlling. Thus the
corruption trial and the City Hall War frame this study. But the facts of the corruption
and election fraud exposed in these two episodes were merely the physical manifestation
of the complex political struggles.
Corruption in Denver was tied to the social political structures unique to the
Gilded Age, yet it also followed some more universal patterns. The increasing
organization and complexity of these systems parallels the increasing complexity of other
social and economic systems in the Gilded Age: the rise of corporate structures, vertically
integrated resource industries, and the increasing complexity of banking and finance.
Muckraking journalist Lincoln Steffens saw the roots of corruption specifically in the
elevation of business to as the highest value of the unfolding American system. Steffens
writes that he found businessmen “buying boodlers in St. Louis, defending grafters in
Minneapolis, originating corruption in Pittsburgh, sharing with bosses in Philadelphia,
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deploring reform in Chicago, and beating good government with corruption funds in New
York.”1
In Denver, research by reformers Judge Ben Lindsey, J. Warner Mills, Edward
Costigan and their associates echoed Steffens’ findings.2 Costigan even managed to
diagram the interlocking directorates making up the entity they called “The Beast.”3 Both
the diagram and Lindsey’s book show that Lindsey and his associates were very close to
the truth in their understanding of the corrupt influences in Denver. [Figure 1. Costigan
Diagram] However, since the era of the muckrakers, political corruption and election
fraud have rarely been centered in cultural or social, thematic, or narrative history. The
issue has often been minimized, or subsumed into other stories.4
Historical Contexts, Methodologies and Literature Review
Events in Denver occurred against a shape shifting background of historical
contexts, as if in an old fashioned cyclotron, a circular panorama illustrating Western
U.S. and frontier history, urban history, political history, the Gilded Age, and the Wild
West, both real and imagined. Most obviously, we see political corruption in Denver’s

1

Steffens, The Shame of the Cities, 1 (New York: Hill & Wang, 1957); originally published in
1904. Boodle was the nineteenth-century term for the ill-gotten gain from corruption, bribery, or graft.
2

Hon. J. Warner Mills, “The Economic Struggle in Colorado: Part II: Dominant Trusts And
Corporations,” The Arena Vol. XXXIV (Boston, Albert Brandt Pub.,1905), 385-387; and Vol. XXXV
(1906), 243-252; 467-476.
3

Judge Ben B. Lindsey and Harvey J. O'Higgins, The Beast (New York: Doubleday, Page &
Company, 1910); Edward Costigan Diagram, Lyle Dorsett Collection, University of Denver.
4

Peter Argersinger, “New Perspectives on Election Fraud in the Gilded Age,” Political Science
Quarterly, Vol. 100, No. 4 (Winter 1985–86), 673. An exception is the work of Mark Summers, see
above.
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Figure 1. Edward Costigan Diagram, Lyle Dorsett Papers, University of Denver.
The identification at the top is Dorsett’s.
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booming downtown vice district, boosted by money flowing form Leadville’s rich silver
mines, set against the background of the history of the western frontiers and particularly
the mining West. Turning to another view, the unbridled capitalism of the Gilded Age is
in every detail, with new fortunes erecting opulent opera houses as railroad companies
cut new routes through the Rockies. But stepping back for a long view, these events, too,
were part of the larger political scene of the unique American two-party system at the end
of the nineteenth century. In the foreground are the colorful characters featured in the
genre literature of the Wild West as unique individuals, often disconnected from larger
themes.
The subject of political history in a western city at the end of the nineteenth
century falls in between the lines, taking in parts of political history, community history,
urban history, and western history: social, political, and cultural historical methodologies
and sources have something to contribute. Further, the literatures of corruption, gangs
and gambling often fall outside of historical and academic fields but include material
which must be considered.
Colorado and Denver
This study also provides a window into events in Denver in a period which has
generally been overlooked. In the study of Colorado history, much attention has been
paid to the period of early mining discoveries and state formation, from the 1850s to
1876; and to the Colorado labor wars, roughly from the Cripple Creek miners’ strike in
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1894 to the Ludlow massacre in 1914.5 However, less attention has been paid to the
period in between. The period in question details the political battles through which the
powerful cabal of business and industry seized control of the state in the period preceding
1894, giving them the political power to wage their subsequent war against labor, as mine
and industry owners and their political supporters met striking miners with violent
repression and were able to mobilize private militias and call in the Colorado National
Guard to defend their property. The written histories of Colorado history do no more than
hint at the corruption during this period, or else attribute it to the “control of a Republican
machine,” a vastly oversimplified assumption.6 Even histories of Denver, with more than
a century to consider, tend to focus elsewhere.7 None treats the subject of municipal
corruption in a comprehensive way, or even in one contiguous section. Authors attribute
dysfunction in Denver to rapid urbanization, the effect of immigration, and affluent
Americans’ fear of immigrants, as well as intemperance, and vice.

5

For events in Cripple Creek, see Elizabeth Jameson, All that Glitters: Class, Conflict, and
Community in Cripple Creek (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1998). For Colorado labor wars more
broadly see in particular George G. Suggs, Colorado's War on Militant Unionism: James H. Peabody and
the Western Federation of Miners (Detroit, Wayne State University Press, 1972).
6

Carl Abbott, Stephen, J. Leonard, and David McComb, Colorado: A history of the Centennial
State. (Niwot, Colo.: University Press of Colorado, 1994), 253-55. Phyllis Flanders Dorset, The New
Eldorado (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1970).
7

Lyle W. Dorsett, The Queen City: A History of Denver (Boulder: Pruett Publishing, 1977).
Dorsett’s work is an exception, in attempting to fully account for the influence of the interests, yet he does
fully cover the period covered in this study. Clyde Lyndon King, History of the Government of Denver
(Lancaster, Pa.: Press of the New Era Printing Co., 1911). King was a progressive reformer. In his work,
written as his PhD Dissertation at the University of Pennsylvania in 1911-1912, he focused on the period
following this study in which reformers worked for home rule status for Denver with a new city charter,
and thus primarily on the period after 1900. See note 204.
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Political biographies of Colorado’s U.S. Senators while helpful in a general way,
as a group tend to consider their subjects in relation to their accomplishments on a
Federal level, and tend to minimize their relations to municipal politics.8
Municipal Denver
Municipal corruption was hardly the dirty secret of the Gilded Age; in fact it was
widespread and widely reported on: Denver certainly saw its share of corruption, and was
neither alone nor the worst case. 9 Election after election was dogged by charges of fraud,
vote buying, and repeat voting. As in other cities, the newspaper editors blamed the
corruption on shadowy political machines or dastardly gangs of toughs.

8

Duane Smith Henry M. Teller, Colorado’s Grand Old Man (Boulder: University Press of
Colorado, 2002) Smith mentions accusations of fraud and corruption, and buying elections, as early as
1882 and 1884, but beyond commenting that the accusations contained “no doubt a large measure of truth,”
does not go further into investigating. While Smith details the bitter factional fight between the Hill and
Teller factions which had already gone on some ten years by the time of Teller’s 1885 win over Hill, as he
sees it, the 1885 election “marked the beginning of the end of the bitter factional Republican fights.” I am
going to argue that the fight was by no means at an end, and was to get even more complicated. See also
Elmer Ellis, Henry Moore Teller, Defender of the West (Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton Printers, Ltd. 1941);
Duane Smith, Horace Tabor: his Life and the Legend (Niwot: University Press of Colorado, 1989); Sybil
Downing and Robert E. Smith, Tom Patterson: Colorado Crusader for Change (Niwot, CO: University of
Colorado, 1995) 62.
9

For my analysis of Gilded Age corruption in the U.S. in general I rely on Mark W. Summers,
Party Games: Getting, Keeping, and Using Power in Gilded Age Politics (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 2004); Matthew Josephson, The Politicos, 1865-1896 (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1938); Peter Argersinger, “New Perspectives on Election Fraud in the Gilded Age,” Political
Science Quarterly, Vol. 100, No. 4 (Winter 1985–86); and Tracy Campbell, “Machine Politics, Police
Corruption, and the Persistence of Vote Fraud: The Case of the Louisville, Kentucky, Election of 1905,”
Journal of Policy History, Vol. 15, No. 3 (2003), 269-300. Following in the footsteps of Argersinger,
Campbell presents an extensive historiography of this subject in his Notes 1 & 2. Corruption was similarly
a problem in Europe and in Latin America; see David Ortiz, Paper Liberals: Press and Politics in
Restoration Spain (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 2000).
For other examples, see Lincoln Steffens, The Shame of the Cities (New York: McClure, Philips
and Co., 1904).
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Corruption in Colorado took place on three levels: first and most obviously,
corruption took place on the streets, and in the barrooms and back rooms of the city.
Secondly, Denver newspapers maintained the space for corruption as a continuous
presence in the public sphere. But on a third level, and mostly out of sight, were the
political groups and factions which backed the corruption. These three levels were
controlled and maintained by three symbiotic groups with differing goals, which
sometimes overlapped, and sometimes diverged. The physical manifestations of the
election and vote fraud were the province of the corrupt police and their allies in the
gambling hall and saloon owners, the gang and barroom crowd who were the denizens of
the bachelor city, the unemployed men and hangers on. Their consistent goal was to
maintain a “wide open” city, with no restrictions on gambling and saloons. Their leaders,
the owners of the saloons and gambling halls, made the deals with the more orthodox
politicians; they were contractors who contracted with the vote buyers to engage their
men as voting repeaters. But the street-level perpetrators of the election and vote frauds
were not entirely responsible for the fraud: the money to pay for the purchased votes
came from bank and business interests.
Corruption Stereotypes
If Gilded Age corruption is thought of at all, it is usually thought of as Tammany
Hall-style bossism and machine politics. or the singular “bad apple,” an unfortunately
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corrupt individual.10 The newspapers and politicians in Denver frequently blamed a
shadowy “machine” for corruption. Of course the term “machine” owes much to the
growing industrialization of the Gilded Age. Machines were complex inventions with
many moving parts, able to perform specific tasks seemingly automatically. The idea of
a political machine, at its most basic, implied an organized political system which
operated like a complexly designed, well-oiled mechanism, with money serving the
function of the “oil” or “grease.” A machine could also describe a political party, or
faction of a party. But was there a machine in Denver? These stereotypes actually impede
our understanding of the roots of corruption. In particular the idea of bossism usually
implies a stable political system which might have endured for years, even decades.
Machine Politics and Bossism
Despite the fact that the Tammany Hall style of corrupt political machine has
come to exemplify Gilded Age corruption in general, historian Phillip Ethington has
described the image of corrupt party machines run by non-ideological bosses as “possibly
the greatest obstacle to overcome” in nineteenth-century political history.11 The
stereotypical image of the machine is of a tightly run, hierarchical organization controlled
by a strong, charismatic, often larger-than-life boss, dispensing favors to a largely ethnic

10

John Joseph Wallis distinguishes between the idea of corruption related to a singular individual,
which he defines as venal corruption, and the broader concept of systemic corruption. John Joseph Wallis,
“The Concept of Systemic Corruption in American History,” in Goldin and Glaeser, Corruption and
Reform: Lessons from America's Economic History, A National Bureau of Economic Research Conference
Report (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), 2006, 23-62.
11

Ethington, The Public City, 26.
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underclass and relying on patronage and graft. The machine in this form characteristically
earned the allegiance of the population with a strong organization able to provide services
which a growing city could usually not provide directly. Certainly the Gilded Age had
many examples of the Boss, including Plunkett and Croker of Tammany Hall, Roscoe
Conkling and later Thomas Platt in New York state politics, and later, Boss Pendergast
and the Pendergast machine in Kansas City. While every boss controlled a machine, not
every machine revolved around a charismatic or controlling boss. Most importantly, there
was no boss in Denver during the period under consideration.
German philosopher Max Weber considered the role of the political boss and his
development, and came up with a formal definition:
Who is the boss? He is a political capitalist entrepreneur who on his own
account and at his own risk provides votes. He may have established his first
relations as a lawyer or a saloonkeeper or as a proprietor of similar
establishments, or perhaps as a creditor. From here he spins his threads out until
he is able to 'control' a certain number of votes. When he has come this far he
establishes contact with the neighboring bosses, and through zeal, skill, and above
all discretion, he attracts the attention of those who have already further advanced
in the career, and then he climbs. The boss is indispensable to the organization of
the party and the organization is centralized in his hands. 12

Political scientist and anthropologist James C. Scott developed a more generic
definition of a machine: “the machine is a non-ideological organization interested less in
political principle than in securing and holding office for its leaders and in distributing
12

Max Weber, “Politics as Vocation,” in From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, eds. H.H. Gerth
and C. Wright Mills (New York: Oxford University Press, 1946), 77-128. Originally published as “Politik
als Beruf,” Gesammelte Politische Schriften (Munich, 1921), 396-450. See also “The Emergence of the
Political Machine: An Alternative View,” in Theoretical Perspectives on Urban Politics, eds. Willis
Hawley and Michael Lipsky (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1976).
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income to those who run it and work for it.”13 In other words, the machine may propound
party ideology, but that ideology is not central to its mission, which is the gathering and
distribution of power and spoils. In Scott’s view, the machine operates by “building
coalitions and managing internal conflict.” Scott speaks of the particularistic, material
rewards as the cement or glue which holds the organization together.14 However, note
that nothing in this definition specifies that the machine operates for the benefit of a
minority, ethnic, or lower-income class.15
The traditional image of the urban government ruled by a self-aggrandizing
political machine was in part created by competing political interests, often the upperclass WASP Republicans looking to take back the power for their own interests and to
impose social control.16 While remaining open to dismissing the conventional view of
the urban machine, we must be careful not to fall into the acceptance of a strict
opposition of bossism versus reformers, picturing the upper-class reformers on the side of
scientific management and moral rule, contesting a strictly boss-dominated political

13

James C. Scott, “Corruption, Machine Politics, and Political Change,” The American Political
Science Review, Vol. 63, No. 4 (Dec., 1969), 1144, citing Edward C. Banfield and James A. Wilson, City
Politics, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1965), 116.
14

Scott, “Corruption,” 1144. Scott further describes the machine as a form of political
organization “able to respond to particularistic interests in a population or social context which is extremely
fragmented.”
15

In modern political science, machine politics in relation to corruption in developing countries is
commonly referred to as “clientelism,” characterized by a “patron-client” relationship.” For Clientelism see
Susan Stokes, “Political Clientelism,” Handbook of Comparative Politics (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2007).
16

Jon Teaford, “Finis for Tweed and Steffens: Rewriting the History of Urban Rule,” Reviews in
American History, Vol. 10, No. 4 (Dec., 1982), 134.
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machine dedicating to serving an immigrant or ethnic community through favors and
jobs.17
Definitions of Corruption
Unraveling the complex web of corruption requires an understanding of the
various types and definitions of corruption, beyond machines and bossism, including
police corruption, election and vote fraud, and basic patronage, bribery, and graft. While
these are often considered separately, doing so can distort cause and effect, leading to
fundamental misinterpretations.18 The disentangling of the various meanings of
corruption in the culture, economy, and politics of the Gilded Age must also include the
place of corruption in party politics and political factions, in the alternate culture of
saloon and gambling interests and confidence men, and in the culture of business and
capital interests.
The first problem with corruption is its very definition. Modern theorists agree
that corruption is culturally specific, and can include a multiple of issues.19 Writing as
early as 1909, political scientist Robert C. Brooks noted that even though corruption and

17

Teaford, “Finis for Tweed and Steffens,” 135.

18

Wallis, “The Concept of Systemic Corruption in American History,” 23-62.

19

Robin Theobald, Corruption, development and underdevelopment (London: Macmillan, 1990).
Recent academic studies of corruption are nearly all focused on corruption in developing nations. See also,
Johnston, Michael. Syndromes of Corruption: Wealth, Power, and Democracy (Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press, 2005); Susan Rose-Ackerman, Corruption: A Study in Political Economy
(New York: Academic Press, 1978); Arnold J. Heidenheimer and Michael Johnston. Political Corruption:
Concepts & Contexts (New Brunswick, N.J.: Transaction Publishers, 2002), Tina Søreide, “Estimating
corruption: Comments on available data.” (Chr. Michelsen Institute, December, 2003),
http://www.u4.no/document/showdoc.cfm?id=88 (accessed July 9, 2009).
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fraud were relatively easy to perceive, they were difficult to define, and difficult to
prosecute and thus to stop. Brooks noted the limitations of any definition of corruption,
which, no matter how detailed, was “rarely broad enough to cover the whole concept.”
While sanctions were applied only to especially flagrant practices, “popular disgust,”
Brooks wrote, “is frequently expressed at the ineptitude of the law’s definitions and the
deviousness of the law’s procedure.” As he noted, these legal loopholes often led to the
situation where “prosecutions of notoriously delinquent officials, politicians, and
contractors so often and so ignominiously fail in the courts.”20
Corruption can involve bribes, nepotism, graft, or payoffs to elected officials.
While corruption and election fraud are not the same thing, they have often been
connected, as special interests have hand-picked candidates for office whom they knew
they would be able to bribe, and then literally ensured their election through electoral and
vote fraud. Vote fraud by itself includes specific frauds against the voting process:
wholesale inflation of the registration books with fake or invalid names, the use of
“repeaters” to return to the polling place to vote those fake names, direct stuffing of the
ballot box with entirely fake ballots, and direct altering of ballots. The broader idea of
election fraud includes organized voting fraud, but more broadly includes employer

20

Robert C. Brooks, “The Nature of Political Corruption,” Political Science Quarterly, Vol. 24,
No. 1 (March, 1909), 1-2. See also Robert C. Brooks, Corruption in American Politics and Life (New
York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1910). A generally accepted definition of corruption is the process by
which private interests gain benefits, through government officials, as officials reap personal gain through
the office they hold.
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coercion and bribery, voter intimidation and suppression, direct violence, and
falsification of vote counts by election officials.21
Making a further distinction, Brooks pointed out that while bribery is a form of
corruption, the two are not the same thing. While bribery must by definition involve more
than one person, corruption can be a singular act engaged in to curry favor with outside
groups. “There can be no bribe-taker without a bribe-giver, but corruption can and
frequently does exist even when there are no personal tempters or guilty confederates.”
The distinction is important, as we will see, and plays into the issue of whether or not
there is such a thing as “a culture of corruption.”22 The type of corruption here described
by Brooks goes far to elucidating the position that there is indeed a culture of corruption:
A legislator may be approached by a person interested in a certain
corporation and may be promised a definite reward for his favorable vote on a
measure clearly harmful to the public interest but calculated to benefit the
corporation concerned. If the bargain be consummated it is unquestionably a case
of bribery, and the action involved is also corrupt. But, if current reports are to be
believed, it sometimes happens that legislators, acting wholly on their own
initiative, and regardless of their duty to the state, vote favorably or unfavorably
on pending bills, endeavoring at the same time to profit financially by the action
of the body to which they belong, by speculation in the open market [of
influence.] In the latter instance they have not been approached by a personal
tempter, and the brokers whom they employ to buy and sell may be ignorant of
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the motives or even of the identity of their patrons. Clearly this is not bribery, but
equally clearly it is corrupt.23

As Brooks concludes, perpetrators of corruption did not necessarily reap a
tangible pay-off. Often the reward was intangible, like maintaining relationships with a
powerful business or political faction, which for attorneys could pay-off in the granting of
corporate work. Exactly such a situation is described by Denver reformer Judge
Benjamin Lindsey, who uses his one-time law partner as an example of an ordinary man
who, faced with such pressures, caves in to the temptations of the interests.24 This idea is
paramount to an understanding of a so-called culture of corruption and how it might
develop.
The consideration of corruption by itself might lead one to conclude that
corruption was tolerated, because known corrupt officials have regularly been re-elected
to office, but in fact, if the same parties engaged in organized election fraud, a radically
different conclusion would have to be considered; that the factions had enough power to
maintain their control over the elections. Thus, it is not enough to consider the
documented use of vote and election fraud; analysis must extend to the parties who had
something to gain by controlling the elections.
Police corruption is another form of corruption which was ubiquitous in the
nineteenth century. The practices evolved directly from the moralistic and prohibitionist
impulses of a minority, but ultimately controlling part of the American electorate. This
23
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moral element agitated for public laws restricting what they saw as immoral behavior,
principally revolving around drinking, prostitution, and gambling. The forces of morality
commonly achieved the acquiescence of state and municipal officials in a form of moral
blackmail. The desire to appear to support the moral position defeated the logic of how
that position would be policed. Again, the way a city or town represented itself was of
ultimate importance. To attract the “right element” of business and capital interests to a
new town, it was thought imperative to foster the image of morality. On the other hand,
in order to reap maximum profits from the mostly male mining and industrial workers, it
was seen as an imperative to maintain a “wide-open” vice district. Thus municipal
assemblies and state legislators voted for laws on the books outlawing vice, knowing that
they were virtually unenforceable.25 It is this debate that is the most visible in the pages
of Denver’s newspapers, as editors urged the city councils to enforce Sunday closing of
saloons, for example.
This moral dichotomy set up a perfect opportunity for corruption. As old-time
District Attorney William T. Jerome of Oklahoma City explained the subsequent
dilemma for municipal governance, “The mayor, the chief of police, and every patrolman
from the day they are sworn in must choose between a violation of their oath of office on
the one side and on the other an enforcement of these laws… the one is perjury, the other
is political suicide…the conditions are perfect for making honest men dishonest.”26 City
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fathers, and mothers, wished to have laws on the books outlawing prostitution and
gambling, but then generally looked the other way at the continuance of the practices. It
was left to the police to forge a middle path as they sought to keep peace on the streets.
Looking the other way and accommodating the continuance of prostitution and gambling
was the “violation of the oath of office” that concerned Jerome.
The most common de facto solution in both large cities and emerging Western
towns was to arrest the offending individuals on a regular basis, whether prostitutes or
gambling parlor operators, and charge a “fine” which amounted to a license to operate. If
the fine was paid to the city or the court system, order might be effectively maintained.
But the extra-legal nature of the operations of brothels and gambling houses invited a
system of police graft, really an extra-legal regular fine in the form of protection money,
regularly collected by the police, or by a leader in the illicit community who then cut the
police into the deal.27 This system in many variations operated throughout the nineteenth
century, and into the twentieth century, in cities from New York to Seattle, including
Oklahoma City, Omaha, Minneapolis, and perhaps hundreds of small cities in between.28
Once in on the lucrative perquisites, police were reluctant to yield this power, and
actually solidified their relationships with the gambling halls and brothels. They then
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became active participants in whatever election fraud was necessary to the continuance of
the city administration.
Corruption of the police played an especially important role in Denver, not least
in the implementation of the election frauds. Police corruption involved police personnel,
from the beat cop to the chief, in forms of blackmail or protection rackets which
amounted to shake-downs of the quasi-illicit businesses in the city. Further complicating
efforts at control of vice, the police and those they purportedly regulated were closely
allied, came from the same social strata, were often the same men, in a revolving door
from saloon participation to the ranks of the police.
The effort to outlaw vice is easy to portray in a gendered paradigm: middle class
women, ostensibly politically powerless, agitated for restrictions on vice, and gained
acquiescence from the ruling men. Thus, as we see in the Denver newspapers, the
Women’s Christian Temperance Union or the Prohibition Party was often invoked, in
campaigns of moral reform. But to say that women agitated for these moral protections
would be an oversimplification. Often a political faction, controlled by men, invoked the
gendered image of female purity, branding themselves as the moral faction in order to
promote their own specific and unrelated aims. These men themselves might be
participants in the vice they were outlawing, or owners of the buildings rented to saloons
and brothels.29 While it is difficult to quantify participation in illicit activities, seemingly
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a large majority of the men involved in Denver’s development were themselves
gamblers, at least to the extent of a friendly game of poker.30
Cooperation between licit and illicit extended to election fraud. When business
leaders wanted to tilt an election, they turned for help to the leaders of the illicit
community, and as seen in this study, the line between the illicit community and the
police was a thin one indeed. In fact, there was something of a revolving door between
the ranks of police and saloon owners and barkeeps. The corruption of the police played a
central role in Denver politics, moving the legislature to transfer the appointment of the
Fire and Police Board from the Mayor to the Governor. But no matter who was
appointed, the temptations were great, and, it seems, the saloon and gambling interests
often succeeded in corrupting the new appointments in short order. It was this conundrum
which led directly to the City Hall War.
Public Sphere and Public Space
This study also provides a new look at the intersection of the idealized public
sphere as a forum for civic debate, and the actual public space of the city. This study
shows that when it came to nineteenth-century corruption, the public sphere did not
function as an idealized forum allowing for honest public discussion of current events,
but was more closely aligned to a sewer, polluted with all forms of filth. Participants
seemed to work as hard to obfuscate and confuse as to argue genuine opinion,
misrepresenting themselves, their aims and their goals. Similarly, as events portrayed
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here demonstrate, various interests also used the actual public spaces of the city for
specifically staged political performances which equally subverted and perverted public
opinion.31
The city was divided into various geographies: the bachelor city and the bourgeois
businessmen’s’ city among others. Within the urban space, wealthy citizens fashioned an
upscale district for themselves, both to enhance their own prestige and as an
advertisement to outside capital interests that the city was a good place to invest. With
their vast real estate holdings, they enriched themselves as they managed to enhance the
growth of the city. Meanwhile, a counter-culture resisted the capitalist norm and
fashioned a thriving vice district. Within these geographic districts, particular venues
stand out as repeatedly the sites of political performances: the saloons and livery stables
in the vice district, The Tabor Opera House, Chamber of Commerce Auditorium, and
theaters in the wider space of the city.
The tension between these two disparate yet connected spaces of the city provided
some of the energy fueling corruption played out on the streets of the city in the City Hall
War.32 In Denver these issues were compounded because the city was also the State
Capital. Thus, when the legislature, (often referred to as the Colorado Assembly) was in
session, much of the business of the state was conducted in the saloons.
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Urban historians and geographers have recently begun to look at how less
powerful groups of citizens made use of the public spaces of the cities.33 These groups
learned to organize citizens’ events and commandeer public spaces to express the aims
and goals of their constituents, contesting both the domination of a ruling class over both
the organization of the city the public sphere itself. But the concerns expressed were
sincere concerns, arguments put out into the public sphere for debate
But as this study will show, the ideal of the public sphere was just as often
violated, as contesting parties manipulated events and even their own representations.
Some of these parties scripted public dramas that manipulated events in the physical
space of the city just as they manipulated public opinion by concealing their true identity
and motives through obfuscation and deceit. In fact, if we are to look rationally at public
sphere, we need also to consider how decisions about governance were made in private
sphere of the chamber of commerce and restricted clubs.34
Liminal space
We would like to think of the space between legal and illegal, moral and immoral,
as demarcated by a bright line. In the Gilded Age, this line was more often a broad grey
area, expanded and made indeterminate through the growth of laissez-faire capitalism as
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a philosophy which embraced risk, worshipped money, and rejected regulation,
constituting a financial and cultural world of change and uncertainty. This liminal space,
a space of uncertainty, between categories, functioned as space where rules and
perceptions could be subverted and exploited, a space ripe for exploitation by those who
perceived and understood its possibilities, and the opportunity for power inherent in that
process.35
Liminality encompassed many aspects of Gilded Age culture and economy, from
uncertainty about class status, to the confusion about the status of money itself.36 The
era’s emphasis on entrepreneurial capitalism and rapidly changing markets spawned
financial products of questionable legitimacy, in an era which eschewed regulation, when
efforts of the state could not or would not legitimate markets.
A shift in the understanding of markets and finance created a middle ground of
changing understanding.37 In the liminal space of the Gilded Age financial world,
legitimate businessmen, town boosters, railroad promoters, stock jobbers, and outright
con men all depended on and exploited that part of the American character which is open
to take a chance on a new business, a new homestead, a new mine, or a new town. In the
35
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Mining West in particular, the staking of mining claims was an exercise in chance, and
the associated market in mining stocks, buoyed by imaginative and speculative
prospectuses, was nearly as dependent on fantasy as the pervasive con games. The culture
of speculation underlay much of the development of the West, and Denver was no
exception. Speculators counted on the general desire to get ahead and to make a quick
buck, as well as the masculine pride and competitive spirit that led every man to believe
that he could outsmart everyone else, get in on the ground floor, and make the big
killing.38
Limited government regulation and lack of uniform currency standards made even
so-called “normal” business and monetary transactions fraught with chance. Taking
chances applied equally to the gambling table and the stock and commodities exchange.
As counterfeiters and schemers joined self-made men in dreams of fantastic wealth, the
line between legitimate and illegitimate was indeed thin. In the continuing conflict
between chance and control, the culture of control had a slim purchase.39
The emphasis on laissez-faire capitalism, the increasing complexity of financial
transactions, and the inability, reluctance, or lack of any authority to regulate these
transactions were defining features of the Gilded Age, symbolized by the rise of the
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“robber barons,” and by repeated speculative manias.40 The dramatic and spectacular
market corners perpetrated by Jay Gould and others were only the most glaring examples
of financial innovation. While the panics like those in 1873, 1893, and 1907 receive more
attention, each panic was preceded by a related period of unregulated financial
speculation. The liminal space was constantly shifting and nearly always expanding,
testing the boundaries between legal and illegal, as new markets and financial products
were developed faster than government legislative and regulatory agencies could react, if
indeed there had been any political will to empower regulators at all.41
Speculative manias
Periods of speculative mania made space not only for innovations, but for outright
fraud. In the midst of speculative booms, financial fraud becomes both more attractive
and less obvious: more attractive because there is a surplus of investment capital, and
thus more money to be made, and less obvious as it becomes easier to blend into an
economic environment where many players seem to find sudden wealth. Moreover, the
sudden acquisition of wealth by some seems to stimulate an atmosphere of general
greed.42 This speculative mania could generate an atmosphere in which previous financial
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moral principles seem to be thrown out the window; a vast liminal space ripe for
corruption.
Confidence Men
Perhaps even before the possibilities of the liminal space were understood by
financiers, this changeable space was exploited by confidence men. Gilded Age
confidence men used elaborate disguises to inspire confidence in their chosen “mark” and
spun specific narratives for the express purpose of defrauding him. In particular, they
quickly grasped the idea of a third space ripe for the disruption of identity, which lent
itself to the explosion of the confidence game as the signature crime of the era.43 The
development of the con games and their proliferation in the late nineteenth-century
represented a substantial alternate culture and economy, a mirror image of the aboveboard economy, a negative to the traditional economy's positive.
Confidence games and the gangs who practiced them were part of an underground
resistance to capitalism, a kind of nineteenth-century counter-culture, which operated in
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its own geography in the red-light districts in larger cities, and in the wide-open boom
towns of the West.44 This alternate culture of resistance could describe many of those
who fled to western boom towns, and the thieves who located in growing cities and
preyed on the sometimes naïve small-town bankers, ranchers, and businessmen. The
confidence fraternity developed a culture which resisted both orthodox capitalism and the
orthodox class and gender structures which supported it.45 While the rules of the “cult of
true womanhood” and the new middle-class motherhood, as espoused in literature, urged
women to restrict themselves to the private space of the home, the alternate culture
supported many women who actresses on the variety circuit, and women who had fled
Kansas farms into prostitution in the cattle and mining boomtowns.46
A confidence game generally is a trick played on a victim, the “mark,” in order to
fleece him out of money.47 In particular, the con man proffered an opportunity to
participate in a quasi-legal activity, like gambling on a fixed foot race or horse race. In
order to gain his advantage, the con man usually claimed some special type of
information. For example, in the wire fraud the con man claimed to have intercepted the
telegraph wire service to get advanced notice, and thus a few minutes’ advantage on a
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horse race. Confidence games were separated into large scale operations anchored in a
store-front or fake business, called “the Big Con,” or “the Big Store,” and smaller, shortterm, multi-player confidence frauds played by floating or itinerant cons which were
called “Bunco,” or the “Short Con.” 48
Thus, just as American business developed the patterns and styles which would
denote the safety and confidence of a bank or stock-trading parlor, the con men would
emulate the details of these establishments in fake stock-trading parlors or fake business
establishments, “The Big Store” manned by an entire cast of men dressed appropriately
for their role. The men who could be drafted for these roles constituted loose regional
confederations of thieves, eventually to become well-organized sometimes nationally
connected gangs, which prefigure, and may actually be the genesis, of the operations of
organized crime in the twentieth century. Evidence suggests that these networks traded
information on conditions favorable for their operations, and operated seasonally out of
long-standing centers in places like Saratoga Springs, New York; Hot Springs, Arkansas;
and Miami, Florida, as well as Denver, Omaha, Los Angeles, New York, and Chicago.49
Like elite businessmen, and often with their cooperation, these con men participated in
corrupting local officials in their efforts to both continue their operations and maximize
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profits. In addition, con men developed new technologies: specific, narrative structures
which worked nearly infallibly to fleece a potential victim. Innovation, organization, and
development of new standardized techniques or technologies followed the pattern of
Gilded Age business development in general.50
As the name implies, the main tool of the confidence man was a narrative
designed to inspire confidence in the mark. The usual technique was an early version of
affinity marketing: the con man sought to emulate the style of dress and regional
affectations of the mark and at the same time have on hand information about his
hometown, to establish rapport through a chain of mutual friends and acquaintances. The
most well known con man in Denver was Jefferson Randolph “Soapy” Smith whose
gang was infamous for including a so-called “grip-man” who was familiar with all of the
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fraternal organizations and could the associated secret handshakes to appropriately greet
a “brother.”51
“Bunco” and “buncoed” entered the general lexicon, and became a frequently
used word in newspapers in Seattle, San Francisco, Chicago, as well as Denver,
describing pervasive gangs of tricksters, called bunco sharks, mentioned frequently
alongside organized and illegal gambling. The word still retained its original meaning,
describing a very specific type of confidence game, while simultaneously coming into
use to describe any kind of swindle or trickery; it was frequently used as a verb meaning
“to cheat,” or “cheated” as in: “Sherman will make speech asserting Railroad Men were
Buncoed,” in the New York Times, or “Was England Buncoed?” in Everywhere
Magazine.52
The Newspapers
The world of Denver politics comes to us filtered through the lens of Denver’s
colorful and lively newspaper culture. In particular, numerous authors and historians have
relied on Denver’s Rocky Mountain News to write Colorado history for almost a
century.53 The competing Denver Republican, and the decidedly more political Denver
Times provide additional material.. While discourse in the newspapers is useful in
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understanding the language used by the participants to characterize themselves and their
opposition, there are pitfalls in relying on the newspaper: one may be easily led into the
briar patch. With all papers it is necessary to carefully read between the lines, to deduce
what is only hinted at or left out altogether.
Another impediment to the clear acknowledgement of corruption is the common
tendency to resort to sarcasm and black humor when writing about it. This tendency is
not just a style, but represents a clear cover-up or attempt to decrease the perceived
seriousness of the crime, to the level perhaps of schoolboy pranks. Robert Brooks noted
this tendency in 1909, noting “the extreme levity with which the word [corruption] is
bandied about.”54 This is certainly most apparent in the newspapers of the day. This
common tone of reportage represents first the influence of the very popular genre of
“Southwestern Humor,” which commonly featured jokesters and tricksters and their
antics in defying the more controlled and regulated world of business.55 Second, in the
world of the Gilded Age city, the newspapers were often controlled by political factions
or industrialists with deep pockets: the very types likely to be behind corrupt schemes.
Reporters were forced to concoct extensive stories while subtly hiding the truth.
Eugene Field
The premier exemplar of this style was poet and humorist Eugene Field, known
for his sarcasm and commentary on political and cultural events of the day. Field moved
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to Denver in 1881 as managing editor of the Tribune, which his biographer, Slason
Thompson, described as “owned and controlled by the railroad and political coalition
then dominant in Colorado.” Thompson goes on to describe the paper as functioning
almost wholly as a political organ, “run on a scale of extravagance out of all proportion to
its legitimate revenue.”56 Field, the consummate practical joker, and “the most inveterate
merrymaker,” solved his political problems through humor. He was infamous in Denver
for his short pithy comments on current events, written as the transcription of a
conversation with a cockroach. His most famous stunt was an impersonation of Oscar
Wilde himself, when that premier entertainer and ironic humorist visited Denver and
Leadville.
Field took nothing seriously, and his position as an overpaid member of the staff
of a political organ undoubtedly led him to eschew hard political judgment in favor of
sarcasm and colorful asides. While Field’s stay in Denver lasted only two years, the
staying power of his sarcastic style was considerably longer.57 Thus sarcasm, innuendo,
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irony, and veiled humor were integral parts of all kinds of newspaper stories. As longer
articles and books evolved from the news coverage, the popular conception of corruption
took on a jocular tone, centering on larger than life characters and schemes characterized
as typical and part of the political firmament. Even today, it is difficult to escape the
sarcastic tone and perspective of these oft-used primary sources.

Chapter outline
Two significant incidents bookend this study: The 1889 Denver mayoral election
exposed blatant election fraud and vote buying, eventually drawing a court challenge.
The election and the trial exposed the raw facts of election and vote buying in Denver,
and hinted at ties to the patronage political machine under the leadership of Colorado
Senator Henry M. Teller, the “Grand Old Man” of Colorado politics. In the infamous
City Hall War in 1894, two dismissed police commissioners refused to leave their
positions, and instead barricaded themselves in the City Hall defended by the very
gamblers and thugs they were supposed to police. Ordered out by Populist Governor
Davis Waite, the Colorado National Guard marched down the street with a battering ram
aimed at the front door of City Hall. The pending battle attracted thousands to the city
streets. Looked at individually, each of these incidents is somewhat difficult to interpret.
Taken at face value, they are generally portrayed as the outrageous behavior typical of a
“wild west” outpost. But was there an underlying plot which tied them together? The
discovery of a contentious intra-party contest in the election of 1890 between two
shadowy Republican factions called the “Gang” and the “Gang Smashers,” on its face
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even more confusing to interpret, actually serves to tie together the 1889 and 1894
incidents. Together, the three events graph a relationship of change: While the methods
of the corruption, and even the direct perpetrators stayed the same, the incidents reveal
that the power behind the corruption was in fact changing as various factions used
election frauds in their battle to control the city and the state.
The 1889 Denver mayoral election pitted Republican Wolfe Londoner against
Democrat E.A. Barton. The Republican Londoner was victorious, but the election was
widely thought to have been tainted by corruption. However, once in office the newly
elected Mayor fired the corrupt Police Chief, and the chief and his gang of perpetrators
turned against the Mayor and joined in a suit against the election originally begun by the
Democrats. Thus the perpetrators of the election fraud took the stand and testified
against themselves in court, revealing the entire outline of how the system functioned
operationally, and detailing the ties between the con men and politicians. This incident
can be viewed as a political performance piece, virtually scripted to conceal as much as it
revealed. Ultimately, it revealed the final throes of a regime of patronage politics built
around Colorado’s popular Republican Senator Henry M. Teller, and his compatriot, or
perhaps competitor for power, Senator Edward Wolcott. The Colorado patronage
machine was tied far more closely than might be expected to the Republican factional
battles dating back to the scandal-ridden Grant Administration, and the great showdown
between the Republican factions—the Stalwarts, the Half-Breeds, and the Mugwumps—
at the 1880 Republican convention.
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Rise of Populism
The 1890s marked the rise of Populism as a new third party in American politics;
in Colorado, Prairie Populism was accompanied, even eclipsed, by the rise of the
movement championing “Free Silver.” In the chaotic new political environment many
men active in politics switched to the Silver Democrat or the Silver Republican parties,
and in the 1892 election Colorado elected Populist Governor Davis Waite, anathema to
the utility-industrial interests. Waite’s election was followed by the nationwide economic
panic of 1893 which further destabilized the state. The fractious environment culminated
in the chaotic City Hall War in March of 1894. This event has always lent itself to a kind
of Keystone Cops interpretation, a cops and robbers manifestation of the mythic Wild
West. Again, this event drew massive newspaper coverage; however, it has never been
analyzed within the context of the broader political climate in Colorado. Looked at more
closely, the recalcitrant commissioners would not have dared this bizarre stunt without
political back-up, and indeed the press coverage always featured the city’s business
leaders as the “cooler heads” who urged Waite to call off the National Guard. Thus, this
episode can be best perceived as a performance piece staged by the utility-industrial
interests as a prelude to the law-and-order campaign run in the subsequent election cycle
as they sought to “redeem” Colorado from Populism. A detailed look at these interests
shows that they represented a new regime of corruption, parallel to similar efforts which
would hold sway in many municipalities into the Progressive Era.
Chapter Outline
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The corrupt municipal election of 1889 and the subsequent trial are the subject of
Chapter 1, which is necessarily confusing, just as the events as they unfolded were
confusing and confounding. The trial introduces the participants as, in a bizarre turn of
events, the perpetrators of the election and vote fraud testified against themselves. While
the Denver Republican and the Rocky Mountain News both covered these events in great
detail, the trial concealed as much as it revealed, as each editor attempted to shape the
events through news reporting and their own editorial opinions.
Political events in Colorado mirrored those on the national stage prior to 1890. In
particular, the contests for the U.S. Senate seats from Colorado were tied into the national
political factionalism and patronage politics, and the divisive, factional, and corrupt
Republican Party politics of the era. Through the practice of patronage, the Senate
contests drove the local election contests, encouraging and supporting vertically
integrated political factions. Thus, this system of factions based on patronage politics is
the subject of Chapter 2.
As this corruption regime ended, it created an opening to seized control of
Republican Party machinery in Colorado. Chapter 3, “Smashing the Gang,” analyzes the
1890 election cycle, a watershed year in the factional battles within the Republican Party.
While the fraudulent voting registrations and a stolen ballot box episode appear to be a
continuation of the typical election frauds, in fact this election marked the entrance of a
newly organized cabal of business and utility interests, attempting to seize control of
Denver and Colorado politics. The two competing Republican factions, the “Gang” and
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the “Gang Smashers” conducted their battle with subterfuge concealing their identities,
and goals, thus polluting and subverting the public sphere.
the two competing Republican factions also represented two competing
masculinities in Denver’s electoral contests, the Victorian ideal of masculinity, versus the
more physical manliness represented by the gambling and sporting culture. These
competing ideals were on display in the municipal election of 1891, and are the subject of
Chapter 4: as elements of the defeated “gang” from the fall 1890 election sought to take
back control.
Despite the turmoil and upheaval in the previous elections, 1892 proved to be the
most divisive yet, as both major parties in Colorado split over the issue of “Free Silver,”
a complex set of issues and beliefs which it is imperative to understand in order to
understand the political events which followed. These issues are covered in Chapter 5,
along with the divisive and confusing City Hall War in 1894. When Governor Waite
sought to replace his own corrupted police commissioners, the commissioners refused to
step down, and instead barricaded themselves in City Hall, brazenly defended by the very
corrupt policemen and street thugs they were supposed to control. Like the 1889 Election
and trial, the City Hall War has to be seen as staged political drama, played to embarrass
the Populist governor, portraying his as unable to maintain law and order.
Chapter 6: Behind the show trials and the rhetoric were the real powers: the
loosely organized group of industrialists, bankers, and utility owners who sought to shape
municipal government to their own benefit, in a clear example of what modern
economists term rent-seeking. While the early money came from mining and railroads,
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the real money to be made was on the city utility companies and the monopoly franchises
to operate them, and the business interests were organizing to control these, and to
control the granting of franchises to insure their position controlling profitable and noncompetitive monopolies with minimal taxation.
Epilogue: The follow-up to the City Hall War was the perhaps predictable return
to power of the corporate interests, a move they themselves likened to the Redemption of
the South following reconstruction. Business-backed Republicans cleverly used the
disorder of the City Hall War and party realignment to win election on a law and order
platform. Writings of reformer Ben Lindsey paint a clear picture of the operations of this
capitalist-industrialist political machine, and the subtle ways in which it co-opted the
brightest, most talented, and ambitious up and coming young men. Combating what they
saw as a conspiracy, a group of young college educated reformers rose around Lindsay
and set the stage for Progressivism. Despite their efforts, corporate interests consolidated
power supporting the rise of Mayor Speer’s administration, more closely related to a
traditional machine than anything which came before.
While some have criticized progressive reformers as middle class do-gooders,
given the vast resources of the industrialists and utility owners in Denver and in Colorado
as they sought to seize control by any means necessary it is hard to see how any group
less qualified or less well funded could have taken on this task. The ensuing era of
progressive reform efforts is beyond the scope of this work. Perhaps it is not surprising
that a number of nationally known Progressives came out of Denver in this period.
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CHAPTER 1: BEER, BOODLE, AND BLOOD:
VOTING FRAUD AND POLICE CORRUPTION,
AN ELECTION AND A TRIAL
A combine of greedy and unscrupulous spoils hunters has been permitted to
seize and manipulate the machinery and power of the Republican Party for their
own selfish and often disreputable ends, and the masses of voters whose devotion
to principle gives the Republican organization supremacy in Denver and Colorado
have grown tired of ring rule. 58 Denver Republican

Whiskey runs the primaries, the primaries rule the convention, the
convention names the party ticket and as a consequence there is no hope of
municipal reform in partisan nominations.59 Rocky Mountain News

A visitor stepping off the train at Denver’s Union Station in the last week of
March, 1899 would have found himself in the midst of a dynamic, complex, and highly
partisan municipal election battle, but would have been hard-pressed to determine which
side he might support. Even a non-partisan resident might have had a hard time: a
resident who read all of the papers would have been highly confused. When the
Republican ticket, headed by mayoral candidate Wolfe Londoner, won the municipal
election in April, 1889, the two leading Denver papers agreed on just two things: that the
city was in the grip of a “gang,” and their nefarious activities had tainted the election.
While both major newspapers blamed the election fraud on a shadowy and nefarious
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“Gang,” the reality was far more complex. In fact, by casting blame on the perpetrators of
shady activities, newspaper editors kept the public’s attention from focusing on the power
brokers pulling the strings. In the fractured political environment, one faction or another
always seemed to be willing to use election and vote fraud to win what they saw as a
battle for political hegemony. The many itinerant working men who hung around in the
eight or ten block area where the saloons and gambling halls were concentrated served as
an available pool of foot soldiers for this effort. Whoever sought to control and
manipulate the elections needed to buy the control of this street army, usually
accomplished through the leaders of the loosely organized fraternity of saloon and
gambling hall owners. The two principal newspapers reported extensive coverage of the
elections, and nearly verbatim coverage of the court challenge and trial that followed,
revealing both the outrageous and blatant voting frauds of the participants yet only hinted
at the alleged secret meetings and partisan financing that purported to tie the entire
episode to Colorado's powerful U.S. Senators. But the lengthy stories ultimately
concealed as much as they revealed.
From its founding on the banks of the South Platte River at the base of the
Rocky Mountains, Denver, known to its supporters as the Queen City on the Plains, had
grown up in fits and starts along with the territory of Colorado, fattening on the mineral
riches being dug out of the vast network of high mountain ranges. After a fight with its
territorial rival, Golden, Denver had won the capitol. By the early 1880s, Denver had
grown into its role as a major regional financial center, the largest city in Colorado, and
with its railroad connections the gateway to the Rocky Mountain mining districts. Early
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entrepreneurs, fearful of having the city bypassed by the transcontinental railroad, had
taken the situation into their own hands and built their own railroad to Cheyenne, giving
Denver a link to the Union Pacific system. These earliest entrepreneurs, all owners of
vast amounts of Denver property, became a powerful business lobby who saw their
personal fortunes tied to the growth of their new city.60
The new railroads brought an endless stream of men from the South, East, and
Midwest, and from many other countries, anxious to make their stake in the growing
mines and the new city. Between 1881 and 1890, Colorado’s mines produced over $185
million in precious metals. From a population of 35,629 in 1880, three years after
achieving statehood, Denver had grown to 106,713 by 1890.61 Along with the frontier
lawyers, crusading newspaper editors, nouveau riche miners, and bankers, all of whom
saw themselves as a city elite, came the saloon owners and professional gamblers to run
the establishments that defined the wide-open culture of a western mining town. Lower
downtown, (the area now popularly called LoDo,) functioned as a boomtown within a
growing city, directly adjacent to the train station and positioned to attract both the
arriving fortune seekers and men coming from the mines with newly-earned money in
their pockets. Dance halls, bordellos, gambling establishments, theatres, and saloons were
concentrated on Larimer and Holliday streets.62 A new breed of con men practiced the art
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of bunco, snaring unwary marks on the streets, in the saloons, and in hotel lobbies with a
elaborate schemes, which had grown to become a virtual plague in cities throughout the
country in the 1880s. All these nefarious activities operated in spite of laws ostensibly
outlawing both gambling and prostitution.63
Denver’s Newspapers
As in most U.S. cities at the time, Denver’s newspapers played an intensely
partisan role in framing the election themes, although they did not play as significant a
role in the outcome as they might have wished. Denver in 1889 featured two major
newspapers and an ever-changing number of minor newspapers. The outspoken Col. John
Arkins edited the Democratic Rocky Mountain News.64 On the other side of the fence, the
Denver Republican, owned by former U.S. Senator Nathaniel P. Hill, saw itself as the
voice of the respectable element. But there was a third side, one which Arkins
characterized as controlled by the saloon element and which Hill called a machine or
gang. A third intermittently published paper, the Denver Times, served as a booster for
this element, and was frequently accused by the others of supporting the Gang, but a
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review of the Times finds few memorable quotes or strong positions on any subject.65
Ironically, in their generally moral concerns and antagonism to the saloons and gang
control, the News and the Republican agreed with each other, and should have been on
the same side, but often chose instead to attack each other.
The contentious debate in the public space of the newspaper played out intensely
during the extremely abbreviated election cycle for the municipal elections.66 Each party
held its own primary before each election, at which voters elected delegates to the party
convention. The conventions met just a few days later and officially nominated the
candidates for office. In 1889, the Republican primary took place on March 23, followed
by the Republican convention on March 25, the same day as the Democratic primary,
with the general election to follow on April 2. While the run-up to the election might last
for months, the actual candidates were not selected until virtually the last minute. Thus,
the municipal elections were not candidate centered as they are today, but utterly
controlled by the factions who selected the slates and attempted to control the
conventions. As the Rocky Mountain News saw it, "Whiskey runs the primaries, the
primaries rule the convention, the convention names the party ticket and as a
consequence there is no hope of municipal reform in partisan nominations."67
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As 1889 began, Col. Arkins trumpeted the closing of saloons on Sundays as a
centerpiece of the upcoming April 2 municipal election. Once he got started, Arkins
wrote almost daily editorials about "The Saloon in Politics.” As he noted, "The power it
controls and the material at its command gives the saloon an advantage in the ward
primaries of an election that it is hopeless to attempt to overcome by ordinary party
methods.”68 Arkins set up the contest as a moral one between the churches and the “solid
men” on one side, and the saloon owners and liquor interests on the other. While the
campaign for Sunday closings used a moral, anti-liquor framework, Arkins’ real focus
was to link the “Saloon Interest” with the opposition, which he portrayed as both immoral
and pro-liquor. For its part, the Denver Republican made a ward-by-ward report on the
March 23 Republican primaries: where there was trouble, where the repeaters were
concentrated, and where “the gang” appeared. Their analysis seemed designed to support
the contention that the ticket was “made by the machine.”69
Arkins’ report on the Republican convention, with his characteristic multiple
descending headlines, was clear in its accusatory tone: “MADE BY THE MACHINE; A
City Ticket that is Pronounced an Outrage on Public Decency: Political Parasites achieve
Notoriety by Aiding Dives.”70 The Republicans nominated store owner and former State
Party Chair Wolfe Londoner for mayor. Proving to be more astute than expected, the
Republicans added a plank to their platform supporting Sunday saloon closings, and
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additionally, closings from midnight to 6 AM, stealing an issue from the Democrats. Of
course, the Rocky Mountain News derided this tactic as a "farce, in the face of the rum
ticket nominated by the Republican convention.”71
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2.“Made by the Machine” March 26, 1889
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While both the Denver Republican and the Rocky Mountain News made innumerable
references to “the Gang," the specifics of just who was in the Gang were vague. It is
unclear whether the papers meant to suggest that there was a tightly organized criminal
gang operating, like the Jesse James gang, or whether they were suggesting a loosely
confederated organization for the purpose of subverting elections and city government,
which was actually closer to the truth. Perhaps they were just bandying about the word
for effect. In any case, both papers seemed to
agree in 1889 that the “Gang” included all of
the denizens of the saloon area who could be
recruited, headed by a triumvirate: saloon and
theater owner Ed Chase, gambler Bat
Masterson, and notorious con man Jefferson
Randolph “Soapy” Smith.72
Smith had arrived in Denver in 1879
as a shell game artist still in his teens.73 He
earned his nickname practicing a variation,
the soap game, setting up his “tripe and
Figure 2. Jefferson Randolph
“Soapy” Smith. DPL
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keister” (tripod and valise) on the corner of 17th and Larimer, just a few blocks from the
railroad station. With a spiel that was equal parts street performance and psychological
gamesmanship, he attempted to entice his audience to buy his small bars of soap, some of
which seemed to be wrapped with real currency: ten, twenty, and even fifty dollar bills.74
In addition to the soap game, Smith apprenticed with the confidence man Charles
“Doc” Baggs, a fixture on the streets of Denver. By 1889, Dog Baggs had been railroaded
out of town, and the wily Smith had parlayed his small shell game and personable
abilities into control of a protection racket. This set-up accorded with the general
configuration of the confidence rackets, in which the leader, or “inside man,” acted as a
go-between between the street corner thieves and bunco sharks, and the police.75
Ed Chase was another unusual frontier character. Tall, conservative, confident,
and always impeccably well-dressed, he could easily pass for a conservative
businessman, which he was.76 But his businesses were saloons, gambling halls, and the
famous Palace Theater, a prominent stage for variety performers. [Figure 2. Ed Chase’s
Palace Theater] He operated various businesses in Denver from the 1860s until his death,
leaving briefly to open similar establishments in Cheyenne. While Soapy Smith was a
notoriously dishonest gambler, Chase had a reputation as an operator of honest gambling
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halls. Chase, along with the other owners of saloons and gambling parlors, had a vested
interest in maintaining the idea that gambling could be a legitimate enterprise. He was

Figure 3, Ed Chase’s Palace Theatre, DPL

ideally positioned to act as a middleman between the establishment businessmen and the
so-called Gang.77
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Acting as Chase’s lieutenant was
Bat Masterson, a man who had
been kicking around the frontier
from his time as a Dodge City
marshal in the late 1870s.
Masterson had a long career in
Denver, and in 1889 he was
working for Chase as the manager
of his gambling halls and as his
political lieutenant. But Masterson
also exemplified the revolving
door between the saloon industry
and the police department.
Figure 4. Bat Masterson in Denver, DPL

Masterson’s obituary in the

Denver Times summarized his Denver career: “Starting at the foot of the political ladder,
he became a deputy sheriff of Denver and filled in between times with gambling,
grooming prize-fighters, battling bad men, and generally making the name Bat
apropos.”78
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Masterson was the epitome of the sporting man, a man who held sport and the
sanctity of the game in highest regard. As a professional gambler, he held a job, much
like today’s casino dealers. These men were held to their word, at least within the
gambling fraternity. However, in many places, the professional gamblers functioned
within the saloons like franchisees, controlling their own tables or faro bank.
Nevertheless, a crooked table would not have been tolerated in an otherwise honest
establishment.79 Soapy Smith’s establishments, on the other hand, were notorious for
their crooked tables, but tolerated by other houses as operating under Soapy’s Caveat
Emptor motto. To Soapy, this was fair enough warning for any who entered that the odds
were against him. “My gambling hall is an institution of public education,” He reportedly
stated. “Those afflicted with the gambling urge can be permanently cured, for they have
no chance of winning.”80
Maintaining order in the downtown districts was a major occupation of the
Denver police. Along with the general temptations to corruption presented by the saloons
and gambling halls, the revolving door between the police department and the saloons led
to a situation where the police and saloon interests often seemed to be working in concert.
It was from the slightly less honest that the bunco fraternity drew its participants,
gamblers who seemed also to sink to the level of petty thieves. While Masterson
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represented the honest gambler and sporting man, and Soapy Smith the bunco fraternity,
they worked in concert in the election of 1889 in the wards of downtown Denver ceded to
the gambling halls and saloons.81
Meanwhile, as the 1889 election proceeded, the Democrats held their own
primaries, characterized by Arkins in the News as peaceful and harmonious: “Democrats
take a turn at the primaries to select delegates to their convention; Harmony in the ranks
and balloting conducted without repeating Saturday's scenes,” he wrote, referring to the
absence of the shenanigans reported at the Republican primaries. Nevertheless, Arkins
was unhappy with the Democratic nominees, and appealed to voters to create a fusion
ticket. Arkins urged “taxpayers” to form a non-partisan coalition of the Democrats, and
the Prohibition Party, and to nominate a slate to be chosen by a “citizens’ committee.”82
Former Rocky Mountain News owner William N. Byers and three other leading
citizens signed a letter published in the News announcing the “Citizens’ Committee,”
purporting to represent average citizens and taxpayers, though they could all in fact be
counted among the city's “Best Men,” the respectable white upper crust. To promote his
push at a non-partisan cross-party ticket, Arkins kept up the drum-beat of temperance,
framed in the politics of Christianity: “A Christian Nation: Religions other than Christian
find no place in our system…”83 While the word “Christian” was frequently used as a
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synonym for respectable, moral, upright, or even middle-class, the ideals and discourse of
Christian faith formed the basis for the Women’s Christian Temperance Union.84 In this
light, it must be noted that candidate Wolfe Londoner was, in fact, of Jewish extraction,
though not a practicing Jew. Nevertheless, Londoner, on occasion, faced anti-Semitic
allusions and comments. The syncretic amalgamation of morality and Christianity was
well-represented in the make-up of the “Citizens’ Committee,” which included a number
of ministers and met at the YMCA, expanding the notion that the movement was in fact
religiously-based.
The “Citizens’ Committee,” including Arkins himself, the ministers, and assorted
other movers and shakers, met behind closed doors. Their first idea was to put a citizens’
ticket up for the election, but one composed mostly of Republicans, apparently in order to
capture the “clean” Republican votes. The Democrats assembled in an adjoining room, in
order to provide an immediate second to the nominations. But the assembled Democrats
refused to accept the coalition unless they could have their candidate, E.R. Barton, for the
mayoralty, and a joint session was unable to produce a compromise. The Democrats then
retired to their caucus room, and “there was a running back and forth, some with scowls,
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some with smiles, some disgusted, some outwitted. Nobody knew how the thing was
going to turn.”85
After two days of frantic negotiations, the “Citizens’ Committee” failed to
produce a ticket acceptable to all. Finally, the Democrats met again in executive session
and appointed their own ticket headed by Barton. Filling out the ticket, “a number of the
nominees were pressed into service against their will.” Meanwhile, the Prohibition Party
had nominated its own candidate. So, despite their mutual antipathy for the Republicans,
the Democratic-Fusion coalition could not agree on candidates, and the Democrats by
themselves could barely recruit enough candidates. Despite lack of success, Arkins tried
to put a positive spin on the situation, as having directed “public attention to the
influences that operate against honest city government. It would be a mistake to assume
that in the event of present failure, the work done would be labor wasted.”86 The Denver
Republican, on the other hand—and despite the so-called gang-machine ticket—re-joined
party efforts and worked for Republican victory, hardly in doubt with the DemocraticFusion opposition hopelessly split. Yet even with the outcome barely contested, the
election itself was set to be enmeshed in fraud.87
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All of this political action took place less
than a week prior to the municipal election on April
2. With the opposition divided, Londoner easily beat
Democrat Barton. However, the actual election was
by no means the end of the political contest; instead
it was the beginning of an even more acrimonious
fight. In the next day's headline, Arkins did not
mince words as he expressed his outrage at methods
used by the opposition: “Beer, Boodle, and Blood:
The Elements Which Assisted the Machine
Candidates in their Nefarious Work,” which he
considered “the most disgraceful in the history of
Denver.” The sub-headline resorted to scare tactics
and threats of vigilantism: “A Law and Order
League Absolutely Necessary for the Protection of
Figure 5.“Beer Boodle and
Blood,” RMN April 3, 1889

the Lives and Property of Citizens.”88
The Denver Republican directly opposed

Arkins of the News, but now also virulently expressed its opposition to the incumbent
Republican Mayor Wilson Lee, implicating his administration for giving in to corruption,
principally in the person of Chief of Police Henry Brady and his lieutenant James
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O'Connor.89 After lending supportive words to the Republican ticket in the election, they
again turned against “the machine,” asserting that upstanding Republicans had not turned
out to vote due to disgust with the “men and methods which have ruled the recent
conventions,” and that “gang forces” had shanghaied the Republican ticket. According to
the Republican, “A combine of greedy and unscrupulous spoils hunters has been
permitted to seize and manipulate the machinery and power of the Republican Party for
their own selfish and often disreputable ends, and the masses of voters whose devotion to
principle gives the Republican organization supremacy in Denver and Colorado have
grown tired of ring rule.”90
Just after the election, the Denver Republican was among the first to urge the
victorious Londoner to cut his ties to the previous administration, and the Gang, by
getting rid of Chief Brady. On April 5, the editorial asserted that “the forces upon which
they have depended for success are calculated to bring discredit upon the party and
disaster upon the city and state,” charging that over 5,000 Republicans failed to vote,
evidence that “a revolt is breeding” against these forces, who they now identified as
Brady, O'Connor, Ed Chase, and Soapy Smith.91 “That a revolt is breeding against the
rule of the Bradys, the Connors [sic], the Chases, the ‘Soapy’ Smiths,” wrote the DR,
“has been evident to all observant citizens for some time. No men know better than the
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leaders who have controlled most of our recent primaries and conventions.”92 As clear as
this statement seems in naming names, the Denver Republican nevertheless refrained
from actually identifying those “leaders who have controlled most of our recent primaries
and conventions.” The paper’s point was that the Republicans actually had a majority of
2,500 to 3,000 voters, and could win elections without the voting fraud.
This Republican majority is actually a key point: why did the winner have to
resort to vote fraud when there was hardly even a contest? While the Denver Republican
felt free to ask the question, it must be noted that the DR did not at this point actually
probe for the underlying answers or contest the election in the public sphere. They did
initiate investigations into the recent frauds, and in addition to the election fraud, they
continued to condemn the rampant police corruption under Mayor Lee and Chief Brady,
asserting that the corruption had taken the form of blackmail against the red-light
denizens, a common form of police corruption. The DR editorialized: “It is a notorious
fact that during the last eighteen months the present police management has steadily
levied blackmail on the gamblers and prostitutes of the city.”93
One of the key issues in the debate over the governance of the police department
was an informal policy of placing police officers outside the doors of gambling parlors to
prohibit the entry of underage men, drunks, or troublemakers. Because such officers were
paid for by the establishments, this policy was easily portrayed by administration
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opponents as police graft. This policy would be brought up as evidence against the
department at every hard turn. After an RMN reporter “discovered” officers in the
saloons in December of 1888, the entire city became enmeshed in the controversy in the
winter and spring of 1889. Reformers charged Lee and Brady with operating the force as
a machine, as well as blackmailing gamblers and prostitutes.94 This controversy was the
manifestation in Denver of the perennial problem of morality in policing, which gave rise
to police corruption all over the country.95 Were the police protecting the public?
Pandering to the gaming establishment? Or blackmailing the gamblers and prostitutes?
The issue was subject to spin, and could be contorted to fit whichever side one wanted.
With the heat on, after the election of Londoner the police did initiate a crackdown on
prostitutes, prohibiting them from openly soliciting.96
Following up in their campaign to impugn Londoner, the DR went on to assert
that Brady had used the police force itself in the corrupting of the election: “It is a still
more notorious fact that in all our campaigns since Brady became chief the entire police
force of the city has been used for the purpose of aiding the Gang to retain control of the
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government.” 97 Whichever way they played it, the police were treading a fine line. While
both gambling and prostitution were officially illegal, no one expected the police to
eradicate the twin vices. However, they were expected to regulate and control the
activities, keeping the roar of the vice district at a low level, out of the hearing of the
more moral side of the city. With such a narrow line to tread, the department depended on
the support of the mayor, and thus the police were further motivated, if not expected, to
work for the re-election of a sympathetic mayor.98 The DR continued with the allegations
against Mayor Lee, that he had “accepted Brady and Connor [sic] and the rest at the
dictation of his political masters and the rascality that followed as a matter of course.”99
Once again, however, the newspaper’s readers were left in the dark about just who Mayor
Lee’s “political masters” might be.
Then the Citizens’ Committee organized a series of indignation meetings. The
principal editors of both major newspapers were fond of combining their own opinion,
expressed in the editorial space of their papers, with an additional boost from a public
meeting. While it is tempting to see these meetings as the commandeering of the public
sphere and public space for civic discourse, in another way, these meetings were but a
staged accompaniment to the discourse in the newspapers. One senses that they were
organized by the papers; at least the editors used the space of the papers to forward the
call for the meeting. Assembled citizens gathered and listened to a pre-determined and
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staged round of speeches by the leading “best men.” After the round of complaints about
the high level of fraud, the citizens, according to the Republican, urged the newly-elected
mayor to fire the corrupt police chief and his lieutenant and reform the police force,
laying blame on former Mayor Lee. Afterwards, the newspapers were able to report the
speeches almost verbatim, to augment and reinforce their own editorial views. Both the
DR and the RMN fanned the flames of these indignation meetings, while still hewing to
the line that they were somehow spontaneously ignited. Once again the DR alludes to, but
does not specify, just who the “political masters” might be, and from whom Lee
“accepted” Brady and O’Connor.100
On this occasion, the speeches against the administration hit their mark. The day
after the April 5 indignation meeting, former Mayor Lee went looking for opposition
attorney and meeting speaker Judge Rockwell with a six-shooter and a horsewhip to
avenge the unfavorable remarks made about him.101 According to the DR, it was not that
Lee was offended because Rockwell had upbraided him for the manner the police were
used at the polls: this was after all typical political discourse. Instead, the bone of
contention was that when discussing the confrontation, the Judge had added
parenthetically, that “the Mayor wasn’t even drunk at the time,” insinuating that he was
drunk much of the rest of the time.102 This incident illustrates the manner in which the
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masculine code of honor was intermixed with issues of political reputation and
representation.103
By May 4th it was clear that Londoner would sack Chief Brady and Lieutenant
O'Connor.104 Just then, James O’Connor and fellow police officer Charles Connors (no
relation) were charged with planning to rob a Denver and Rio Grande train. While there
is no specific evidence connecting these two incidents, it is hard to imagine that they
were not related and otherwise connected to the infighting between the Republican
factions. At least one of the editors suggested as much, pointing to the owners of the
railroad as a possible link. But before the planned robbery case could come to trial, Chief
Brady was suddenly tried for accepting protection money from the supposed leader of the
Chinese gamblers, Chin Poo. According to the Denver Republican, the trial itself, and
even the fact that the trial was advanced to the docket on short notice, represented
partisan maneuvering by two different factions now opposed to Londoner: Republican
U.S. Senator Edward Wolcott, and Col. Arkins and the Democratic leaders, now anxious
to discredit Brady.105
As the Brady bribery trial got underway, Brady's defense attorney, George W.
Easley, used his opening speech to denounce former Republican senator Nathaniel Hill
who had subsequently bought the Denver Republican. Then Easley attacked Mayor
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Londoner, Londoner’s newly appointed Chief of Police Farley, District Attorney Stevens,
and finally railroad engineer Otto Mears.106

Figure 6. Denver Police Chiefs; Chief Henry Brady, standing, third from
right, DPL
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Easley accused them all of participation in a conspiracy to promote Londoner's
gubernatorial ambitions, continuing his tirade for an hour. When it came time for
prosecutor Stevens to make his opening speech, he accused Easley of speaking as Sen.
Wolcott’s mouthpiece, and further retaliated by calling defense attorney Easley a
drunkard and wife beater.107 Thus, after months of obfuscation, complaining about the
Gang and the Machine but refusing to name names, this opening testimony in a
seemingly unrelated trial began to put senatorial politics and the major split in the
Republican Party between two competing factions at center stage.108
The Denver Republican controlled by Hill asserted that “the Gang” was in the pay
of the faction of the Republican Party tied to Senator Henry M. Teller and his acolyte
Wolcott. Teller, an early and prominent mine owner from Central City, had first been
elected to the U.S. Senate at statehood in 1876. Teller had given up his Senate seat to
serve as Secretary of the Interior under newly inaugurated President Chester Arthur after
the Garfield assassination in 1881. Following his term as Secretary, Teller decided to
return to the Senate, fighting to take over Hill’s seat in the 1884-1885 contest. When the
new legislature elected Teller over Hill, in February 1885, Hill had retaliated by buying
the Denver Republican, and now used it to bully Teller.109 At the beginning of February,
1889, the Teller faction had just won the contest in the Legislature to elect Edward
Wolcott as the junior Senator. It was thus with no small amount of animus that the battle
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continued through the 1889 municipal election, and then moved to the courtroom where
the Brady trial got underway.110
Following the political animus and name calling came the testimony of Chin Poo,
accused of funneling protection money to Chief Brady. While stereotyped as a gambler,
Chin Poo was a legitimate business owner, with a “restaurant for whites,” as well as
“clean, and well-aired opium rooms.”111 Chin Poo testified that the money was from the
laundrymen, and not the gamblers, that he gave it to Lieutenant O'Connor, not Brady, and
that it was a political contribution, not protection money. "I am a citizen of this state. The
Chinese want to see the Republicans win," he added. The case was submitted to the jury
who returned with a not-guilty verdict inside of fifteen minutes.112
The Denver Republican was correct in the assertion that the trial was part of a
larger partisan battle, but the association of the Republican Wolcott with the Democrats
in opposition to Brady underlines its factional underpinnings. Typical of these events, the
Brady indictment and trial was not really about Brady or the $300 from Chin Poo and his
ethnic associates. The choice of Chin Poo and the relatively powerless and dependent
Chinese community as protagonists underlines the idea that the prosecution team and
associated faction wanted to underscore Brady’s corruption and tie it to the TellerWolcott faction, without burning any bridges with potentially more powerful allies. The
two speeches at the seemingly minor trial mark an eruption to the surface of the larger
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contest for power within the dominant Republican Party in Colorado, and its ties to
patronage politics.
The beginning of July saw the beginning of the trial of James O’Connor, Charles
Connors, and James Marshall for the attempted robbery of a Denver and Rio Grande
train. This trial was no less convoluted than the previous one. According to the testimony
of defendants, a man calling himself Joe Ward had appeared at Gunnison, Colorado as a
drummer, or traveling salesman, and insinuated himself into the confidence of the others,
eventually moving to Denver. At a card game in Charles Connors’ saloon, “Ward” had
seemingly hatched the plot to rob the train, and then enticed the others to participate. At
the trial, it turned out that “Ward” was actually the alias for a Mr. Holliday, a Denver and
Rio Grande detective. For their defense, the defendants all asserted that Ward/Holliday
was simply lying, start to finish, and they denied having even heard any of his plans.113
More interesting than the attempted robbery are the biographies of the defendants
and Holliday revealed during testimony. All are rather typical of the kinds of men who
were the front line foot-soldiers in the election contests. Both O’Connor and Connors had
arrived in Denver as young men, O’Connor after learning the trade of bricklaying. He
joined the police in 1881, and had worked on the force as roundsman, detective, and
lieutenant. He had been off the force for only a short period, since he was let go by
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Londoner, at which point he started a saloon. After eight years in Denver, O’Connor
owned his own home, five lots in town, and half-interest in 160 acres.114
Charles Connors had been a saloon owner in Troy, New York, before arriving in
Denver in spring 1880, and he had worked as a bartender until joining the police force six
months later. Over the next five or six years he worked as a patrolman and detective,
then, let go from the force, he worked as bailiff in the criminal court, and briefly left the
state to work on the railroad in Nebraska. Upon his return to Denver he worked as an
inspector in the Health Department under Mayor Lee, until resigning in December, 1888
to open a saloon at Eighteenth and Lawrence, and another on Pierpont Street.115 The third
defendant, James Marshall, was apparently a “grafter,” and owner of a saloon and race
horses in Kansas City.116 In sum, all of the three defendants belonged to the general class
of saloon owners. O’Connor and Connors had rotated through the police force. Marshall,
as owner of race horses, belongs to the sub-category of sporting men, though his
identification as a grafter marks him as less than honest. The amount of property that
O’Connor had managed to accumulate while in these jobs seems highly suspicious.117
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The facts of the case suggest a confidence game much like those described as
played by Soapy Smith and Doc Baggs. But the puzzlement of how these slick gang
members could have allowed themselves to get suckered into such a plot provided
enough entertainment to attract a large crowd to the packed courtroom for the trial.
Observers agreed that Holliday was the “coolest witness they ever saw,” after the long
cross-examination failed to shake him. Mr. Rhodes, the defense attorney, suggested that
the indictment of the men was a political conspiracy, part of a plot to “down the Connors’
[sic] and make Farley chief of police.” But the Judge refused to let him continue in the
direction of proving it. Since the crime was never pulled off, the fact that it did come to
trial is indeed suggestive of a political motivation by someone able to pull the strings of
the court.
Thus, this second trial of the summer also seemed to be a skirmish, designed to
position the players for the larger battle to come. Not surprisingly, the jury could not
agree on a verdict, but in a second trial in October, the trio was convicted, received fines
from $500-$1000, and prison terms from one to two years.118
By the end of a hot July, Editor Arkins was furious at the impudence and
arrogance of the Gang members who had seemingly gotten away with their outrageous
election shenanigans. He focused his animus on Soapy Smith and the squads of con men
at his beck and call, beginning a vendetta in his newspaper against the con men and
bunco sharks:
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Soapy, in the language of the fly-by-night fraternity “has” Denver…He has
it to do with what he will in so far as all professional swindling and stealing is
concerned… The city is absolutely under the control of this prince of knaves, and
there is not a confidence man, a sneak thief, or any other parasite upon the public
who does not pursue his avocation under license from the man who has become
great through the power vested in him by those whose sworn duty it is to
administer the laws out of fear or favor. 119

Arkins was correct that in addition to his personal soap game and gambling,
Soapy Smith had gained control of a downtown protection racket that exercised authority
over the operations of thieves and con men, and paid off the police on behalf of all.
Soapy developed this practice in Denver, perfected it in Creede, Colorado at the height of
the brief silver rush, and later applied it to his advantage at Skagway, Alaska at the
beginning of the Klondike Gold Rush.120 As far as Soapy was concerned, these
accusations by the crusading News editor were merely an irritant, all part of the business.
However, in Soapy’s mind, Arkins stepped over the line when he included in one article a
reference to Soapy’s wife, then summering with Denver’s society matrons at Idaho
Springs. Anna Smith’s assumed reputation as the wife of a Denver businessman was
ruined, and Soapy was incensed and set his mind on immediate retaliation. Accompanied
by “Banjo” Parker, one of his heavies, Smith stalked Arkins, waiting for him in front of
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the newspaper offices on the evening of July 30, 1889. When the editor appeared, Soapy
savagely beat him with his walking stick. The well- known con man was, of course,
apprehended, as there were numerous witnesses to the attack. This savage beating, like
Mayor Lee’s attack on Judge Rockwell, again shows that the masculine honor code was
an operative part of the social fabric. At a preliminary hearing, the prosecution wanted to
charge Smith with attempted murder, but in the end reduced the charge to assault. Freed
on $1,000 bond, he somehow never came to trial. Soapy, hoping his notoriety would
blow over, quit Denver for a time, taking some of his gang with him. They worked the
smaller towns in the area: Cheyenne; Salt Lake City; Ogden, Utah; and Pocatello,
Idaho.121 Following the assault, Arkins turned up the heat on the gang through the
summer of 1889 with a continuing series of articles called “Soapy in the Soup: Extensive
Review of his Activities”: “Why are Bunco and Confidence Men Allowed to Remain in
Denver?” (August 11); “Soapy Smith, his methods of operation, how his organization
was built up” (August 18); and “Thugs and thieves…Soapy's followers” (August 18.) 122
By the fall of 1889, the drumbeats against Republican control had helped to turn
voters’ ideas and Democratic fortunes. Elias Barton, Londoner's Democratic opponent in
the spring mayoral race, won the election for county sheriff. While the Democrats had
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originally challenged the mayoral election in court, the issue had stalled in a series of
appeals before the court ultimately decided that the election could be challenged by any
citizen. This decision opened the way for Barton to sue to overturn Londoner's
election.123 While Barton’s issue was voting fraud, the fortunes of the trial turned on
Mayor Londoner's dismissal of the Gang-complicit Police Chief Henry Brady. With that,
the Gang turned against Londoner and Gang members prepared testified to their own
perfidy. Of course, the Democrats had their own interests in seeing to the embarrassment
of the Republicans, and the continuation of the Republican factional fight. So, as the
contest shaped up, Hill's Republican took up the defense of the seemingly redeemed
Mayor Londoner, against both the cooperative efforts of the Democrats who were
attacking Republican vote fraud, and the Wolcott-Teller Republican faction attacking
Londoner and defending Brady.124
The Trial
In the case of a situation does that not on the surface make sense, one has to look
between the lines for a deeper, hidden agenda. While the trial testimony seemed to reveal
the insidious details of the vote fraud, the hidden agenda would not become clear for
some time to come. In any case, the trial testimony clearly connected the frauds to
Senatorial patronage politics. It is important to remember that the trial was not a state
prosecution on charges of fraud, but essentially a lawsuit, with two parties in contention.
Young Lafe Pence, a Democratic operative, often referred to in the news as “the
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prosecution,” actually represented the Democrats suing to overturn the election. Judge
Rockwell and Judge Marsh represented Londoner, attempting to maintain his position as
Mayor.125 Pence had a number of related goals. First, he had to prove that fraud had
occurred. Of course, this task would be made easier as those who committed the fraud
would actually testify. Second, Pence sought to prove that the fraud had been sanctioned
by Londoner, or that Londoner knew about it. This task would prove more difficult.
However, third, the law required proof that the vote fraud affected the outcome of the
election, and that the number of fraudulent votes would have been enough to change the
outcome of the election. Londoner’s team had only to cast doubt on the position of the
prosecution.
The 1890 trial would not have succeeded without the cooperation of those who
participated in the vote fraud. These men, referred to as “the Gang,” clearly changed
allegiances, and agreed to testify against themselves. Thus the real question was not
whether frauds had been committed, but why the Gang was willing to participate in the
trial. As the trial got underway in March, 1890, the Denver Republican made the case that
the purpose of the Gang was to punish Londoner for his dismissal of Chief of Police
Brady and his first lieutenant James O'Connor.
The object of the Brady Connors [sic] …gang was to wreak vengeance on
Mayor Londoner for having kicked them out of positions which they had
disgraced and to do it they are perfectly willing to go into the witness box and
pose as self-confessed criminals, ballot box ravishers, and scoundrels of the
deepest dye.
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The prosecution is perfectly willing to use this array of social rottenness and
political filthiness in order to subserve its own reckless and selfish ends. The list
of principal witnesses… makes nauseating reading but it will serve for a moral.126

Of course, while the DR accuses those testifying of “posing” as criminals and
scoundrels, the gang members were by their own testimony “ballot box ravishers and
scoundrels,” not just posers. The testimony provides a window into the various frauds
practiced in Denver, which were all variations on common Gilded Age fraudulent
election activities.127 According to the voluminous testimony at the trial, the Gang first
canvassed neighborhoods and entered false names into the voter registration books, and
then created slips of paper representing both real and made-up voters in both the
eighteenth and nineteenth precincts. Election-day headquarters had been set up in the
back room of Charles Connors’ saloon. A steady stream of men came in, got a slip, were
escorted to the polls, and voted that name. Some of the witnesses at the trial were the men
who had voted the names on the slips, some were men who had gone to vote, only to be
told their name had already been voted by someone else, and some men and women were
boarding house keepers or hotel desk clerks who testified that specific names, registered
to their address and voted, were actually fraudulent.128
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Pence, attorney for the plaintiffs, brought nearly 200 witnesses to the stand over
the course of twelve days in court. The Denver Republican followed the trial with
complete coverage, though in an abbreviated style. They were proud of the fact that they
alone had urged Londoner to fire Brady and O’Connor, and now, throughout the trial,
they continued to support Londoner. The DR complained in an editorial that the RMN
not only continued to excoriate Londoner, but failed to turn against the two blackguard
officers.129
Typical of the testimony of the Gang members:
John P. Kinneavy resided at 3132 Curtis St. in the twenty-second precinct. He
testified that he was at the nineteenth precinct seven or eight hours, “asked to go down
there and peddle tickets; he didn’t take any men from the saloon; was in the saloon about
noon; had a glass of beer; didn’t see anything.”130
Nelson Fritz testified that he saw men come to the polls with slips of paper in
their hands, “100 men with slips; saw them vote, followed them back to Connors’ saloon;
entered the room, saw the men get their money.” The last statement was stricken out, but
Fritz continued: “Saw the same men get slips and ballots and go back to the polls and
vote again. Charles Connors and Phil Keller furnished the slips to the men.”131
We must note that up to this time, none of the men who testified had been
immigrants. Like Connors and O’Connor, all were men who drifted into Denver from
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states further to the east. Further illustrating that the “Gang” was a political entity, not an
ethnic one, the next to testify was a “colored man,” Dave Millen, who testified that he
had worked in the eighteenth, nineteenth, twentieth, eighth, twenty-third, and fourth
precincts on election day. He “peddled tickets and voted men; took 100 men to a certain
place, a continual run all day long.” He had, he continued, “voted men in the nineteenth,
and voted some of the same men in the eighteenth, and some in the Second; got the slips
in the wine room of a saloon in the nineteenth, voted the gang in blocs of five, but voted
two or three when business was dull.” Millen testified that he had lived in Denver twentyeight years, and had been on the police force for over two years, quitting in May 1889,
leaving at the same time as Brady. Millen had worked on the force thirteen days under
Londoner, before the Mayor discharged him “for several different causes.”132
The sensational trial continued with startling revelations of blatant malfeasance.
Phil Keller was another participant in the frauds who testified. Keller had arrived in
Denver in 1881, had worked as a bartender until 1885 or 1886, was then on the police
force under Chief Hogle not quite two years, was appointed Deputy Sheriff for two years
under Weber, and quit in January 1889.133 Here is his testimony:
Q: “Did you know what you did was penitentiary offense?”
A: “Didn't know it, didn't pay any attention to the law.”
Q: “You were a deputy sheriff weren't you?”
A: “Yes sir.”
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Q: “And sworn to uphold the law?”
A: “Yes sir.”134
In a classic performance, Soapy Smith took the stand and described how he
boarded up a crucial polling place in the eighteenth precinct. That Soapy actually testified
is proof enough that the Gang was complicit in the trial, as the wily con man never acted
except in his own self-interest, and could easily have absented himself from town.
As the DR reported Soapy’s testimony:
Witness nailed the boards up the previous night. It was for the purpose of
protecting the glass. It was boarded up about waist high; it was to keep the crowd
from breaking the glass in the door. Chief Brady told witness to nail the boards
on. A man could readily see over the top of the boards. Witness was busy at his
own place of business on Election Day; a place where cigars, tobacco, and notions
were sold. Never gave any person any slips.
Q: Is it usual to keep door?
A: There were some people there who didn’t want everybody to know
what was going on.
The front door opened on Seventeenth Street, there was a back
room….several persons were in the back room. Couldn’t swear that there wasn’t
any slips furnished to men to vote. Walked to polls with some of his friends…
went with brother and a number of others. Did not send anybody to polls to vote
names belonging to someone else. Two tables in inner room, no money…no cigar
box, ballots on table. Saw two or three men with slips of paper, saw Ed Chase
with a copy of the registration book... saw two or three men at the witness’ store
with slips of paper.135
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Smith, while denying all, testified in the negative, as it were, to all of the timehonored fraudulent election and voting techniques which were previously detailed by
other witnesses. As Smith so carefully denies, he did not send anyone to the polls to vote
names belonging to someone else; there were two tables in the back room but no money;
there was no cigar box with slips of paper. He did see Ed Chase with a copy of the
registration book. He did see a few men with slips of paper, etc.
Of course, as this testimony was unloaded on the court, the opposition was
furious. Not only had the perpetrators gotten away with their frauds, but it seemed that
they could testify to their perfidy with impunity: there was no sign that the state would
step forward to prosecute election fraud. As the repeaters and ward heelers testified
against themselves in the trial, one wonders, does this trial really reveal as much as it
seems to? In fact, the trial can better be viewed as a set piece of political performance,
designed to keep hidden the powers behind the election fraud. The trial brings into the
fore the political factionalization paralyzing Colorado. In a prescient editorial "Clean Out
the Gang," the previous spring, the DR correctly foretold coming events:
Men who have a selfish interest in the continuation of gang rule in Denver
will flock around Mayor Londoner and try to make him believe that Chief Brady
and Lieutenant Connor [sic] should be kept on the police force because they
violated the law and defied decency in mustering the tinhorn gamblers and bunko
men and other fraudulent voters to his support at the polls. He will be told that if it
had not been for the dirty and disgraceful work done by Brady and his pals he
might have been defeated and that if he should now ‘go back on’ the gang he
would incur the scorn of honest men.136
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However, it might not have been clairvoyance at work. The fact would soon come
out that just such a meeting had taken place, in which Londoner was told that the BradyO’Connor Gang had engaged in widespread fraud to enable his election. In “going back
on the gang,” Londoner had earned the respect of at least some of the men at the DR. The
question was whether Londoner’s denial of knowledge of the fraud was credible. On the
one hand, as the Chairman of the Republican State Committee, it is hard to believe that
he would not have known; on the other, in the end he had done the honorable thing by
firing Brady and O’Connor. Nevertheless, by keeping the focus on whether or not
Londoner knew about the corruption that got him elected, the trail and the coverage of the
trial continued to obscure the question of who was behind the corruption.
The alleged complicity of the Republican U.S. Senators in not only rigging the
election, but attempting to maintain the reign of Chief Brady was hinted at, if not
revealed through the trial testimony, when former police Lieutenant James O’ Connor
testified that Senators Wolcott and Teller told Londoner about all the shenanigans used to
elect him at a secret meeting on May 2, 1889.137 Present at the meeting, according to
O’Connor, were Wolcott, Brady, Londoner, and Otto Mears.138 But Londoner testified
that he did not know just where his support came from, or of the quid pro quo, the
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promises to maintain the reign of Brady. Throughout the trial, Londoner vigorously
denied that he had been in on the planning or implementation of the frauds.
When Charles Connors answered questions on the stand, he claimed that “the
Gang wanted to elect Wolfe Londoner, but didn’t care whether anybody else was elected
or not.” He also testified that “he had no ill will toward Londoner; had no office and
wanted none [and] didn’t think he had any ill feeling toward Londoner.” On further
questioning, he acknowledged that he “had expressed ill-will toward him within the last
few days.”139 The DR inferred from their testimony that both James O’Connor and
Charles Connors “were compelled to testify that they were actuated in making these
revelations of their own infamy by a desire to injure Mayor Londoner”140
The Denver Republican, in attempting to defend Londoner, now turned to attack
the prosecution under young Lafe Pence, an up-and-coming Democratic attorney. The
attacks turned on the assertions by at least one witness that Pence had offered him money
to testify. Then the defense put on the stand a few of the “old and reputable citizens” who
had served as the election judges in the contested precincts, and they asserted that they
saw no irregularities. Thus the case now turned on the testimony of the notoriously
crooked Gang members testifying that they had perpetrated vote fraud, against these new
witnesses saying they had not seen anything. This tack is the opposite of the usual
corruption trial: one would expect the solid citizens to accuse the Gang of fraud, while
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Gang members denied it. But many of the voting place frauds had been widely observed
and commented on at the time of the election, back in April, which is what set off the
whole chain of events.
A second major issue developed by the defense was the cost of the trial itself. In a
final confusing turn, the defense demanded that Pence and the prosecutors reveal who
was actually paying for the prosecution. In one of the trial's more dramatic moments,
E.R. Barton testified that while he was the plaintiff, he was not the one paying his rakish
young attorney Lafe Pence. Sometime between the genesis of the suit and the eventual
trial, the chairman of the Democratic Party decided to put up the money. Pence even put
himself on the stand to clear up any misunderstandings.141 That the “perpetrators” turned
out to be the Democratic Party and some of the wealthy men who had formed the
Citizens’ Committee should have surprised no one, yet Londoner’s defense team treated
the fact as a sensational revelation. According to the Denver Republican, “We have shown
that the persecution of Londoner was a conspiracy between the members of the gang and
the leaders of the Democratic party, the object being, if possible to oust Mayor Londoner
in order that either a gang mayor or a Democratic mayor might be [elected].” This tack
was reiterated by W.H. Griffith, editor of the very partisan Denver Times.142 But the
editorial staff of the Republican knew full well that no Republican had been willing to
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challenge the election on their own. Only when the Democrats challenged the election did
the Gang join in the punishment.
Over at the Rocky Mountain News, Arkins could not separate his ideas about the
trial from his obsession with Nathaniel Hill, the editor of the Denver Republican. Arkins
repeated over and over his belief that Hill had started Colorado down the road to election
fraud through his activities in the 1878 election for U.S. Senator. No evidence supports
the claim that Hill was more corrupt than Teller or Wolcott. In fact, Robert G. Dill, in his
1895 analysis of all of the Colorado campaigns, seems to lay more of the blame for the
rise in election fraud on Edward Wolcott, in his role as the manager for his brother’s
1882 campaign for Governor.143 Henry Wolcott, a popular Central City attorney in his
own right, was nominated for Colorado Governor under the Hill banner. In opposition,
the Chaffee-Teller faction united behind Edward Campbell of Leadville. Dill described
Edward Wolcott at this time as “young, brilliant, aggressive, and daring,” someone who
“excited the admiration of the younger members of the Republican Party.” Dill
characterized the campaign contest in the terms of a military battle: “The Wolcott forces
set out to capture Arapahoe County,” and as the primaries began, “the Wolcott forces
were in possession of the polling places, and they held the line to the close.” Furthermore,
Dill asserts, the 1882 election cycle was the first where money played an important role,
and was used openly to buy votes: “Never before had money been openly and
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unblushingly used to carry the primaries.”144 Tellingly, Dill was nominally a Wolcott
supporter, and he routinely revealed details of corruption.
At the end of the trial, when the plaintiff’s attorneys had rested their case, the
defense attorneys brought up the judicial precedent which set a high bar for the case. In
order to actually throw out the votes of an entire precinct, the plaintiffs had not only to
prove that there were enough illegal voters to have changed the result of the election, but
supply the names of the illegal voters: proving that the fraud had taken place was not
enough.145 However, Judge Allen did not support that standard, and instead posed 69
questions for the jury.146 The jury returned in short order, with answers making up the
decision that the process had been so corrupted in three precincts as to render the total
votes null. “Under the terms of the verdict the entire vote of the eighteenth, nineteenth,
and the thirtieth precincts for both candidates is declared null and void, and, as the
aggregate vote therein amounted for Londoner to 1450, and for Barton to 231, it
[effectively] overturns the election.”147 Londoner immediately appealed the decision. The
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Supreme Court decided against Londoner in February, 1891, but the case didn’t finally
conclude until March 14, when the court denied a rehearing, with the result that Londoner
finally vacated the office only shortly before the end of his term.148
This hopelessly convoluted trial illustrates the general difficulties in prosecuting
election and vote fraud. First of all, by the time the case reached trial, Londoner had been
in office nearly a year; second, under the standard proposed by the defense, it would
have been nearly impossible to win; and third, by the time all sides were presented, no
one gained any real satisfaction, except the Gang itself, able to continue its activities and
advertise its services. Barton himself had long since renounced any personal interest; the
Citizens’ Committee and the Democratic Party were embarrassed and exposed. But,
“fraud of massive proportions” would never have been prosecuted if the Gang itself had
not suddenly switched allegiances. And the fraudsters, amazingly, were never prosecuted
for the fraud.
In the cartoon “The Verdict of the Jury,” the cartoonist depicted the results that
the good citizens of Denver hoped for, as he showed gang members who had testified in
the striped suits of inmates, marching in line into the state penitentiary, as the good
citizens of Denver bid them a fond farewell.
The whole affair showed that the Gang held the swing votes, that Smith and
members of his gang were willing to sell themselves to the highest bidder, and that there
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were indeed political factions who were more than willing to use the saloon denizens and
their handlers to achieve their own aims. As journalist and author Andrew Gumbel has
pointed out, and as many students of electoral history have documented, “voter fraud is
notoriously difficult to prove under the best of circumstances and next to impossible
when the challenger’s political opponents happen to control the elections office, and with
it, access to materials necessary to establish proof of malfeasance or miscounting
sufficient to alter the outcome.”149
Characteristically for corruption and fraud episodes, even if they go to court the
trial and conviction often come too late to make any difference in the original outcome.
The payoff for the reformers, if any, has to come later, as they hope to discourage their
adversaries from perpetrating more frauds, even as the entire conflict continues to the
next election cycle. Historian Tracy Campbell documented this phenomenon as it played
out over continuing election cycles in Louisville.150 After his own journey though
materials documenting and analyzing two centuries of electoral fraud, Gumbel came to
the conclusion that reform advocates do not necessarily gain popular favor for contesting
elections and then dragging the process through the courts. “The understanding, in almost
all the great ballot-box standoffs of the past two centuries has been that a fight is a fight,
and the measure of a winner lies in the ability to finish ahead, whether by observing the
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Queensbury rules or not.”151 This sentiment echoes the narrative that Robert Dill adopted
in his documentation of some of the Colorado contests, for instance acknowledging a
grudging admiration for the “discipline” of the Wolcott men as perpetrators of electoral
fraud in the 1882 Republican primary in Denver. “In the second, third, fourth and sixth
wards,” Dill wrote, “they [the Wolcott men] held the line to the close, and whatever may
be thought of their methods, it is a tribute to their thoroughness that Judge Steck who had
been a resident of the fourth ward for twenty years had no opportunity to cast his ballot
for delegates.”152 No wonder vote buying had come within the purview of the sporting
men of Denver, men like Bat Masterson.153
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Diagram 1 The 1899 Mayoral Election and Trial
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CHAPTER 2: IT’S ALL POLITICS
Though the always-open gambling parlors, hardly hidden brothels, and dastardly
deeds exposed in the 1890 trial were the most obvious manifestations of corruption in
Denver, the vote and election fraud were just the symptoms of a deeper malady. Yet,
while these symptoms remained relatively consistent, behind these obvious
manifestations were shifting, changing regimes of masters and motives. In the early years
of Colorado statehood, which corresponded with the high point of the faction driven
gilded age politics, the motivating force was the patronage driven party politics of the
Republican Party. The reigning Stalwart faction steadily lost power at the national level
after their heavy handed leader, New York Senator Roscoe Conkling lost a battle with
Garfield in 1881, but Senatorial politics continued to drive corruption in Denver.
While we often picture Gilded Age Corruption in the model of Tammany Hall, as
a boss driven machine which persists for perhaps decades, the evidence in Denver is that
each significant eruption of corrupt practices into the wider public sphere represented a
rupture between one regime and the next, and a battle for political power and control. The
first episode, the Denver mayoral race and subsequent corruption trial, represents the last
battle of the nineteenth-century system of party factions supported by patronage,
attempting to demonstrate control in the face of new groups vying for power. The
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newspapers were certainly aware of the links between senatorial patronage and
corruption, yet it seemed they were powerless to do anything but report on the surface
corruption.
Events in Denver show that the corruption of local party organizations, their
primaries, and their conventions was an omnipresent factor as opposing factions
contended for party control. The omnipresent corruption itself problematizes the notion
of representative democratic government, controlled by broadly participatory party
organizations.154 The corruption was systemic, and not incidental, in that it resided in the
basic structure of the party, and was aimed at maintaining a vertically integrated factional
party apparatus, capable of being mobilized as needed.
The factional patronage politics of the national Republican Party was the main
driving force behind the earliest phase of corruption The contests for the U.S. Senate
seats from Colorado were directly tied into the national political factions and the
associated patronage politics, and in particular the divisive, factional, and corrupt
Republican Party politics of the era. Colorado’s U.S. Senators stood at the head of the
patronage machines and strategies for the election of senators drove election strategy and
thus corruption at all levels. In this sense, elections and election frauds in Colorado
clearly mirrored Gilded Age politics.
Colorado’s U.S. Senate campaigns prior to 1888 reflected national political trends
in a variety of ways. First, in campaigns for Colorado’s U.S. Senate seats, candidates and
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parties used the tactics and terms of national political contests. Second, Colorado’s U.S.
senators participated in the national factional infighting, and played vital roles in the
Senate and at national party conventions among factions which relied on patronage and
spoils. Third, the same monetary, industrial, and businesses influences which produced
the factional infighting nationally were at work on the Colorado U.S. Senators and on the
contests for the Colorado senate seats. And finally, Colorado politicians and parties were
just as ready as their national counterparts to deny the existence of corruption, or more
often, excuse corrupt incidents as just a natural part of the system. The local political
moral line followed the national example, and local events followed national precedents.
Historian Duane Smith noted that in October 1884 former Colorado governor
Samuel Elbert expressed concern about the trend towards corruption in Colorado politics.
“Corruption in our territory and state is of late date and chiefly in the manner of the
election of U.S. Senators. They have got to use money in that direction to an extent that is
utterly disgraceful and intolerable.” Elbert also noted that Colorado “reflected the
general political scene,” thus tying the political climate in Colorado to that in the rest of
the nation.155 Many apprehensive Coloradoans agreed with his assessment.
Both Denver Republican owner Nathanial Hill and Rocky Mountain News editor
John Arkins were well aware of the influence of the senatorial races on the elections
further down on the ballot: “The News has frequently directed attention to the
demoralizing consequences of making every local political canvas turn on the succeeding
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senatorial election,” Arkins noted. Writing in an editorial in September, 1889 Arkins
cited the influence of the senatorial elections as a “prolific source of bribery and
rottenness,” and demanded the cessation of this influence, calling candidates for the
United States Senate the “chief source of political defilement in Colorado.”156 But as
usual, Arkins couched the issue in terms of his own endless point-for-point battle against
Nathanial Hill and his Denver Republican, saying that he was just glad that his fellow
editor at the DR had finally woken up:
For the first time, and as a result of this agitation of an evil that is
notoriously at the root of the political prostitution by which the good name of this
state has been defamed, the Republican yesterday acknowledged the existence of
the evil indicated, and with its normal duplicity pretends to regret it. Speaking of
the approaching county elections it says:
In theory at least our state, county and city officials are not selected with
regard to their preferences in the next senatorial campaign, but in practice the
senatorial question generally outweighs all other consideration in our politics.”157
While both very partisan editors acknowledged the influence of the senatorial
contests, as with nearly every other political issue, despite having a common enemy,
Arkins and Hill expended most of their ink attacking each other. Furthermore, the two
editors expended most of their ink attacking the manifestations of corruption, rather than
the underlying influences. Their constant barrage of stories tying the corruption to the
gamblers and saloons ironically created the impression that the gamblers and con men
were themselves the source of the corruption, rather than simply paid operatives, while
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the role of the party officials in the senatorial races remained on the level of rumor, and
thus seemingly immune from reform efforts and difficult to substantiate.
Patronage was the political understanding that federal appointments in each state
would be at the pleasure of that state’s senators. Also called the spoils system, the
patronage was the organizational and operational mechanism, the glue which held the
party together, or alternately split it into warring factions. Under the system, each senator
allied with the faction in power could appoint his political henchmen to the federal jobs
in his state, from clerks, to postmaster, to customs house. The powerful senators in each
state’s delegation could also selectively dole out some of the spoils to house members.
This perquisite for a senator’s supporters allowed him to create an organization. Of
course the practice led to inefficiencies in federal operations, as functionaries were
replaced with political hacks with no experience: political affiliation trumped
qualifications or even competence. Many accounts describe the long, contentious battle
for civil service reform as about just this: the efficiency of the federal government and its
bureaucratic operations. However, far more importantly, the factional political
organizations assessed each federal worker a percentage of his salary. These assessments
generated an organizational slush fund which went towards election expenses. The
system gave senate incumbents control over large political organizations and a sizable
advantage over challengers.
Beyond appointments to federal jobs, the patronage also extended into the states,
padding city and state payrolls with publicly paid no-show jobs for party functionaries
who spent all of their time on party business. Patronage served as a reward for party
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supporters, but more importantly also created a large cadre of workers and functionaries
who had a vested interest in the success of the party or faction, party hacks who were
available to work for the party during the election season. While the patronage provided
the workers, beholden to the faction, for the election itself, the assessment kick-back
provided the necessary funds for party maintenance. Thus it may be the faction which is
often referred to as a machine; a hierarchical political club which provided a job for
members, giving them a concrete reason to work for the success of the faction in every
election.158
The experience of the New York Tweed Ring and the dysfunctional example of
Tammany Hall has come to stand in for corruption in general, and the idea that machine
and corruption are synonymous. The quintessential political machine, in the model of
Tammany Hall, operates by building coalitions and managing internal conflict. As
professor of political science and anthropology James C. Scott defines it, “The machine
is a non-ideological organization interested less in political principle than in securing and
holding office for its leaders and in distributing income to those who run it and work for
it.”159 Thus the true machine distributes money and favors to the workers in order to
maintain political position for the leaders of the machine. While always referring to a
political party [or faction] in power, not every party in power truly meets the test of
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machine. The machine’s non-ideological orientation and its emphasis on securing and
holding on to political power for its leaders are the key elements.
Stalwarts, Half Breeds and Mugwumps
The split of the Republican Party into three factions dominated the Republican
Party following the Civil War. The division between the Stalwarts, Half-Breeds and
Mugwumps seems in retrospect so hopelessly contrived and convoluted, so hopelessly
Victorian, as to defy any modern explanation. The reigning Stalwarts, controlled
effectively by New York political king-pin Senator Roscoe Conkling, depended on
patronage and opposed any kind of patronage reform. Conkling, a dramatic speaker,
vindictive politician, and perhaps a pure bully, had been able to parlay his control of the
Republican Party in New York into a platform which would allow him to dictate
patronage appointments nationally, and incidentally exert control over and during the
Grant administration. The Republican Party continued to build its power position through
the Grant administration, marking it with a series of corruption scandals, and during this
time, the Stalwart faction came to be identified with the administration and its scandals.
The administration was so universally thought of as notoriously corrupt that “Grantism”
became shorthand for the various kinds of patronage, graft, kickbacks, and finance
corruption that seemed endemic.160 The Half-Breeds, led by Senator James Blaine of
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Maine, nearly identical ideologically to the Stalwarts, seem to have half-thought that
reform was a good idea. It seems that they wanted to be seen as reformers, but hoped at
the same time to somehow wrest control of the valuable patronage from the Stalwarts and
use it for their own gain. They were defined in the main by their opposition to the
Stalwarts. The only group openly opposed to patronage, that is, in favor of real and
substantial civil service reform, was the Mugwump faction, a comparatively small
minority, led by reform-minded Senator Carl Schurz. Yet the Mugwumps were openly
mocked for lacking any claims to power within the party.161
In the last third of the nineteenth century, with the Republican Party split into
factions, it was the factions which waged inter-party warfare over control of these spoils
of office and the political power they generated. Since the capacity to appoint supporters
to federal offices rested with the faction in power, each member of the faction had
necessarily to work for the re-election of the faction’s leaders. This was the recipe for
nineteenth-century congressional corruption.162 When Colorado entered the Union in
1876, Colorado’s Senators entered this hierarchically organized patronage club, and had
to take sides in the factional battles. With Republicans in control since statehood,
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increasingly divisive battles played out between Republican factions in the newly minted
state.
When Colorado entered the union as a state in 1876 Colorado’s two senators
Republicans Jerome Chaffee and Henry M. Teller were forced to deal with the system of
factions already in place in the U.S. Senate, the
Stalwarts, Half-Breeds, and Mugwumps. They were
not, however, building altogether new relationships.
Teller’s biographer, Elmer Ellis, attributes Colorado’s
Stalwart leanings to personal associations. “His
[Teller’s] old and new political contacts all tended to
unite him with the Conkling Stalwarts,” asserted
Ellis.163 But there is no doubt that Teller and his
associates also hoped to use these associations for
personal and political gain. Teller had met Conkling
during the first Colorado statehood effort in 1868, a

Figure 8. Senator Henry
M. Teller, DPL

battle orchestrated by the Congressional Republicans in search of more votes in the
Senate. Jerome Chaffee, Colorado’s senior Senator, was more than “a personal confidant”
of Grant: Chaffee’s daughter was to be married to Grant’s son, U.S. Grant, Jr.; Chaffee
was also a close ally of John A. Logan of Illinois, another major Stalwart figure. In
addition to Teller and Chaffee, Colorado Governor John L. Routt was a Stalwart and
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intimate friend of Grant. In fact, while it is difficult to parse the exact nature of TellerHill feuds, Hill’s later career as a Mugwump reformer suggests that he was offended by
the corruption of the Stalwart faction with
which Teller and Chaffee were associated.
The factional feud erupted into a major
conflict at the 1880 Republican convention
as New York Senator Roscoe Conkling led
the Stalwart faction in support of the reelection of Ulysses S. Grant. What kind of
ideological differences could be so
divisive as to create near open warfare on
the floor of the party convention? Only
when seen in the light of the power to
Figure 9. Nathanial P. Hill, DPL

control the patronage, and its

connections to corruption, graft, and corporate financing of political campaigns, does the
contest make sense.
Nathaniel Hill, elected to the Senate in 1879 to replace Chaffee, became Teller’s
nemesis. A scientist and former chemistry professor at Brown University, Hill had
traveled to Europe to study smelting and brought back to Colorado new technologies to
release the rich minerals previously locked up in Colorado’s refractory ores, making a
fortune for himself and others. [Figure 3. Nathanial P. Hill] From almost the beginning
of his term in office, Hill feuded with the Teller-Chaffee faction who sought to dominate
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the Republican Party at every election and field opposition to any member of the Hill
camp.
Election of Senators
The deleterious effect of the Senate elections on Colorado politics was
exacerbated by the election of U.S. Senators by the state legislature, as originally
provided for in the U.S. Constitution. This was a system at the breaking point by the
1880s, subject to intimidation and bribery.164 Nine bribery cases were brought before the
Senate between 1866 and 1906, and problems in Delaware even left a Senate seat vacant
for four years.165 Legislative elections created an opportunity to simply buy the
legislature, paying off 51% of a legislature, or in some cases 51% of a majority caucus in
a legislature. This opportunity in turn created a demand for party or factional funds to
influence campaigns and votes in legislative elections. The demand for funds tied the
federal, state, and municipal levels together and fostered vertically integrated political
factions extending from municipal party boss to U.S. Senator.166
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Furthermore, during the Gilded Age, the U.S. Senate in particular was a
millionaire’s club of men bought and paid for by corporations, as author and political
commentator Kevin Phillips asserts. With Senators elected by state legislators,
corporations, railroads, and mining companies sought to dominate state legislatures in
order to get a lock on the U.S. Senate.167 However, even Phillips’ analysis is not new.
Historians including Matthew Josephson, and even Allen Nevins in his biography of
Cleveland, have made lists of independent millionaires and corporate-owned
politicians.168
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Biographer Elmer Ellis’s explanation of the Teller faction’s strategy for the period
1882-1885 illustrates the convoluted strategic thinking and tortured logic that tied all of
these elections to each other, and particularly to the election of senators. “Teller’s
successor in the senate would be chosen in January of 1883 by the legislature elected for
the most part in 1882… Hill would be up for re-election in January of 1885, in a
legislature largely chosen in the election of 1884. Whoever was elected governor in 1882,
if he were a Republican, would have vast influence in the election of Republican
members of the legislature. As the Senate was the great political prize, the state election
of 1882 was primarily a fight for Colorado’s two seats in the Senate.”169
Election Season 1882
With such strategic political analysis, it is no surprise that hard and deterministic
factional lines were drawn in the sand as the election season began in September, 1882.
Each faction put up a gubernatorial nominee: the Chaffee-Teller nominee, Edward
Campbell of Leadville, faced Henry Wolcott, a mining magnate, attorney, and more
importantly, a business associate of Nathanial Hill.170 The Chaffee-Teller faction
prevailed in this first contest, even after Henry Wolcott’s brother Edward ably captured
the machinery of the Arapahoe County primaries. But the contest was so divisive, with
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charges of fraud on both sides that a large part of the Hill faction bolted to help elect the
Democratic candidate James Benton Grant in the general election. The Arapahoe County
Republicans aided Grant’s election with fraudulent Republican ballots printed with
Democrat Grant as the gubernatorial candidate.171 Despite the loss of the governorship,
the Republicans in general, and the Chaffee-Teller faction in particular, managed to retain
a majority in the legislature. Of course the loss of the governor’s seat had thrown off the
careful calculations required in the engineering of the coming senate election, which
would be taken up by the new legislature in January of 1883.172
Re-election of Teller
In the next senate contest in 1884, Teller and Chaffee pulled out all of the stops to
see Teller re-elected to fill the seat occupied by Nathaniel Hill, and in this effort they
succeeded. Naturally, by the 1890 election cycle, Hill, who had by this time purchased
the Denver Republican, spared nothing in his attacks on Teller and his associates.
Patronage, Factions and Graft during the Grant Administration
The system of factions based on patronage which existed to enrich its
beneficiaries and to maintain a faction in power was never wielded so explicitly as during
the Grant Administration, as evidenced by a series of notorious scandals. The creation of
these schemes, the way they unfolded in the public consciousness, and how they were
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interpreted at the time, illuminates the contemporary understanding of legal and illegal,
and the vast and rather vague liminal space that existed in between.
Grant Administrations Scandals
The first of these scandals began with “Black Friday” in 1869, when speculators
Jim Fisk and Jay Gould attempted to corner the gold market. The undoing of this scheme
was followed closely by the exposure of the infamous Crédit Mobilier scandal, the
Whiskey Ring in 1875, the Indian Ring in 1875-76, and the Star Route Scandal, which
carried over into the Garfield and Arthur administrations. Reciting this litany of scandals
is not enough. In order to understand how the pervasive corruption and its rationalization
and cover-up eventually corrupted the heart of the Republican Party, it is important to
review the details of the frauds: first, the nature of the fraud perpetrated; second, how the
fraud and scandal were handled by those in power, especially in the Senate; and third, the
outcome. The inter-relationships between the administration and the perpetrators, and
among those who gave and those who got the payments and kick-backs illustrate the
general principle that no one corrupt act really exists on its own, but each is usually
woven within a net of simultaneous and complicit transactions. As we shall see, there was
rarely a price to pay for involvement, and as the scandals went on and on, and got closer
and closer to the President, it seems to have become understood as business as usual.
Jim Fisk and Jay Gould, notorious speculators, were the epitome of the type
known as the nineteenth century Robber Barons, financially rapacious investors who
were nevertheless generally ennobled in the public press for their financial daring. They
began their attempt to corner the gold market by gaining the confidence of Grant's sister’s
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husband, a rather naïve investor named Abel Rathbone Corbin, with the intent to use him
to provide access to Grant. A corner, in financial parlance, is a scheme to buy up a
majority of the supply of a commodity or stock, thus forcing the price up, and then selling
out to reap outsize profits. Since the price of gold on the open market was controlled by
the whether or not the Federal Treasury decided to release some of its own stocks. Inside
information on the government’s plans would materially help their chances for outsized
gain. Through Corbin, Fisk and Gould attempted to have Grant keep gold off of the
market, which would have enhanced their profit as they bought up gold. The scheme
drove the price of gold up 30% to $162 before Grant ordered his Secretary of the
Treasury to release gold at the height of the panic, on September 24, 1869. The outcome
was a market plunge. While Gould profited, Fisk had been gambling with money from a
stock brokerage which went bankrupt. Repercussions devastated the stock market, as well
and depressed the prices for American agricultural products. Congress mounted an
investigation, but despite causing financial panic, Gould and Fisk escaped formal legal
punishment.173
The repercussions of Black Friday were followed in the fall of 1872 by the
revelations of malfeasance in the financing of the construction of the Union Pacific
Railroad. Railroad stockholders had created a parallel company, the Crédit Mobilier as a
construction company designed to kick-back millions to its owner investors, by inflating
the costs of construction. The name of Oakes Ames, a Congressman who was the
173
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principal contractor, became synonymous with the scandal. To ensure that his fellow
congressmen would refrain from investigating, Ames cut some of them into the deal with
options on shares of stock in the company at less than market value. As the New York
Tribune assessed the situation, “They [the Congressmen] got their stock at par [value],
and the dividends which were ready to be paid were more than enough to pay for the
stock. The actual value of the stock thus sold at $100 a share would have been to anybody
out of the circle of Oakes Ames's friends not purchasable for less than $300 or $400.”
Thus the congressmen tripled or quadrupled their ‘investment’ immediately, and at no
risk. Ames always maintained that these payments were not a bribe, or pay for favorable
legislation.174 The payments and kickbacks as is typical of corrupt acts were not isolated.
In this case, the actual ownership of the Credit Mobelier was obscured within a series of
complex transactions: mortgages, loans, stock offerings, and exchanges, all designed to
transfer the risk to the Federal Government while keeping the profits for the stockholders.
There were thus three simultaneous types of corruption operating together. First, Crédit
Mobilier inflated the costs of the construction of the railroad. Second, the company
kicked back excess profits to the owners, and third, bribed selected Congressmen to
ignore the schemes. And, at least according to one contemporary commentator, this was a
typical transaction.
Like all great corporations of the present day, the Union Pacific Road was
largely dependent upon the aid furnished by the Government for its success. The
managers of the company, being shrewd men, succeeded in placing all the
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burdens and risks of the enterprise upon the General Government, while they
secured to themselves all the profits to be derived from the undertaking.175
The Crédit Mobilier scandal illustrates another common aspect of corrupt
regimes: the frauds are often perpetrated in plain sight. As in the parable of the
“Emperor’s New Clothes,” while the frauds are visible to outside observers who may
comment explicitly, the power of the ruling coalition suppresses any but the most oblique
or perfunctory acknowledgment and there is virtually no action to suppress the frauds or
their perpetrators. In this case, among the group of Congressmen with Crédit Mobilier
stock were both future President James Garfield and sitting Senator and later presidential
candidate James Blaine, who was an important leader of the Republican Party. Whatever
the merits of the corruption charges, they were apparently not deemed problematic for
their respective continuing political careers. In fact, a more cynical observer might argue
that since the two were already complicit, they were deemed good prospects for higher
office in the eyes of those who hoped to continue to profit from similar schemes.
The Crédit Mobilier affair was not a singular anomaly: instead it was but the
leading edge of a series of similar scandals perpetrated by Republican government and
party officials which collectively fit the definition of what economist John Joseph Wallis
defines as systemic corruption, which involves government officials “manipulating grants
of economic privileges to secure political support for corrupt and unconstitutional
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usurpation of government powers.” 176 More specifically, governments can unfairly tilt
the playing field by “limiting entry into valuable economic activities through grants of
monopoly, restrictive corporate charters, tariffs, quotas, regulations, and the like.”177
Whiskey Ring
A good example of systemic corruption was the “Whiskey Ring,” the general
name given to a ring of party functionaries and tax officials who conspired with whiskey
distillers and distributors to divert tax payments into Republican campaign coffers. Begun
as a specifically political fundraising endeavor for the Republican Party in Missouri in
1871, the scheme was so successful, and apparently so seemingly foolproof, that it
enticed its participants to grow and continue the fraud as a much larger, strictly criminal
enterprise in numerous cities and states. The scandal reached directly into President
Grant’s office, where his private secretary, Gen. Orville E. Babcock, had at first enabled
the political connection, and then tipped off the participants to ensuing investigations.
Treasury Secretary Benjamin H. Bristow exposed the fraud in May 1875, and over 300
men were arrested in the early raids in Chicago, St. Louis, New Orleans and other cities:
at least sixty men were indicted in Chicago alone. Babcock himself was indicted by a
federal grand jury in December, 1875. Prosecution resulted in the conviction of a
Supervisor of Internal Revenue, a Revenue Agent, and a former chief clerk of the
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Treasury Department.178 But the climax of the scandal was the trial of General Babcock
in St. Louis in February of 1876, an event which attracted huge crowds to the courthouse.
The original facts of the scandal were wrapped in the gauzy fabric of the sensational trial
followed by the press: the crowds, the attendees, and the arcane details of the case against
Babcock, which revolved around his correspondence with his alleged co-conspirators.
The overall scope of the original frauds became secondary to the issue of whether
Babcock was involved, and most of all, whether the jury would convict this Civil War
general and aide to the President.
After originally exhorting the grand jury to the effect that “every guilty man must
be punished,” Grant apparently had a change of heart, envisioning the possibility that the
prosecution of Babcock could lead right into the White House, and to further
prosecutions within his administration. Shortly after the beginning of the trial, the New
York Times noted that “various false reports of hostility between the president and
Secretary Bristow are, either by design or accident the most powerful agencies yet used
in the interest of the Whisky Ring,” and that there was speculation “that they originated
with people who desire to break down the prosecutions.” The New York Times was
suggesting that interests in the Whisky Ring hoped to save themselves and Babcock by
sowing enmity within the ranks of the cabinet.179 Babcock was ably represented by
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defense attorney Emory Storrs who cast his every move in the most favorable light, even
invoking his patiently waiting wife and praying children. The jury voted for Babcock’s
acquittal, apparently succumbing to Storrs’ exhortations, letting the hammer of the law
fall on Babcock’s co-conspirators. However, during most of the period of 1875-1876,
through dozens of trials, the word corruption is hardly raised. Instead, the range of
activities are referred to as tax fraud, or a conspiracy to defraud the government.180 Thus,
even though government regulators were convicted, the end of the incidents was not
necessarily a call to end corruption, but instead a vision of every man out for himself.
After the fact, the New York Times accused Grant and his agents of obstruction of
justice alleging that “conspicuous republicans were compromised and that the good of the
party required lenient measures.” On top of accusing Republicans of working for the
good of the party rather than justice, the paper continued by following the trail of the
corruption as it drove a precedent in among both bank managers and thieves alike:
“Traces of the same evil are apparent everywhere…. Bank managers compound felonies
and chuckle over the result as a piece of cleverness. The swindler or the thief who carries
off a bundle of bonds is allowed to negotiate for the price of their return.” They further
alleged a “tendency to take sides with the wrong-doer rather than to insist upon his
punishment,” generally bemoaning the fact that crimes were not brought to justice by the
state. In this case, the crimes were brought to justice; however, the overall effect of the
prosecution as a deterrent seems to have failed. During these years of the Grant
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administration, the liminal space was indeed broad. The space encompassed was not
between bright lines of legal and illegal acts, but between legal and moral.

More Scandals
While the Crédit Mobilier and the Whiskey Ring are the better known Grant
administration scandals, more followed. In what was sometimes referred to as the “Indian
Ring,” Grant’s Secretary of War, William W. Belknap, solicited kickbacks on licenses to
trade on the reservations of many Native American tribes. The House of Representatives
succeeded in impeaching Belknap, but the Senate voted for his acquittal in August 1876.
Next to be exposed was the Star Route Scandal, an early example of the corruption of
what we now call privatization. Assistant Postmaster General Thomas Brady, working
with a group including former Senator Stephen Dorsey, inflated the projected costs of
contracted rural delivery routes, and then skimmed off some of the money before it went
to the contractors. Routes in the Dakotas and the Southwest, far from the purview of
Washington officials, were inflated from $2,350 to $32,000 in one case, and $6,330 to
$150,691 in another. Both Brady and Dorsey were indicted and tried, but never
convicted.181
But what possessed or emboldened party leaders and federal workers like tax
collectors to engage in these scams? One answer is that because of the way the patronage
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system was employed, Federal workers were not policing government activities like tax
collection. In fact, they were appropriating the power and wealth from these activities for
party purposes. It was just a small step from appointing party workers to federal jobs, and
then assessing a percentage on the federal payroll, to assessing a percentage on the
federal whiskey tax itself. Party leaders and federal workers were, in fact, on the same
team. During these years of the Grant administration, it seems that cornering the gold
market or giving stock to senators was not, strictly speaking, illegal. If there was any
room at all for doubt or debate, the participants sought to locate their activities in
indeterminate space, between legal and illegal, and thus claim the benefit of the doubt.
This standard operating procedure for party patronage amounted to a culture of
corruption: an arena where graft, bribery and collusion became “the way things were
done.”
1880 Republican Convention
The 1880 Republican convention in Chicago represented a culminating battle for
control among the three factions of the Republican Party. The convention marks an
important point in the Colorado political story because it was all-important to the players
in Colorado, especially Senator Henry Teller. Following the excesses of the Grant
administration, and the nearly disastrous conference committee which seated Rutherford
B. Hayes, Hayes now beholden to Congress, continued to condone the culture of
corruption in Washington. The reigning Stalwarts, led by New York Senator Roscoe
Conkling, hoped to re-elect Grant to a third term, and thus continue their control of
government through patronage and graft. The Half-Breeds, led by Senator James Blaine
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of Maine, opposed both Grant and Conkling, and went into the Republican convention
initially supporting “anyone-but-Grant,” and hoping to claw-back a share of the
patronage. In practice, their support ranged among a variety of favorite sons, with Blaine
and John Sherman of Ohio the leading Half-Breed contenders. But both of these men had
enemies, what we would call today “high negatives.” The reform minded Mugwumps
remained a small and insignificant minority.182
The balloting for the presidential nomination marked the climax of the
convention, held in the cavernous Exhibition Hall in Chicago. Following days of
speeches, cheering, and back room meetings, the balloting began on June 7, but the
convention was immediately stalemated. With the party more or less evenly split, the
voting went on through thirty-four ballots. Finally, Sherman, Ohio’s favorite son,
released his votes to support the inoffensive dark-horse compromise candidate James
Garfield, a former Civil War Major General and serving Congressman from Ohio. The
switch of Ohio votes began the turning of the tide to Garfield, who eventually won with
all but a “Stalwart” three-hundred and six of the convention votes, including the six votes
from Colorado.
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Figure 10. Republican Convention, Chicago, 1880.
Because Garfield was counted as a Half-Breed and supporter of Blaine, party
negotiators, in what was ultimately a fateful move, balanced the ticket with the
nomination of Chester Arthur, a Stalwart protégé of Conkling, for Vice-President, a man
so enmeshed in the patronage hierarchy that he held the trusted position as controller of
the New York Customs House. Once again New York held the balance of power in
electoral votes, and control of the Customs House and its associated graft would play a
key part in the coming intra-party struggle. With the nomination of Arthur, an important
patronage appointee, it is impossible to see the efforts of the Stalwarts as anything less
than an effort to provide an environment where this type of corruption could continue
unabated.
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Who were the Stalwarts
Who were the Stalwarts? Historian Allan Peskin’s study of the delegates to the
1880 Republican convention answers this question, defining the composition of the
famous three-hundred and six Stalwart holdout votes for Grant, among whom were the
Colorado votes. Peskin finds it was not an age or generational difference that defined
these votes, nor a difference of educational attainment; in fact it was a geographical
difference.183 The Stalwart faction was primarily a function of Conkling’s New York
organization, with the cooperation of the Pennsylvania and Illinois bosses. More
importantly, the Stalwarts relied on the electoral strength of Republican Stalwarts in the
southern states. One hundred and thirty-nine, or 45%, of Stalwart votes for Grant at the
convention came from the former Confederate states; another thirty-six came from
Border States for a total of 57% of the Stalwart votes. As Peskin points out, these
southern electoral votes were those of an isolated elite, representing virtually no actual
Republican voters; after all, the Democrats, representing the white supremacy, had by
this time begun to effectively prevent supposedly newly-enfranchised Blacks from
voting. The fact that the Southern Republican delegates nevertheless carried this
disproportional delegate strength to the convention was a function of the system of
apportioning party convention delegates according to Congressional districts rather than
local party strength. The system gave nominating clout to “Southern rotten boroughs,”
and thus inordinate power in the convention to southern states. It is no surprise that the
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individual Republican delegates from these southern states had every reason to sell-out to
the northern Stalwart bosses; they had little to lose and much to gain personally. One
hundred and eleven Stalwart votes, nearly all of the remainder, came from the three major
“machine” states: New York, Pennsylvania, and Illinois. In contrast to the Stalwarts, the
strength of the Half-Breeds, the anti-Grant, anti-Conkling faction, was in the traditional
Republican centers: the old Northwest and in New England.184 While Peskin does not
mention it, in fact the final six of the three-hundred and six Stalwarts were the six
delegates from Colorado. Colorado was unanimously pledged to Grant, and stuck with
Grant and the Stalwarts to the end, showing how important these factional divisions were
even in the West, far from New York.
Teller and Stalwarts in Colorado
By 1880, Senator Henry M. Teller, Colorado’s senior Senator, controlled the
dominant Republican faction in Colorado, and led the delegation to the Chicago
convention firmly in the Stalwart camp, following his, and his mentor Chaffee’s personal
associations.185 Colorado’s unwavering Stalwart support at the convention also
demonstrates that the delegation felt that they had a lot to gain in patronage appointments
and other spoils from a victorious Stalwart organization. While Colorado’s six votes
amounted to only 2% of the Stalwart total, their loyalty was undoubtedly noticed.186
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With Garfield at the head of the Republican ticket, the Democrats nominated
another former Civil War general, Winfield Scott Hancock, from a field of dozens of
names. Almost forgotten is the fact that the Greenback Labor Party also nominated a
candidate, making the ensuing campaign a three-way race. Despite the fact that the
Republican Party held a clear lead, the Republicans actively solicited contributions from
corporate and business supporters, contributions which Garfield himself personally
pursued. The campaign also relied heavily on the efforts of the well-honed patronage
machines in Pennsylvania, Illinois, and New York.187
Garfield was elected in a close race. He was thus immediately besieged by
competing claims for federal offices from both Stalwarts and Half-Breeds. According to
some, the reason Garfield attained the nomination was that he was inoffensive. But he
was also ineffective, and indecisive to the point that he never actually committed to a
decision, but rather considered both sides, hoping that he never offended anyone. No
matter who he appointed, he would be subject to vociferous complaint from the other
side. Finally, perhaps in desperation, Garfield nominated Blaine, the Half-Breed leader,
as Secretary of State, and then proceeded to follow Blaine’s advice on appointments,
directly setting himself in opposition to Conkling.
Finally, at the beginning of May, Garfield threw his aces on the table, and
withdrew the names of six of Conkling’s New York appointees,
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Garfield vs. Conkling
The brewing storm broke open at the end of March, 1881, when Garfield
appointed a personal friend and Half-Breed supporter to the all-important New York
Customs House.188 Conkling, of course, was furious, and threw the senate into deadlock
for more than a month as he engaged in a test of will with the new president.189 The
appointment was regarded by some as a wedge to split which threatened to split the
party.190 Finally, when it appeared that Conkling did not have the votes to kill the
appointment, Garfield showed his aces, and rescinded the appointments of five Conkling
supporters to New York posts, an act the Chicago Tribune likened to “a coup d’etat.”191
Conkling knew he was beaten, and along with his acolyte, Thomas Platt, the junior
senator, resigned his senate seat and returned to Albany to redeem his pride and reinforce
his support by running for re-election in the New York State Assembly.192 Of course they
could not foresee the chain of unpredictably fateful events that would lead to their
downfall.193
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Once back in Albany, Conkling was forced to beg for votes from former
underlings- the freshmen legislators whom they had formerly commanded.194 Conkling
found himself in an uphill battle, as even his base had tired of his histrionic bullying.
Weeks of vote trading stretched into twenty-seven ballots, and still Conkling and Platt
refused to withdraw their names. Then, on June 30, the opposition arranged to catch Platt
in bed with a prostitute, forcing him to withdraw from the race.195 In a dramatic twist of
fate, two days later, July 2, 1881, a vengeful Stalwart office-seeker shot the President in
an assassination attempt. The perpetrator, Charles J. Guiteau, shouted “I am a Stalwart
and Arthur is President now!” The former Stalwart appointee to some minor clerkship
had written a letter announcing that he was saving the country and unifying the
Republican Party.196
The ensuing dramatic change in the political dynamics is a good illustration of the
theory of tipping points. This theory suggests that one should not necessarily look for
gradual political or social change: instead, with a build-up of charged energy, unforeseen
events can trigger a dramatic tipping point—in this case, an immediate flip of political
fortune.197 With Garfield clinging to life through the summer, Conkling gave up the fight
to win back his senate seat. His formerly loyal underlings, and indeed the entire country
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soured on the state machines and their patronage politics. Following Garfield’s death in
early September, Chester Arthur found the backbone to stand up to Conkling and cut him
out of his hoped for cabinet seat. Conkling and Platt, the two powerful New York
Senators, were thus out of luck and out of power. And with the inauguration of Stalwart
Chester Arthur, Blaine, who had only recently held the reins on the Garfield
appointments, was cut out of the political hierarchy and skulked home to Maine, where
he waited for his hoped-for resurrection as the presidential candidate in 1884. But despite
this tipping point, Congress succeeded in making only marginal reforms to the civil
service.
Arthur appoints Teller
The fortunes of Colorado rose somewhat in the Arthur administration, as
President Arthur, attempting to hand out political favors evenly, if not rationally, offered
Henry Teller a cabinet position as Secretary of the Interior.198 While the split between
Stalwarts and Mugwumps does not entirely explain the ensuing Colorado battle, it cannot
be neglected. Hill had entered into the 1880 nominating season as a supporter of James
Blaine, and a leader in Colorado of the Blaine Half-Breeds, a position that amounted to
anti-Grantism.199 If one sees Hill as a Mugwump and reformer, then his efforts can be
read in the light of one attempting to clean up a corrupt party hierarchy. And, in fact,
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many of his editorials read in exactly that light. Only the efforts of his enemies cast doubt
on that interpretation.
Money as pillar of political calculation
If patronage was one pillar of political calculation, money was the other. For the
senate seat vacated by Teller, Colorado legislative leaders decided to elect two different
men: the first for the thirty days remaining in Congress’ lame duck session in February of
1883, and the second for the empty seat itself. Among the leaders in the contest was
H.A.W. Tabor of Leadville, perhaps the wealthiest of the new Silver Kings, men who had
recently made their fortunes in the newly discovered silver mines in Leadville. While
Tabor was acknowledged to be a hapless buffoon whom no one took very seriously, he
had contributed generously to the Chaffee-Teller campaign hoping to win the seat as his
just reward. Nevertheless, it took the legislators ninety-two ballots to give Tabor the
ceremonial thirty-day seat. For the succeeding full term the legislature elected Thomas
M. Bowen, another wealthy mine owner, who also had a reputation as “the great pokerplayer of the Western plains.”200 Like many another mining millionaire in the West, both
Tabor and Bowen craved the respect that the political office could confer.201
The soon to be infamous new Senator Tabor used his thirty days to stage a
remarkably overwrought wedding at a Washington hotel, to Elizabeth “Baby” Doe, the
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young beauty for whom he divorced his long-suffering wife, with the President as a
guest.202 While Teller was the figurative head of the faction, obviously aware of the
advantages to be gained by accepting Tabor’s money, nevertheless he balked at this
violation of social norms combined with the gauche display of wealth. Teller remarked
in a letter that he had “humiliated himself to attend his [Tabor’s] wedding,” explaining: “I
felt that I could not afford to say that the state had sent a man to represent her in the
senate that I would not recognize socially.” Mrs. Teller upheld the judgment of the
Denver social hierarchy by refusing to attend.203
The split in the two factions, Hill versus Teller, or Stalwart versus Half-Breed and
Mugwump, would play itself out through social, business, political and corporate
contexts. As we shall see, the effort to elect Edward Wolcott to the Senate would be the
next battleground. Events in Denver show that the corruption of local party organizations,
their primaries, and their conventions was an omnipresent factor as opposing factions
contended for party control. The omnipresent corruption itself problematizes the notion
of representative democratic government, controlled by broadly participatory party
organizations.204 These events illustrate the breakdown in party politics, as the so-called
Party Period began to fracture along a number of fault-lines, including third partyism, as
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well as corruption.205 Certainly the activities in Denver echo the findings of social
historians Glenn C. Altschuler and Stuart M. Blumin who traced the participation in party
politics to small circles of men, the inner circles of party leaders who determined political
slates, acted as party gatekeepers, and often scripted conventions, and rallies.”206
The factional patronage politics of the national Republican Party was the main
driving force behind the earliest phase of corruption. The contests for the U.S. Senate
seats from Colorado were directly tied into the national political factions and the
associated patronage politics, and in particular the divisive, factional, and corrupt
Republican Party politics of the era. Colorado’s U.S. Senators stood at the head of the
patronage machines and strategies for the election of senators drove election strategy and
thus corruption at all levels. The corruption was systemic, and not incidental, in that it
resided in the basic structure of the party, and was aimed at maintaining a vertically
integrated factional party apparatus, capable of being mobilized as needed. In this sense,
elections and election frauds in Colorado clearly mirrored Gilded Age politics.
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CHAPTER 3: SMASHING THE GANG:
A CHANGING REGIME OF CORRUPTION
At 1 o’clock this morning a bloody tragedy was narrowly averted at the
Albany Hotel. W.H. Griffith was knocked down by Jim Connor [sic] the Smasher,
and would likely have been instantly shot by his assailant had it not been for the
prompt interference of friends. Griffith was seated in the headquarters of the
Gang. Connor rushed in, and made the assault. Henry Brady disarmed him, and
the patrol wagon was summoned, but Connor was allowed to depart before he was
arrested.207

Both the Rocky Mountain News and the Denver Republican bemoaned the
corruption in the 1889 mayoral election, and gave extensive coverage to the subsequent
trial which took place in the early spring of 1890. But the discourse in the press
established an image of corruption centered on the geography of the downtown red-light
district with its low-life gamblers, street criminals, and corrupt police. Seemingly,
everyone expected the major election years to be accompanied by contested primaries
and raucous party conventions centered around the election of the U.S. Senators. Despite
the fact that Republican Senator Henry Teller would be vying for re-election following
the 1890 election, there was no indication that the election of 1890 would be a watershed
year in Colorado. Teller was immensely popular, and he had no opposition among the
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Republicans. Yet 1890 would feature a key series of events which would re-align the
factions in the Colorado Republican Party.
The battle between two key factions actually signaled a tectonic shift in the forces
backing the corruption. While earlier corruption had stemmed from ties to national
Republican Party factions and patronage politics, now a cabal of utility owners and
industrialists, led by Denver Tramway owner W.G. Evans, entered the arena to control
the granting of valuable utility franchises on favorable terms.208 The battle to install a
new reigning political regime was waged in the public sphere, on the streets, in the pages
of the newspapers, and in the polling places of Denver. Most confusingly, the new
contesting faction hid behind pretensions of reform, adopting the moniker of the “Gang
Smashers” as they attempted to overthrow the “Gang.” Their ensuing contention in public
meetings and on the streets of Denver corrupted the ideal of the public sphere just as it
corrupted the election process itself. Newspaper coverage, while extensive, left many
questions unanswered, with the result that contemporary readers were undoubtedly
confused as to the real powers behind the factions until just a few days before the
election.
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Denver by 1890 had grown into a premier industrial city, as advantaged in its
position between the Rocky Mountains and the plains as Chicago was in its position
between the resources of the West and the capital and markets of the East.209 Denver
served as a transportation hub for men and materials traveling to and from the booming
silver mines in the mountains around Leadville. At the same time, farmers and ranchers
were developing the plains east and north of Denver. Meanwhile, seeking better access to
transportation and fuel, owners of the industrial smelters which processed the raw ore
extracting the valuable precious metals had moved their operations to Denver from the
locations at the site of the earliest mines, in Black Hawk and Central City. By 1889 there
were three major smelting complexes in Denver, the Argo, the Grant, and the Globe, each
with an associated mill town, where their thousands of workers lived.210 These major
industrial operations added their workers to the population of Denver which had grown to
106,713.211 As with most growing cities, there was a dire need for municipal utilities to
match its growth.
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Figure 11 The Globe Smelter, DPL.

The groundwork for the 1890 election cycle was laid in the contest for an open
U.S. Senate seat which had driven the 1888 legislative election. The 1888 election had
also elected the most corrupt legislature of Colorado’s short history, the infamous
“Boodle Seventh Assembly,” boodle being the favorite nineteenth-century term for the
ill-gotten gains from fraud and graft.212 While the factional alignments in the Republican
Party of the 1880s revolved around the split between the Teller-Chaffee action and
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Nathaniel Hill and his Denver Republican, the 1888
election and then the election of Edward Wolcott to
the senate would begin a period of dramatic change,
with a number of factions contending for power.
[See Diagram 2]
Wolcott, a young attorney from the heart of
the Central City mining district, had a family
connection to Nathaniel Hill through his brother
Henry, who had worked with Hill in the smelting
business. In a particularly skillful political maneuver,
Edward Wolcott cut ties with the Hill faction and

Figure 12. Senator Edward
Wolcott, GCHS

moved to the Teller faction as an aspiring senate candidate, even amidst much anti-Hill
feeling among the Teller partisans.213
As his campaign for the Senate began in the fall of 1888, Wolcott needed, as
observer Robert G. Dill explained, “to secure legislative candidates favorable to his
aspirations.”214 In order to secure these favorable legislative candidates, he needed to
work through the myriad layers of primaries, county conventions, and the state
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convention. At the first level, Wolcott and his supporters worked the Republican Party
county primaries, insuring the election of men as delegates to the county conventions
who would nominate Wolcott candidates for the legislature. His faction also needed to
ensure a majority of Wolcott delegates to the state Republican Party convention.215
Wolcott’s efforts were so successful that when the state convention met on Sept.
4, as Dill notes, “Fully three-fourths of the 550 delegates regarded Wolcott as the leader
of the party and looked to him for inspiration in choosing candidates for state offices.”
Wolcott’s campaign efforts dominated the election cycle, according to Dill.216 While the
Republican hierarchy may have resented Wolcott’s interference, no one wanted to
antagonize Wolcott or his backer, sitting U.S. Senator Henry M. Teller, once he had
secured a lock on the upcoming legislature.217
Money played a decisive role in the election contest, as illustrated by the efforts
of Job Cooper to secure his own nomination for Governor. Cooper, originally from Ohio,
was a cattle millionaire, and cashier of the German National Bank.218 According to Dill,
Cooper let it be known that he was ready to spend $20,000 in the campaign, equivalent to
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a minimum of $400,000 today.219 And besides financing the campaign, Cooper was ready
to cede the decisions on all state appointments to Wolcott and make the appointments
before the senatorial election. After the legislators ensured jobs for their friends, they
would be beholden to Wolcott.220 Even Dill, a neophyte in the political world, regarded
this as giving everything away to Wolcott. “The proposition implied so much distrust of
Cooper that it is wonderful that it was made…and accepted… And it would have been a
wonder if carried out, but it was not.” While Dill claims to tell “the true story of this
transaction,” which he calls “one of the most extraordinary political bargains ever made
in Colorado,” in view of all that comes later, this is certainly hyperbole, a characteristic
of Dill’s account.221
Following the drama inherent in the convention, the campaign itself was of little
interest, because the Republicans so completely dominated Colorado at this time, led by
Denver grocer Wolfe Londoner as chair of Republican State Committee. The Democrats
met and nominated attorney and perennial political candidate Thomas Patterson without
much fanfare.222 The result was reported the day after the election, and as expected the
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Republicans carried Colorado.223 Job Cooper was elected Governor, Republican Hosea
Townsend was elected to the Congress, and Benjamin Harrison carried Colorado in the
Presidential race. In the Colorado Assembly, the Senate was to be made up of 20
Republicans and 6 Democrats, with 43 Republicans and 6 Democrats in the House.
This then was a body nearly hand-picked, composed of men chosen to support a
particular faction and senate candidate, which became known as the “Boodle Seventh,”
the most corrupt in Colorado’s short history. 224 The election and the results illustrate how
the perfect alignment of demographics, events, and personalities were shaped into a
vertically integrated political faction that directly led to corrupt results. Even Dill
understood that “the opportunity [for fraud and corruption] was granted because of the
extreme majorities which the Republicans carried into the legislature, together with
control of the Governor’s office.”225
One of the first orders of business of the new legislature in January of 1889 was
the election of the U.S. Senator. Despite the fact that Wolcott’s efforts had been
instrumental in the election of the Republican majority in the legislature, and that
“sufficient names were attached to written pledges to nominate him in caucus,” Wolcott’s
election was still not a done deal. In fact, Dill notes that “any objection by Teller would
have killed the deal.” Wolcott, perennial candidate H.A.W. Tabor, and Thomas M.
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Bowen were the candidates for the U.S. Senate, and not surprisingly, Wolcott was
eventually elected.226
As Dill saw the motivation for corruption, “with a majority of 51 the temptation
to reward constituents at the expense of the state was greater than many members could
stand.”227 By April, it had become clear that, according to the DR, “it is putting it mildly
that the Seventh General Assembly which closed its career last night was the worst that
ever afflicted the state. No other Legislature was ever so open and shameless in its
disregard of the rights and interests of the people or so rapacious in its raids on the
pockets of the taxpayers.”228 In practice, as Dill explained, “Everyone voted for everyone
else’s measures, creating clerkships if necessary, and so it went, with the doors thrown
open to useless expenditure.” Dill’s analysis is a perfect explanation of a typical system
of political patronage, with every legislator beholden to a coterie of political supporters
and hangers-on. Dill noted the “pressure from outsiders whose maintenance is principally
derived from their alleged influence in political conventions,” as an influence on the
rampant spending and un-checked graft.229 Dill also cites carelessness, cupidity,
confusion, profusion, waste, and petty dishonesty by employees. The DR concurred,
noting that “trade and deals and jobs ruled from first to last.”230 The DR cited as
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Election of 1888
Edward Wolcott and the Boodle Seventh Assembly
Wolcott organizers secure Delegates
to County conventions
County conventions select Wolcott
delegates to Republican State convention
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Diagram 2. Wolcott and the Boodle Seventh Assembly
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examples, “The bill to require the state treasurer to account for interest on all loans of the
public funds was held back until the closing hours of the session and was then killed by a
dirty trick. The bill for the substitute of salaries for fees in the payment of the officials of
Arapahoe County was smothered by the Senators from Arapahoe.”231 But primarily, as
Dill noted, the Republican monolith had eliminated the usual system of checks and
balances.232
Just as important as the genesis of this particular example of patronage corruption
is the range of ways that participants explained and excused the behavior. As a young
political reporter, Dill undoubtedly echoed the language of key Republican operatives as
they themselves sought to explain away or cover-up the corruption. Ironically, and once
again probably echoing the excuses of the Republican faction leaders, Dill both excused
the corruption and partly blamed the opposition newspapers for blowing it out of
proportion when he said that the papers “used corruption to manufacture public sentiment
for their own ends.” He claimed that while the corrupt legislators were “recklessly
extravagant,” they were “not a band of thieves,” as portrayed by both the Denver
Republican and the Rocky Mountain News. Dill himself here invoked the liminal space,
the vast gray area, as he attempted to draw a line between “reckless spending,” and
“outright thievery.” Nevertheless, Dill somehow excused all of this: “But notwithstanding
all of that, the laws made are some of the best. And in point of ability, this assembly
ranked among the best.” Undoubtedly reflecting political wisdom of the time, Dill asserts
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that it was indeed possible for the body to have been both corrupt and the best. The
corruption then, according to Dill, is just a footnote to their record, not a judgment on
their worth. 233
As most active politicos in the state were aware, rumors alleged that property of
the state had been stolen, that terms of contracts for supplies had been criminally
violated, and warrants issued for services never rendered. Despite the fact that knowledge
of the frauds was widespread, Dill disingenuously attempted to insinuate that those who
accused the legislators of fraud were themselves simply out for political advantage.
“Unfortunately,” he said, “many of these charges were afterwards made good in the
courts, but at the time they were first made, the sole purpose was the laying of a
foundation for an attempt to wrest the party control from the hands of those who seemed
to have secured it.” 234 In other words, Dill’s excuse for Republican corruption is no
excuse at all, only a retort that the accusations against them were just a part of the contest
for power, not to be taken seriously. This idea that corruption is excusable, or just part of
the legislative or political process, illustrates that there was indeed a “culture of
corruption.” This culture of corruption was reinforced in Colorado by the fact that
Denver, the biggest city and the most important center of business and finance, was also
the capital, concentrating power, politics, and money in a tight geography of interests.
The culture of corruption in the state legislature, meeting in Denver in the spring
of 1889, provided the background against which the corrupt Denver municipal elections
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took place following the elevation of Wolcott to the U.S. Senate. The Republican Party
nominated Party Chair Wolfe Londoner for Mayor. At a meeting with Londoner attended
by Senators Teller and Wolcott, Chief of Police Henry Brady allegedly told Londoner he
would be beholden to a Denver Gang who would throw the election for him. Londoner
won the election, but his opponent sued, alleging election fraud. By the fall of 1889,
maneuvering for the Londoner trial was underway, and by the time the trial took place in
the spring of 1890, Republicans were already positioning themselves for the next general
election campaign to take place in the fall.
At the same time, at the beginning of the corrupt Seventh Legislative Assembly,
it was already evident that Coloradans were in for another bitter campaign. Dill attributed
this to a situation of relative peace for too long, creating a favorable opportunity for an
intra-party battle. All that was needed, according to Dill, was a spark to “cause
smoldering embers of factionalism to break into a furious blaze.”235 One spark was the
continuing misconduct of the Assembly, many of whose officers and members had by
this time been charged with “criminal extravagance as well as thievery, bribery and
corruption,” according to Dill.236
Not surprisingly, the brouhaha surrounding the Londoner trial was credited by
some as one of the major sparks. Many in the Republican Party apparently believed,
probably correctly, that Londoner’s nomination for Mayor was a direct payback for his
success as chair of the Republican State Committee and his service to Wolcott in that
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role. According to Dill, this nomination “was not received with enthusiasm by a large
fraction of the party.”237
With the Republicans in control of all state
offices, the contest for control of the party became
the major site of contention. The conflict broke into
the open on September 4, 1890, at the first meeting
of the Republican Committee for Arapahoe County,
surrounding and including the City of Denver, to
plan their primary and the county convention. It was
in reports on this first meeting that the existence of
the two new factions entered the public sphere. The
Gang and the Gang Smashers were already
organized, the Gang with 44 votes and the Gang
Smashers with 32. Yet the newspaper reports did not
make clear at first just who was behind this new
organization, the Gang Smashers. Nor was it clear
that this new group signaled an attempt to realign

Figure 13“45-32” First
appearance of the “Gang
Smashers”, RMN Sept. 4, 1890.
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party power.238
As usual, efforts to control the primaries and
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county conventions, and thus the party itself, began with the issue of the appointment of
judges of the primaries in Arapahoe County. The election judges in each precinct were
the front line party workers who were charged with accepting potential voters or rejecting
them as fraudulent. While each party was entitled to appoint one or more judges, there
was no provision for one from each faction of the Republican Party. And, as everyone
including Dill was aware, the fact that the appointment of the judges was a point of
contention implied that everyone connected with the coming elections expected fraud. As
Dill stated the situation, “the judge of the primary might be necessary to the success of
his faction, and suggested the expectation of fraud.”239 As Dill notes, “the fact is that the
matter of the appointment of the judges was simply the preliminary skirmish between the
two factions for the advantage of position.”240 Dill apparently took this state of affairs for
granted.
In the event, the advantage in the choosing of judges went to the Gang, and as
expected, the primaries, held on September 13, were overrun with frauds and misdeeds of
various kinds. The RMN in this case was on the fence about which side to support and
which to condemn: the Gang of old was obviously shady, and could hardly be defended.
However, the Smashers, in their view, were possibly worse. As the RMN put it on the
day after the primaries, “The smashers, [representing themselves as] ‘the party of purity’
were worse than the gang. The latter made no pretense of virtue, the former howled
‘reform,’ while it had in its service the hardest crowd of thugs that has ever been under
239
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one banner.”241 Dill agreed, asserting that the primaries in most of the wards were
“characterized by the most bare-faced fraud and corruption, by no means confined to one
faction.”242 One gets the sense that Dill was horrified as he reflected, “the end, not the
means was the only object of consideration; each side was determined to carry its point
by any methods and actions.”243 One wonders whether Dill was most horrified simply as
a neophyte, as one who expected more of politics, as one who cared about politics and the
future of the Republican Party, or perhaps all three.
It was apparently not immediately clear to observers just who or what the two
factions represented. While the RMN was clear that the Gang Smashers, the so-called
reformers, were no “party of purity,” they still refrained from naming names. What was
clear was that both sides were involved in election frauds. As Dill noted, “While the
Gang Smashers charged the Gang with corruption and fraud, it is a notorious fact that
many of the worst heelers in the city, who had fattened upon the spoils resulting from
their peculiar methods, and had devoted themselves to the politics of the gutter as a
business for years, were the chosen instruments of the ‘Gang Smashers’ and were
shouting for purity in the politics which they had assisted in, and were even then engaged
in doing their very best toward corrupting.”244 Dill’s comment is charged with the
language of anti-corruption, accusing ward heelers, the grass roots political workers, of
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“fattening on the spoils” of the patronage system. And he accused the new faction, the
Gang Smashers, of hiring the same ward heelers, or elections corrupters, who had
previously worked with or for the so-called Gang.245
What is clear from Dill’s preliminary lists of party delegates is that the old Gang
was now split. Dill listed former Police Chief Henry Brady as a participant in the Gang,
along with W.H. Griffith, a back-bench player who had been mentioned in connection
with a variety of political roles. Griffith was also the publisher of the Denver Times, he
had been paying attorney Lafe Pence’s fee in the trial against Londoner, and had been
mentioned in connection with an attempt to get the case against former police lieutenant
James O’Connor thrown out of court.246 But now James O’Connor, Brady’s former
henchman, is mentioned as a participant in the fraudulent activities of the Smashers,
working on behalf of Denver Tramway owner W.G. Evans and Union Pacific General
Manager C.F. Meek, among others. It is this list which suggests that Evans and the utility
owners and industrialist leaders were attempting to seize power back from the old gang,
whose leaders, Brady and Griffith, were perhaps attempting a power grab of their own.
After midnight following the primaries, personal animosities erupted into violence
at the headquarters of the Gang in the Albany Hotel when James O’Connor, now working
for the Smashers, went to the Gang headquarters there and knocked down W.H. Griffith
of the Gang. Reporting on the incident, the RMN claimed that Griffith, “would likely
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have been instantly shot by his assailant” but for the “prompt interference” of his
associates, including Henry Brady, who disarmed the assailant. While Brady and friends
summoned the patrol wagon, they apparently wanted to avoid police interference because
O’Connor was not arrested.247 This incident underlines the personal nature of the
conflict, with the hotheaded Brady and O’Conner now contending for power, and perhaps
honor as well.
At the Rocky Mountain News, editor Arkins attempted to simplify the factional
battle in a page four editorial, with the observation that there had always been two
factions in the Republican Party in Colorado, one allied to corporations and railroads,
while the other “ostensibly” championed the people.248 Arkins described Wolcott as the
acknowledged head of the first faction, and ex -Senator Hill, “for a few years back,” head
of the second. This seems at best a gross oversimplification. However, Arkins goes on to
assert that until the 1890 election contest, the corporations had masked their intentions to
elect candidates and defeat legislation. “They have waited until election day …to elect
their men and shape legislation. Their work was quiet and secret…….But the whirligig
has revolved,” Arkins wrote, “the factions have changed front, and the corporations have
stepped boldly into the arena and declared their purpose to run primaries organize
conventions, nominate tickets, elect legislatures and control all legislation affecting their
interests.”249 Arkins’ observations about the changing nature of the factions, and the new
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activism of the corporations were exactly correct; however, buried as they were in his
continuing diatribe against Hill, and his obvious identification with the promotion of
Democratic interests; it is not likely that he was taken seriously. It is passing strange that
Arkins would have even given Hill credit for having ever been the champion of the
people, only his larger purpose of showing the corporations changing camps seems to
have forced this partial acknowledgement of his enemy. Further confusing the picture,
Arkins tried to assert that the Times had clamored against railroad legislation, while the
Republican has now switched camps, and that Hill is abandoning the people and jumping
into the service of the corporations, while the corporations are deserting Wolcott and
jumping into the camp with Hill. If Arkins had refined his message and stuck to a simpler
story line, his editorials might have been more effective.
Following the contentious primaries, the Arapahoe County Republicans,
(including Denver) met in their County Convention in Denver’s Fifteenth Street Theater.
As a result of the fraudulent activity, the convention was overwhelmed with contested
and competing precinct delegations, accompanied by a litany of by now typical election
and voting fraud complaints from both sides. In the second ward the judges had refused
to admit duly-appointed poll watchers. When the watchers and friends broke down the
doors with heavy timbers, the judges grabbed the election paraphernalia and re-opened
the polling place across the street in a saloon, while their opponents appointed new
judges and carried on in the original location. In the fourth ward the judges were arrested
for stuffing the ballot box. These were just a few of the characteristic incidents of election
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fraud, apparently indulged in with little thought that
there would be any consequences, especially since
there had been no prosecutions of the frauds in the
1889 races.250
The Smashers won tactical advantage when
they gained control of the temporary convention
chairmanship and appointed John E. Leet who, Dill
recalled, applied the tactics used and experience he
had gained serving in the contentiously divided
Louisiana Legislature during Reconstruction.251
Figure 14. “Held a Riot,”
RMN Sept. 16, 1890

Chairman Leet thus immediately appointed a majority of Smasher supporters to the
crucial Credentials Committee, which duly unseated all of the Gang delegates from six
contested wards. This nearly precipitated a riot: instead the unseated Gang bolted the
convention and moved to the Turnverein, or Turners, Hall, where they organized their
own rump convention.252
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When the Republican State Convention met on September 17, the issue of the two
competing delegations was the first order of business. The convention itself adjourned
while the Credentials Committee heard testimony in an attempt to sort it out.253 They
finally reached a decision to seat a split delegation: 62 Gang and 55 Smasher delegates.
The Gang assented and took their seats, but the Smashers, in a calculated power play,
insisted on winning all, and promptly walked out. The convention proceeded to nominate
candidates, and despite the contention in Arapahoe County, there was no viable candidate
opposing J.L. Routt for Governor, and the convention nominated him by acclamation.
The convention re-nominated Hosea Townsend for U.S. Representative by acclamation
as well.254
Meanwhile, the Smashers re-convened at Denver’s Fifteenth Street Theatre and
nominated their own slate of legislative candidates, thus forcing the convention chairman
to choose between the competing delegations. On October 5, Chairman Ashley officially
recognized the Smashers as the Republican Party in Arapahoe County.255 Thus the major
party prepared for the election. In a cartoon on Sept. 18, ”In the Soup,” the RMN printed
one of its first illustrations showing the Tramway Company tied into the local political
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scene, in this case, in the soup with other interests including General Manager Meek, of
the Union Pacific Railroad, and David Moffat of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad. As
usual, the RMN represents Nathanial Hill of the rival Denver Republican in the soup as
well.

Figure. 15. Denver’s Turnverein, or Turners’ Hall, Denver, DPL
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Figure 16. ”In the Soup, ” RMN Sept. 18, 1890. This is one of the first illustrations
showing the Tramway Company tied into the local political scene, in this case, in the
soup with other interests including Meek, of the Union Pacific Railroad, and David
Moffat of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad. As usual, the RMN represents Nathanial
Hill of the rival Denver Republican in the soup as well.
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Ironically, while the contending Democrats were hopeful that the Republican split
would leave them an opening, the election itself on a statewide level was not hotly
contested. When the Democratic convention met on September 24, delegates even had
difficulty recruiting a candidate for governor. They offered the nomination in turn to
leading Democrats J.B. Grant, Alva Adams, Judge Stephen H. Ballard, Myron Reed, and
Judge Harrison, all of whom declined. Finally Judge Caldwell Yeaman was induced to
accept, with Thomas O’Donnell of Arapahoe County nominated for the congressional
seat.256 The DR carried on the battle against the Gang generally, vilifying individual
members of the Gang leadership, without explicitly supporting the Smashers.257 In the
ensuing election, the Smashers tried to promote the idea that the Gang was organized to
defeat Teller. Teller studiously avoided taking sides, provoking a spate of opprobrium
from both newspapers, accompanied by a raft of political cartoons. [Figures 18, 19, and
20] Finally, Teller relented, under pressure from the DR to take sides in the Arapahoe
County controversy, and in an interview in the DR endorsed the Smashers ticket.258 The
RMN kept up a steady drumbeat of comment in a series of front page cartoons, in the
days leading up to the election.
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Figure 17. “Teller Dare Not Speak” RMN Oct. 19, 1890
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Figure 18. “ Politics Makes Strange Bedfellows” RMN Oct. 30, 1890: A very cute scene
of Hill and Teller in bed together, using Shakespeare as the metaphor, featuring “Portia”
Teller, and “Bassinio” Hill, with the ghost of former Colorado Senator Chaffee as well as
Senator Wolcott in the plaid pants behind them. See “script” below.
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Figure 19. “Politics Makes Strange Bedfellows,” script, RMN Oct. 30, 1890.
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Republican voters turned out to elect Routt and Townsend Governor and U.S.
Representative respectively, and voted in Republican majorities in both legislative
bodies: 16 Republicans to 10 Democrats were elected to the State Senate, and 32
Republicans and 17 Democrats elected to the House.259 But election night in Denver was
again marred by fraud, culminating in the stealing of a ballot box: fraud which Dill
neglected altogether in his account. The perpetrator of the steal was none other than
James O’Connor, who was engaged by the Smashers to organize their election
activities.260
So what was the factional battle about? It wasn’t a battle of competing U.S.
Senate candidates: While the Smashers tried to promote the idea that the Gang was
organized to defeat Teller, it’s quite clear that all of the Republicans supported Teller. In
fact, Dill says, most of Teller’s supporters and friends were in the Gang, while the Hill
(DR) faction was more generally represented in the Smashers.261 Neither was the contest
about the gubernatorial nomination. While Dill mentions John L. Routt as the Gang
candidate, in fact Routt had virtually no competition for the nomination, which he won at
the convention by acclamation, a voice vote signifying overall general agreement. This
was unusual, bordering on unprecedented: in a previous contest, electing H.A.W. Tabor
for a thirty-day Senate seat had taken 92 ballots.
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In Dill’s analysis of the contest between the Gang and the Gang Smashers, he
said: “Honors were about even; there were as good citizens on one side as another; one
side was as worthy of recognition as the other; neither side was inspired by any higher
motive than the natural desire to be on top, and both sides showed during the campaign
that they were perfectly willing to sacrifice the party for the purpose of beating the other
fellows.”262 Here is where Dill’s analysis may fail us; as a partisan of Wolcott, and one
perhaps anxious as he wrote this in 1896 not to offend those in the power structure, he
shies away from a full investigation.
On the other hand, in the view of the Rocky Mountain News, the contest had much
to do with a growing anti-labor faction. At the head of this faction was William G. Evans,
still early in his career as the head of the Denver Tramway Company. Son of former
Colorado Territorial Governor John Evans, William Evans was emerging as a budding
capitalist in his own right. Also mentioned is C.F. Meek, an operative for the Union
Pacific. In addition, the Republican, in its campaign of vilification against the Gang,
named as Gang leaders General Hammill, A.M. Stevenson, and Henry Brady, as well as
Sam Jones and J.H. Fessler, the candidates nominated for Superintendent of Schools,
Attorney General and Treasurer respectively.263
It seems that this contest had more to do with a corporate power grab than Dill
was willing to mention. At least that seems to have been the opinion of the Denver
Republican, and Hill was never noticeably anti-corporation, but he was anti-corruption.
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His views supplement what we can infer. According to the RMN, the Smashers were
represented by the DR as a progressive reform movement, but actually were a front for
corporate interests. The Smashers indeed tried to represent themselves as reformers, and
have others infer that they were going to root out the Gang, identified with former Police
Chief Henry Brady.264
All of the signs point to the cabal of utility interests as those who wanted to
“smash” Brady’s nascent organization. However, it was not until mid-October that the
RMN began to make specific accusations of corporate control, and in particular to
insinuate a measure of anti-labor activism. The RMN got wind of a campaign by
corporate managers to insist that their workers sign a pledge in support of the
Republicans in general, and Teller in particular.265
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Figure 20. “Meek Teller Juggernaut,” RMN Nov. 1, 1890.
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The subject of railroad control of politics in general, and the U.S. Senate in
particular, was a perennial one. And Coloradans would continue their struggle against
what they saw as railroad control: in 1889-1890 the controlling railroad in Colorado was
the Union Pacific. In addition, a surprising number of large industrial complexes were
located in Denver, tying the large and diverse metropolis to the growing industrialization
of the U.S. in general, and to the growing labor strife. By 1889 the three major smelting
complexes supported thousands of workers who lived in mill towns on the outskirts of the
city.266 In the 1890 election contest, the smelter managers and the railroad interests began
to work together overtly to control the votes of those workers through a “pledge.” [Figure
21]
C.M. Meek, Colorado General Manager of the Union Pacific, had been mentioned
as a member of the Smashers faction from the beginning. By mid-October, Dennis
Sheedy, manager of Globe Smelting and Refining, began to be mentioned as well in
connection with “the pledge,” when the News published the information that “the plan
was for the Denver Republican to publish the list of signatures in an electioneering
edition.267 Further articles—headlined, for example, “White Slavery”—were clearly
designed to let workers know that managers were attempting to extort their votes by
forcing them to sign the pledge, and that they must vote against the Democratic nominees
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or be liable to discharge.268 From this point in the campaign, the newspaper went back to
the issue of the Smashers convention and overtly labeled it a creation of the corporations.
Ironically, around this time, the News began to use the term “Gang” for Republicans of
both persuasions, and to add to the confusion, they sometimes referred to the Smashers
ticket only as “the Fifteenth Street convention ticket.”269
It was not until the end of October that the RMN began to highlight corporate
control of the Smashers delegation. To further their accusations, the RMN reported on a
Smashers rally at the Coliseum Hall on October 25th, called to hear a speech by Sen.
Teller, who was still not ready to reveal whether he would support the Smashers or the
Gang. But, the RMN notes, the meeting was called to order by E.F. Arthur, private
secretary of General Manager Meek of the Union Pacific. “Arthur extolled the Fifteenth
Street ticket as friendly to railroads,” and then produced “the pledge.”270 Not until
November 3, the day before the election, did the RMN print an editorial charging that the
Smashers legislative candidates were entirely the creatures of the Denver Tramway
Company, and that, “That company with the Union Pacific Railway Company dictated
every name upon it.” According to the News, “The ticket bristles over with Tramway
tools. James H. Brown is its attorney, F.W. Lee is a foreman in charge of one of its
important departments; William N. Byers is a director, and John Morcom and D.F.
Carmichael are large stockholders.” Further, they assert, “Five out of ten of the
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candidates on the Smashers ticket are…creatures of this grasping corporation. The
convention selecting them was not composed of Republicans, but of Tramway and UP
officials and their work and candidates were not to benefit the people or the party, but
simply in the interests of these two companies.”271
In other words, in their campaign against corporate control, the RMN began just
after the primaries with vague accusations buried in page four editorials, picked up some
specific accusations in mid-October, but did not specifically accuse individuals and
corporations until just a day or two before the vote. In a final analysis, it seems rather
cowardly that the RMN does not get to this critique until the day before the election.
Further adding to the drama of the election was the final ballot box steal: the box
was stolen from the eighteenth precinct just as the judges were sitting down to count the
votes. A few days after the election it came out that the perpetrator was none other than
James O’Connor.272 A history of his side-switching reveals a man on the make. First he
was the Police Lieutenant under Brady, accused of crooked pandering and being in the
pay of the saloon and gambling interests in 1889. Then he was accused in a sting of
trying to rob a train. Now it seemed he had moved onto the payroll of the Smashers.
Once again the election was not the end of a battle, but merely one contest in a
much longer battle. The turbulent election had delivered a legislature divided three ways
between Republican Smasher delegates, Republican Gang delegates, and Democrats. But,
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it seems that the bitter contest in Arapahoe County had not benefited the Republican
candidates. In fact, in Arapahoe County the Republicans elected one state senator and
three representatives to the legislature, while the Democrats elected one senator and five
representatives. Routt was elected by a plurality of 6,468, and Townsend with a plurality
of 8,331. When the legislature convened, the Smashers accused the Gang of fraud in
securing the lists of committees, and on Jan. 9 the Smashers instigated a walk out:
thirteen Republicans and fourteen Democrats in the House walked out, which constituted
a majority of the body. Why the Democrats chose to support the Smashers seems
mysterious until one considers that the split between Smashers and Gang existed only in
Arapahoe county- that is Denver. The House Democrats from the rest of the state were
undoubtedly walking out on Republican colleagues from the previous crooked
legislature. The bolters adjourned to a nearby hotel, where they proceeded to organize an
alternate House. Now there were two Houses meeting, introducing bills and attempting to
conduct legislative business. Animosity ran so high that each body surrounded itself with
armed guards, leading to the murder of one guard by another and subsequent calls for the
call-out of the state militia.273
On Jan 16, the Smashers, now referring to themselves as “revolutionists,” issued a
manifesto, decrying the abuses and corruption of the previous Assembly session. To
anyone who was at all familiar with any of the players in this drama, these issues must
have seemed transparently disingenuous. The Smashers themselves were at least as
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corrupt as the members of the Seventh Assembly, and led as they were by the leading
capitalists in the state, they were anything but radical revolutionists. Whatever the merits
of the cause, public sentiment was running against their methods, with the public seeing
no assurances that the new group was not simply after the perquisites which had been
controlled by the old group.274 Finally, newly elected Gov. Routt asked for a
determination from the State Supreme Court on which of the organizations would control
the House.
Meanwhile, it came time to elect the U.S. Senator. On Jan. 20th, the two House
organizations met separately: Teller received 14 votes in the Senate, 19 in the regular
House, and 13 in the revolutionary House. The final vote was in joint session on January
21st, with Teller getting 47 votes to 27 for Judge Yeaman. It was only after the vote for
Senator that the Supreme Court decided in favor of the Smashers, or revolutionaries, as
they were now referred to. The court’s decision was based on the judgment that the
House could be reorganized by a vote of the majority.275
Commentator Dill seemed to support the decision, but opposed the tactics of the
“revolutionists.” It is difficult to discern just what side he was on: he seemed to wish,
undoubtedly with many fellow citizens, that it was not necessary to choose sides. This
attitude also suggests that the motives of the leaders of the “revolutionists” were entirely
different than those they alleged: while they claimed to be “cleaning up corruption of past
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legislative bodies,” it seems more likely that their actions were a pure power play. In fact,
what they wanted at this junction will only become clear as we observe what they went
after in future legislative sessions and in city council meetings.276
A likely theory is that Henry Brady, the crooked former Police Chief, was out to
maintain the power he had wielded with the Gang in 1889 as a group for hire that could
swing an election. The composition of the Gang by this time had morphed into an
amalgam of the most disreputable of the saloon interests, who were seeking to profit from
their position of power since the business interests needed their efforts. The Smashers
then was an effort of the business and corporate interests to wrest the control from the
Gang in order to wield it for themselves. To break the control of Brady and his henchmen
and split the old Gang, the Smashers hired some thugs of their own, including O’Connor.
At the Londoner election fraud trial, the Democrats had tried to make fraud
charges stick to all Republicans, but W.H. Griffith and his associates succeeded in
turning it into a warning to those who would try to thwart their obligations to the
Republican Party. Thus, the real meaning of the 1890 trial comes more sharply into
focus: it can be seen as a power play by the nascent Gang, a warning to those who sought
to purchase their services in the future. This thesis suggests that in the 1890 factional
contest for power within the Republican Party in Colorado, Brady and Griffith were
betting that the political factions needed the services of the downtown saloon and
gambling interests and whoever could control them. The corporate powers, meanwhile,
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were attempting to assert their own control and avoid ceding power to these upstarts.
While the meaning of the term Gang seems to consistently include this assemblage of
idlers and party hacks, the leadership seems to have changed. We find no mention of the
previous leaders, Ed Chase, Bat Masterson, or Soapy Smith. In fact, Soapy seems to have
been driven out of Denver after the 1889 attack on Arkins. He moved his operations to
other western towns, and returned only for his trial testimony.277
Chase, the owner of theaters and saloons, considered and represented himself as a
business man. Always impeccably dressed and tailored, with a house in a respectable
neighborhood, he was the go-between, the fixer, who took care of downtown interests.278
As for Bat Masterson, he seems to have been primarily Chase’s lieutenant, as well as a
canny political operative in his own right. Letters from Masterson to Soapy Smith testify
to their canniness in casing out opportunities.279 In fact, neither the Gang nor the
Smashers were interested in cleaning up the vice district. Chase, as primarily a gobetween, could not afford to alienate the men he knew wielded the ultimate power, and
he was not interested in being beholden to Brady either
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In the 1890 election, Henry Brady and W.H. Griffith seemed to be leading the
effort to exert the power they had grabbed. But to really understand what was going on, it
is necessary to read between the lines, and look at the assumptions of the reformers who
arrived on the scene some ten years later, for a hypothesis to test.280 These reformers
suggest that a cabal of utility owners, bankers, and industrialists were attempting to
cement their control over the Republican Party.281 It is in this 1890 election that the
major business interests in Colorado begin to assert their power, though for the most part,
hiding behind the façade of the Smashers.282
This brings us back to Mayor Londoner. Londoner had said in the spring trial that
he had no idea that the Republican hierarchy had made promises to Brady and engaged in
election fraud in order to elect him. In hindsight, this seems more than a bit disingenuous:
during the summer and fall of 1888, Londoner was Chairman of the Republican Party in
Colorado, helping to elect the most corrupt legislature, the legislature that in their turn
elected Wolcott to the Senate. The idea that Londoner was innocent is not credible.
Perhaps Londoner knew about corrupt election practices in general, but did not know the
extent of Brady and O’Connor’s police corruption, or perhaps as Brady began his attempt
to exert more power, Londoner decided he had had enough. Londoner seems to have been
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the first of the old guard to tire of Brady and his escalating demands.283 This reading sees
the Londoner trial as the beginning of the pressure from the “interests” to take power
back from Brady and his minions. In this light we can turn back to the Chin Poo episode,
in which Brady is charged with taking a bribe. Was this the first message from the
business powers that they wanted Brady not only out of office, but out of power?
As an example of election and vote fraud, the 1890 election is sadly typical. First,
in the factional contest within the Republican Party, it seems that the forces behind the
split and their motives were not immediately clear. Second, the factions were willing to
go to any extremes to win their contests. Following the abysmal primary experience,
nearly everyone was full of apologies, but none of the actual players seemed to be ready
to renounce such conduct in the future. As Dill expressed it, “had the most determined
enemies [desired to injure the party] they could have done no worse than has been done
by its professed friends.” 284
Dill’s excuse for the party is, in final analysis, pathetic: “that the Republican Party
of Colorado has maintained a vigorous personality despite several attacks upon its
organization since the spring of 1889 is proof sufficient of its intense vitality and the
vigor of its principles whether those principles are right or wrong”285 This
characterization of the recruitment of numbers of thugs to corrupt an election as
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“vitality,” in the service of “principles, right or wrong,” is just plain obfuscation, an
example of the typical corruption cover-up.286 The RMN in particular was troubled by
the hypocrisy of the Smashers, who represented themselves as “the party of purity” while
recruiting the same thugs who had formerly served the Gang. “A seine was run through
the slums, and the catch was serving the smashers.”287
The RMN was further bothered by the attitude of Sen. Teller towards the
corruption perpetrated by his cohorts. In an editorial two days before the election, editor
Arkins wrote under the headline: “Teller the gangster: Teller maintains that there was no
greater dishonesty here than in other states.” To emphasize the point, the RMN uses a
quote from Teller: “Nobody has any reason to complain. Have the people of Colorado
any reason to complain? I know it is said sometimes that we have been derelict in some
things. We do not expect to have an administration in this state or any other that is
perfect.” Then, Arkins fumes, referencing the crimes of the Boodle Seventh Assembly,
“This is all he has to say about the printing steal, the furniture steal, the stationery steal,
the frauds and crimes of the primaries, and the failure of the last general assembly to
redeem a single pledge the Republican party made to the people.”288
The watershed election of 1890 presaged a more complete re-alignment of the
differing factions in the Colorado Republican Party. This effort would continue through
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the municipal election in the spring of 1891, as the corporate and capital interests sought
to cement their control, an effort that revealed the differing visions of masculinity and
manliness between the differing factions. However, no one could foresee the wave of
Populism, and related efforts to support the value of silver with the “Free Silver”
movement, which would overtake these efforts beginning with elections in 1892.
Defection of key Republicans would not wholly derail these efforts; instead, the
resolution of the factional fight would only be postponed.
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CHAPTER 4: THE SPORTING MAN AS WARD HEELER:
THE PLACE OF MASCULINITY IN THE DENVER POLITICAL
MARKETPLACE
The dark history of Denver has another blackened and dirty page added to it…
The sun rose on a calm and beautiful morning, and set on one of the most
disgraceful scenes in Denver history.289

The trouble in the 1891 Denver Municipal Republican primary started in the
Seventh Ward, where the voting was held in the front office of David G. Heney’s livery
stable, on the northeast corner of Santa Fe and Ninth. All day long, lines of voters had
been surrounded by “a constantly surging mob of humanity,” estimated by the Denver
Republican as 500-2,000 men, “half sober, half drunk; at highest pitch of excitement.”
And according to the DR, the Gang deployed hundreds of imported voters, with dozens
of them repeating three or four times. The climax to the evening’s excitement began
twenty minutes before the polls closed. It happened like this:290
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Three judges, including John Connors,291 two poll-watchers, and two or three
others occupied the livery office polling place, where there were two contests and two
separate ballot boxes. A squad of policemen surrounded the office on the outside. All of
the entrances from the stable were supposedly locked; only the proprietor and employees
were supposed to have access.
At exactly 6:40 PM there was a knock on the door into the office from the stable.
The tall, well-dressed man, who had spent most of the day watching the voters in front of
the office, asked for one of the election judges. After gaining admittance, he took up a
position in the corner of the office. Ten minutes later, he stepped from his position in the
corner, grasped Mr. Barnard, a candidate who was watching the voting, and said,
“Barnard, you have no business here!” This was evidently a signal to friends in the stable,
for almost simultaneously the door was broken in and six or eight men sprang in, headed
by Pat Allen, the prize fighter. A general row at close quarters ensued, in which John
Connors received a gash over his right eye and Alderman Barnard suffered a heavy blow
from a club. In the midst of the scuffle, the tall man who had initiated the altercation
grabbed the box containing the aldermanic ballots and disappeared into the pitch dark
stable. Then the police arrived. 292
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Policeman Baugh grasped Pat Allen, and as the two fell to the floor, the ballot
box sailed through the door, and had scarcely reached the floor when somebody else
scooped it up and escaped. In the confusion, Pat Allen escaped with the rest of the gang.
Lights were brought in and a thorough search ensued, which revealed ballots scattered in
a vacant stall, and the ballot box tucked up in a corner under the roof. Outside, policemen
spied Pat Allen lying in a trough between the roof of the stable and the adjoining
building. Just as he was discovered, Allen fled again, climbed up the adjoining house, ran
across the roof, and jumped ten feet down to the ground. He escaped through the alley
leading to the front of the building and was lost in the crowd. Meanwhile, those
remaining in the office reported that during the melee a handful of folded ballots had
been deposited in the delegate box, but this rumor was not verified.293 Denver Republican
reporters later noted that just before the door of the office was opened, a row was started
across the street at Tom O’Donnell’s saloon, “headquarters of the band of thugs which
has so much to say and do with Denver Elections.” A fight between Jack Carey, “a worn
out pugilist, of unsavory reputation” and another man of similar character was apparently
started to divert the attention of the mob which surged across the street to see the fun.294
This ballot box steal is so outrageous that it is tempting to treat it as a kind of
“Keystone Cops” episode and play it for laughs, which is the general tone taken by the
newspapers at the time. However, the incident, together with the way it was reported,
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reveals the role of competing masculinities, in what was a distinct bachelor sub-culture
within the bachelor geographical district of the city. The “Row in the Seventh” can be
seen as emblematic of the particular style of masculinity represented by the Gang and its
adherents. Risk-taking, gambling, and the ideal of the “sporting man” played significant
roles in defining this subculture. Beyond the incident, the recitation of it as a farce also
owes something to the traditions of droll southwestern humor with its folk traditions of
the trickster, and to the richly narrative traditions of the con men and bunco sharks.
A truism seemingly often ignored is that all the players in these downtown dramas
were men. Of course, at this time, voting was confined to men, but beyond that, many, if
not most, of the activities associated with politics and voting took place within distinctly
masculine spaces.295 Discourses of masculinity then become an important consideration.
The role of gender and masculinity in Denver’s political marketplace is most explicitly at
play when the participants directly assert the manliness of their political stance, or write
about “the manly thing to do.” However, ideologies of masculinity permeated the entire
political landscape.
In fact, two competing discourses or texts of masculinity underlay the political
sphere in Denver, and at least some of the contentious political battles can be seen as
battles between them.296 Nominally, they might be seen as the bourgeois and the
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working-class discourses, or we might characterize them as heteronormativity versus the
bachelor culture. The businessmen and bankers who joined the Chamber of Commerce
embodied a largely Protestant middle-class culture of self-control, which valued
marriage, hard work, and a staid and settled lifestyle as part of the pursuit of a higher
social good, and which I am referring to as “manliness.”297 They saw themselves as
carriers of civilization to the “Wild West,” and tied themselves to an ideology of
development and civic boosterism. In his constant inveighing against what he saw as
machine politics, Rocky Mountain News editor John Arkins complained, “We have as
large a proportion of decency and solid worth as any city in the nation, and yet we are
ruled by a minority composed of dangerous classes and embracing the dregs of
society.”298 Arkins hoped that action of the “good citizens” and “solid men of the city”
would “come forward and assert the rights of property and decency” to overcome the
work of the machine.299 The Mugwump reformers represented by former Senator Hill’s
Denver Republican likewise invoked a Victorian vision of civilized manliness as they
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represented themselves as protectors of civilization.300 The DR was careful to include
workingmen in its representations of these manly citizens. Describing the crowd at a rally
for Democratic candidate Platt Rogers, the DR particularly honored the workingmen as
included in the category of best men: “They were workingmen, representative,
independent, thoughtful. They had come from the workshop, the bench, the mechanics
table….”301
On the other hand, the men in the so-called Gang, embodying what I am calling
“masculinity,” embraced the rough masculine camaraderie of the body, and functioned in
a nearly separate world, the world of the bachelor subculture.302 They performed a more
physical style of masculinity based in working-class cultural forms of leisure, including
gaming, competition and contests, and boxing. They embraced what they saw as a true
masculinity: the expression of the natural man, the adventurer, the risk taker, the
gambler.303
However, this was not a simplistic duality; the ongoing confrontations were
marked by complex and shifting discourses. All sides deployed gendered discourses, as
different groups declaimed or performed various aspects of manliness and masculinity,
representing themselves and their opponents through these images.
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Figure 21. The saloon was the typical male social space. DPL

That the contested nature of masculinity is literally a part of the discourse is
illustrated in newspaper editorials and in letters to the editor. In a letter to the editor of the
Denver Republican titled “Is Denver wise or otherwise?” one anonymous writer makes a
cogent observation: “No one of sound mind imagines for one minute that the coming city
contest is a struggle between Republicans and Democrats, pure and simple. It is a turning
point in the history of Denver, the boys (the word is not an emblem of juvenility) reckless
and unreliable vs. the men, conservative and reliable” [parentheses in the original]. The
writer equates the civic-minded with the manlier men and the rough masculinity with
boys. “Will the city advance,” he asks, “or recede to the condition of a frontier town or
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mining camp with the boys having a high old time?” Thus the development of the city
and the wealth of its mentors are also equated with the manly men, while the frontier
town and mining camp are relegated to the province of adolescent boys. One must
presumably “grow up” to become a citizen of the growing metropolis.304

Figure 22. The interior of this brokerage company has a similar masculine
ambiance to the saloon, if a bit more refined. DPL

Likewise, the editor of the Denver Republican addressed potential voters as “Men
of Denver” during the run-up to the election in March 1891. He called upon them to
redeem the city from the machine forces, with an appeal to civilized manliness: “The
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time has come when you must assert your manhood, your right of self-government, your
sense of fair play, your courage and intelligence in dealing with the patronage and
plunder-grabbing politicians and their hoodlum and hobo followers who have undertaken
to run the city government by fraud and force during the next two years.”305 In both of
these comments the Gang element is labeled as “boys,” and characterized as being
concerned only with pleasure, or as “hoodlums and hobos,” represented as vile and
vicious on the one hand and carefree on the other. In contrast, the best men and so-called
decent citizens were represented as “respectable, independent, thoughtful, and
intelligent.” The bachelor element is portrayed as adolescent, the decent citizens as
grown-ups. The mining camp or frontier town embodies the culture of the adolescent,
while the big city is the province of the more adult, more civilized manliness. Thus,
adolescent behavior can be tolerated to a certain extent in the mining camps, but men are
expected to “grow up,” mature, and marry, to participate in the more adult discourse of
the city.
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The “historical geography of masculinity” is a useful lens through which to see
the city and the election landscape of its various wards.306 In constructing the geography
of the masculine city, the elections loom as major semi-annual masculine activities taking
place in masculine spaces: saloons and livery stables and the like, within a district of the
city which has been virtually ceded to a particularized style of masculine hegemony, the
“bachelor culture.”307

Figure 23. Inside a Livery Stable, DPL
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Figure 24. An amateur boxing match in Denver. Boxing epitomized the sporting culture
which included betting on the contests. DPL

Sites and spaces comprising the geography of the male-only portions of the city
included stock exchanges, banks, clubs and saloons.308 While the mining exchange and
the bank are specifically work related, and the Denver Club and saloon are sites of
leisure, the same groups of men frequented all of the sites. Both the saloon and the
Denver Club served as sites where men not only socialized, but exchanged business
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contacts. The Denver Cub was built to serve the needs of the upper class capitalists for an
informal place to hatch business deals, while the saloon served a similar function for the
likes of the Connors.

Figure 25. The
local bank
functioned as an
equally
masculine space.
DPL
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Figure 26. By the late 1890s the Denver Stock Exchange had grown and taken on the air
of an elite and elaborate club celebrating capitalism. DPL
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Figure 27. The interior of the exclusive Denver Club, reserved for Denver’s elite
businessmen. DPL
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The bachelor sub-culture existed a priori in opposition to the culture of married
men, and therefore marriage was the divide between these two worlds. The larger society
did not define bachelors strictly by class or background: bachelorhood was instead
considered as a period in a man’s life, during which bachelor behavior and mores were
tolerated. But at a certain point, a man was expected to grow up and become part of the
bourgeoisie, the culture of married men, a priori defined as influenced by women.
Bachelors were characterized as carefree boys, exhibiting what was considered boyish
behavior. Bachelor culture was also tolerated in certain districts of cities.309 The entire
territory characterized as the frontier can be seen as bachelor space, geographically. In
fact the frontier was largely imagined and defined as a space for bachelor culture.
Frontier boomtowns in particular were bachelor domains, as noted by the anonymous
author of the above mentioned letter to the editor. But the bachelor culture also had a
place in big cities and their red-light districts.310
Who were these bachelors? Occupationally, they were tradesmen and unskilled
laborers, or workers in the many industrial enterprises who were frequently laid off, and
thus at liberty to frequent the saloons and the streets, and available to participate in
election activities. Bachelor culture existed and celebrated itself and its members in the
many sites of male leisure and community, where these “young working class men spent
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large amounts of time in each other’s company.”311 Men in urban red-light districts and
frontier boomtowns created and socialized in “a world of rough masculine camaraderie,
drinking, whoring, fighting, carousing, or just hanging out with the boys.”312 The sites of
this camaraderie included the ubiquitous saloons, gambling parlors, variety theaters, and
brothels, as well as the less obvious militia company headquarters and volunteer
firehouses.313 In Denver, this bachelor culture is characterized as the saloon culture by
historian Tom Noel. Historian Elliott West analyzed census data to ascertain who the men
were behind the bars in the Rocky Mountain West. His analysis determined that saloons
were overwhelmingly run by young white men. Saloon owners were more likely to be
single than the general population. “To the extent that saloon men were bachelors,
therefore, they resembled more the lower economic order of common workmen than they
did those nearer the top of the occupational ladder.” 314
This bachelor subculture embraced a rough masculinity, but also defined itself by
what it was not. As historians of sport Gorn, Goldstein, and Foner note, “More than
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emphasizing their own values and amusements, the denizens of the bachelor quarter
emphatically rejected [the] middle-class Victorian version of proper male behavior.”315
The bachelor subculture inhabited a different city, a different geography from the one
envisioned by the middle class civic boosters. This subculture viewed the city through “a
competing popular urban vision,” a vision at odds with the city as envisioned by the
Chamber of Commerce. Gorn, Goldstein, and Foner make clear that: “Above all, this
bachelor subculture defined itself against the genteel canons of the day.”316 In other
words, the bachelor culture defined its existence in opposition the dominant culture, just
as the so-called Gang did in Denver.317 Not that the bachelor culture was lacking its own
self-definitions, as expressed in the mix of news in popular publications like the Sporting
News itself, news about masculine sport such as baseball, boxing, and horse-racing.318
In considering the role of political participation in the bachelor sub-culture, most
writers have limited their discussion to a view of electioneering and party membership as
one choice among many for male leisure-time activity. For example, Gorn, Goldstein,
and Foner see electioneering as one more activity of urban gangs. Within the bachelor
subculture, many men “joined urban gangs which, when they were not fighting each
other over points of honor…were working for machine politicians as ballot-box stuffers
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or election-day enforcers.”319 However, there is no evidence that the so-called Gang in
Denver was anything like the organized, ritualistic “Rabbits” in mid-century New York.
The gendered discourse of masculinity and the performance of masculinity played an
important role in defining parties and factions and in the representations of the various
groups and activities related to election fraud and political corruption.
In every episode in the long-running political contest in Denver we can see two
“sides,” loosely constructed as the Gang versus the reformers, with competing visions of
society and masculinity. However, these sides did not remain reliably fixed, but were
constantly shifting oppositions: Gang vs. reformers, Democrats vs. Republicans, Gang vs.
Smashers. The brazen ballot box steal at Dan Heney’s Livery Stable, as related in the
Denver Republican, illustrates these processes at work. The scene takes place within the
very masculine geography of the livery stable and the saloon across the street. The action
was layered with the ideology of competition, set up as a battle, with the participants
battling for the win to the very end. Pat Allen is described as an “amateur pugilist,” the
archetype of a sporting man, and the activity described was embedded in the physical
contest for the ballot box and the chase through the stable, related with action: the steal,
the run, the trip, the catch, the snatch. In the newspaper, it is portrayed as a kind of
melodrama of performative bachelor masculinity.
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While election fraud played out on the street, it was also analyzed in a sometimes
divergent representational dimension, largely controlled by the newspapers. Whatever
their political party, the newspapers and their editors generally sided with bourgeois
civilized “manliness.” In the representation of the ballot box steal, the Denver Republican
used all of the rhetoric of civilized manliness in describing the opposition: the “worn-out
pugilist” of “unsavory reputation,” the “gang,” the “mob” and the “thugs.” Thus
corruption is represented as the work of a “machine” or “gang,” and the men involved as
“thugs,” “hobos,” and “low-lifes,” sometimes equated with “contingent workers” or “city
employees,” used as pejorative synonyms.320 While the newspaper references to the
“machine” or the “gang” seem like political hyperbole, there was in fact something of a
“gang” operating in the city elections, a group of men organized to disrupt the
proceedings. The elections did take place in a very real physical dimension. There were,
in fact, fake registration books, repeaters, and stolen ballot boxes: these elements are not
made up by the newspapers as a characterization. While the papers made use of
bourgeois representation and discourse, the so-called “gang” made use of the physical
elements of the streets, the sporting world, and the gaming of the saloon culture to effect
the voting fraud, deploying mobs of half-drunk vagrants, part-time pugilists, and
seemingly justifying their actions as part of a contest, a typical male competitive event.
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Even while opposing them and portraying them in a negative light, the DR in effect
accommodated their self-portrayal by depicting them in gendered terms.
Two related cultural streams fed the river of masculine performance and behavior
that washed up in Denver’s red-light district, also the scene of the election shenanigans.
The main channel was the idea of risk and gambling, but an important tributary flowed
down through the works of the Old Southwestern humorists, from the antebellum period
when the Southwest meant the Lower Mississippi Valley. This tributary nourished the
culture of the ubiquitous riverboat gamblers and confidence men, bequeathing a legacy of
narrative tricksterism to the gambling and con games, which helps to explain and set the
stage for the larger cultural influences.321
The culture of chance and its attendant performance in the world of gamblers and
gambling was more than just game playing. According to cultural historian Jackson
Lears, it represented an older culture which embraced chance as a feature of an uncertain
world, ruled by unknown and perhaps magical forces. Lears characterizes these “older
notions of risk and redemption” as a form of resistance to an “encroaching market
discipline.”322 Lears sees two “sides” as two cultures: the culture of managerial control
opposed by the culture of chance, with gambling as an expression of that resistance.
However, Lears’ vision of gambling as an expression of resistance to a more highly
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organized capitalism hardly explains the propensity for gambling among the elite culture
of the capitalist robber barons and the mining millionaires of the West. Lears himself
acknowledges that gambling was also a part of a masculine cult of honor, based in
cultural rituals of status display and masculine self-assertion across a wide range of social
castes.323 As historian John Findley notes, risk-taking was a hallmark of American
culture, especially in the West. Many emigrants to the West made their fortunes by
gambling everything they had on a new mine, a competing railroad line, or a corner on
commodities, but they used their wealth to buy political control.324 This duplicitous
culture of control and capitalism espoused, conceptually at least, capitalist dogma like the
“level playing field” and the sacredness of competition, and yet continually sought to buy
advantage on the field and evade competition through combines, trusts, and purchased
senate seats. In the case of Denver, the business interests were in fact supporting and
paying for the actions of the Gang.325 The business environment of the elite in Denver
was inherently a culture of risk-taking, and yet business leaders sought to have as much
control over their odds as possible. Thus, the idea that the business elite would find
common cause and make use of the bachelor working-class City Hall Gang becomes
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plausible. The contested Republican primary then became a form of very masculine
competition.
The iconic emblem and symbol of the bachelor culture and its embrace of the
culture of risk was the sporting man. The sporting man was not just a resident and
participant in the supposed leisure of the bachelor city, he was the epitome of this leisure,
and pursued a life seemingly given over to its activities, including betting and gaming.
Jackson Lears characterizes the sporting man as “in some ways a survival of traditional
masculinity.” He embraced chance, and “disdained the cheat as little more than a timid
clerk.” In Lears’s characterization, the clerk’s failures as a manly man are his obsession
with controlling risk and his unwillingness to play with uncertainty. The sporting man, in
contrast, “resisted the reduction of gambling to a mere variation on the conniving spirit of
commercial life.”
No sport was more symbolically masculine than boxing. As historians Gorn,
Goldstein and Foner describe it, “the bloody elemental combat to be found in the boxing
ring gave deepest expression to their sensibility.”326 Boxing was the epitome of the bodily
performance that was at the heart of working class masculinity and the saloon culture of
the bachelor city. As we shall see, boxing and boxers figure in many elements of the
narratives featuring the Gang in Denver, usually in the form of a “worn-out pugilist,” thus
characterizing by example. As historian Elliott West notes, the ties between the bachelor
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culture and the sporting culture were especially clear in the typical choices of artwork in
the saloons, trending to horses and horse-racing, and the ubiquitous portraits of
prizefighters, particularly John L. Sullivan: “bare-chested and with fists clenched and
raised, the subjects struck heroic poses at one virile and dignified.”327 The artwork
emphasized the role of the saloons as a bachelor cultural center, a place where fights and
races were arranged, odds analyzed, bets taken, and results digested.
While Jackson Lears considered the true sporting man “an ideal type,” in Denver
there was a nearly perfect exemplar: Bat Masterson. In addition to his political activities,
Masterson was deeply involved in the culture of sport, and in particular boxing. His
reputation as a frontier gunfighter and peacekeeper preceded him, and only added to his
aura. Masterson was well known for grooming and managing budding prize fighters,
becoming “the idol of all the livery stable hostlers who had boxing aspirations.”328 He
also founded the Olympic Club in Denver, which staged prize fights, and he was a fixture
at every major boxing match at the end of the nineteenth century.329 Masterson’s career
moved through nearly every phase of the masculine ideal, from tough frontier deputy
marshal to sometime professional gambler.330 His obituary in the Denver Times
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summarizes the salient qualities for which he was known during his years in Denver.
“Starting at the foot of the political ladder, he became a deputy sheriff of Denver and
filled in between times with gambling, grooming prize-fighters, battling bad men, and
generally making the name ‘Bat’ apropos.”331 During the political battles of the early
1890s, as Bat was “climbing the political ladder,” he was known as a tough political
competitor.
While the culture of chance and the world of gamblers and sporting men was a
primary influence on the bachelor culture in Denver, the narratives of Southwest
humorists influenced the ways the stories of downtown corruption are narrated, in the
manner of the elaborate practical jokes of the old Southwest, harkening back to a time
before the Civil War when the “Southwest” was the wilds of the Mississippi Delta and
furthest Arkansas. The master humorist who brought this trend to Denver was
newspaperman and poet Eugene Field, who arrived in Denver in 1881.332
In a poem that pays back-handed homage to Charles Dana, one of the great
editors of the nineteenth century, Field cleverly used the motifs of Southwest humor to
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poke fun at the parochialism of Denver, his fellow newsmen, and by extension himself.
His story revolves around an invented character, Cantell Whoppers, who himself is a
trickster. Whoppers arrives in Denver claiming to have worked as a journalist for Dana at
the New York Sun. The idea that any man who had worked for Dana must be a “good
catch” for a provincial newspaper such as those in Denver further skewers the Denver
papers for competing to hire Whoppers. Because he had worked for the New York Sun,
the un-named paper gives Whoppers a lot of leeway in how he does his job: in essence,
he never goes to work.
This feller, Cantell Whoppers, never brought an item in,—
He spent his time at Perrin’s shakin’ poker dice f’r gin.
Whatever the assignment, he wuz allus sure to shirk,
He wuz very long on likker and all-fired short on work!
Instead of doing any actual work, he regales the newsroom with “whoppers”
about Dana:
“It seems that Dana wuz the biggest man you ever saw,—
He lived on human bein’s, ‘nd preferred to eat ‘em raw!”
The man that could set down ‘nd write like Dany never grew,
And the sum of human knowledge wuzn’t half what Dana knew

Of course, when Charles Dana really does visit Denver, at least in the poem, he is
nothing like the portrayal that Whoppers had drawn:
Wall, Dana came ter Denver in the fall uv ‘83.
A very different party from the man we thought ter see,—
A nice ‘nd clean old gentleman, so dignerfied ‘nd calm,
You bet yer life he never did no human bein’ harm!
And, of course, “Cantell Whoppers” himself disappeared all of a sudden:
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But when he came to Denver in that fall uv ‘83,
His old friend Cantell Whoppers disappeared upon a spree;
The very thought uv seein’ Dana worked upon him so
(They hadn't been together fer a year or two, you know),
That he borrered all the stuff he could and started on a bat,
And, strange as it may seem, we didn't see him after that.

As cultural historian Richard Slotkin explains, the works of the Southwest
humorists use a style of reportage as a pretense of realism, describing the scruffy
appearance and queer manners of their subjects, “whose primary aims in life seem to be
fighting, getting drunk, and swindling or befooling their neighbors or visiting ‘dudes.’”333
They also pioneered a particular attitude toward their subjects, recognizing and
commenting on the rudeness of their subjects, while simultaneously admiring their skill
and character, and yet appealing to the literacy and feelings of their superior readers by
patronizing the very subjects whom they pretend to admire. Another hallmark of the style
is the trope of a mannered “cracker,” or back-country white dialect to both locate and
comment on the subjects. 334
Slotkin finds the genesis of the mythic confidence man in the work of these
southwestern humorists. “The confidence game is so often played by the hero that it
becomes both a self-defining characteristic and metaphor for all forms of social
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transaction.” The central plot, Slotkin asserts, typically revolves around a “hunter-prey”
drama, “enacted within a social framework in which the clever hero ‘euchres’ a dupe,
playing upon his ignorance or on the vainglory of his dreams and ambitions.” The comic
hunter’s typical prey are those pretentions. But, notes Slotkin, while “the hero takes
advantage of the poor, farmers, Negroes, and Indians” he also interacts on occasion with
“an equally savvy swindler. With nearly equal powers, their confrontation becomes a
competitive exercise in the wily arts.”335
Field’s character, Whoppers, is the perfect foil in this confidence drama, ending
by portraying himself, the newsmen, and perhaps even Dana as “equally savvy
swindlers.” The Robin Hood-esque aspect of the ubiquitous con men and bunco sharks in
Denver; their focus on the wealthy, foppish, pretentious, nouveau riche Midwestern
bankers as victims; and the complex narratives that they wove in the course of their
swindles definitely follow these models, and may have also inspired Field.336
As the municipal election continued through March and into April of 1891, the
competing visions of masculinity became a new flashpoint at a key event. A new
citizens’ committee, the “Committee of Fifteen,” attempted to commandeer the public
sphere by sponsoring a civic meeting in the Chamber of Commerce Hall to promote their
new opposition ticket. As was usual in these events, the committee had put together a
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roster of distinguished speakers. The Denver Republican, always harsh in its description
of the gang, described the assembled reformers in flattering terms as an “immense
audience, splendid in its representation of the best citizenship of the municipality.”337 In
contrast they described the Republican ticket as the “Machine Slate, “ selected at a “wellgreased” convention “composed of and run by all the old-time heelers and ward
manipulators who have infested city conventions in Denver for years,” and headed by
Billy Milburne for Mayor.338
For whatever reason, Milburne’s supporters, including a number of city hall
workers, decided that their next action would be to disrupt the Citizens’ meeting at the
Chamber of Commerce Hall. The Denver Republican described the proceedings in four,
front-page columns with illustrations of the principal personae, headed “MILBURN’S
CRAZY MOB.” The “Hoodlums Under Pay,” described by the DR as “drunk, dirty, and
disreputable,” acting under the direction of Johnny Wyatt, the “boodle chairman of the
Republican City Central Committee,” entered after the meeting was assembled and
“hooted, hissed, swore and created a continuous pandemonium.” 339
Once again this event unfolds in two different dimensions. This event is described
in the newspaper with what seems like more of the characteristic hyperbole. In this case,
the stories are also factual reporting of actual outrageous conduct by the Republican City
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Hall Gang. The Gang continually disrupted the meeting and “hurrahed for Milburne until
they were hoarse,” apparently trying to turn the Citizens’ Meeting into a rally for their
own side. The City Hall Gang once again deployed a “mob of half-drunk vagrants and
part-time pugilists,” who performed as if in a typical male competitive event. Once again
the DR accommodated their self-representation, portraying them in gendered terms and
emphasizing their very masculine behavior: loud, physical, bullying. In contrast, the DR
depicts their favored side, the reform opposition, as clean, neat, and orderly. In the DR
illustrations, the Gang members seem to be dirty, disheveled, and sneering, while the
favored mayoral candidate, Democrat Platt Rogers, is neatly groomed and dressed and is
portrayed with a particularly pleasant aspect to his gaze.340
Why the Gang chose this disruptive action was a mystery at the time. Their
actions and the Denver Republican’s predictable response reinforced their negative
portrayal by the DR and played directly into the Committee of Fifteen’s self-portrayal as
the civilized and upstanding force for respectability. There was surely no one at the
meeting who was going to be attracted to the antics of the Gang and induced to change a
vote to Milburne. However, the Gang’s performance and its portrayal in the paper can
also be read as a pitch to their own base, in contemporary political terms, perhaps meant
to advertise their brashness and attract like-minded followers. Ironically both camps were
trying to stake a position as resistors. The reformers in the Committee of Fifteen were
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standing up against what they saw as a pervasive and corrupt machine. In their
performance, however, the Gang members demonstrated that they themselves were
resisting the civilized forces of the upstanding citizens, their orderly assembly, and their
Victorian value system.
At its heart, the Citizens’ Meeting was a gathering to reaffirm the status of the
participants as the decent and manly portion of the electorate, in the ideology of Victorian
manliness. The public meeting was distinctly heterosexual. The ideal male portrayed was
a married father and homeowner, with a clean and tidy cottage surrounded by a picket
fence, protecting, at least symbolically, his neat and clean wife and children. In short, this
Victorian vision of manliness was defined as bourgeois not by occupation, but by
aspiration and behavior. Reporting on yet another meeting, held on the eve of the
election, the DR lauded the workingmen who, they said, “had left their little homes and
assembled to hear words that were calculated to guide their free and untrammeled
franchises next Tuesday.”341
And most remarkable, to emphasize this point, there were women present at the
mass meeting, portrayed in the illustrations on the front page of the newspaper, though
the four respectable women are shown from the back, no faces. Likewise, at the heart of
the performance of the Gang was an affirmation of their power to disrupt. So the message
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was that there was nothing at the meeting that would be beyond suitability for women, at
least until the rough and unruly gangsters, some of them drunk, interrupted.
The Denver Republican overtly used the discourse of manliness to frame the issue
in terms of decency: the 600 or so decent and upstanding citizens who were part of the
“splendid” turnout at the meeting were bit players in an advertisement for Denver as a
city to invest in. The audience was the larger readership of the paper. At the same time,
the Gang of so-called hoodlums displayed an entirely different idea of masculinity, amply
reinforced by the strong group identity generated and perpetuated by the gang. These two
poles are centers of cultural and social identities.
In the eyes of the Chamber of Commerce, under whose auspices the Citizens’
Committee was assembled, the built environment of the city was a key part of the
promotion of the city for commerce and trade, even to the homes constructed by the
wealthy. Earl Marble, editor of a small weekly paper, The Mecca, complained about the
quality and character of some of the new housing being built in the city, which he
characterized as “miserable little one-story and even two-story ‘terraces,’” which, he said,
was “making Denver an eyesore to people of taste and which should be prohibited by law
except in the tenement districts.” 342 In contrast, he offered the example of a house
recently built by a “distinguished townsman.” Marble lauded its “Colonial design,”
which he said, “looks like an idealized dream of some of the houses in which our
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forefathers lived in Boston, New York., and Philadelphia.” Marble urged all “enterprising
citizens” to “erect houses which would reflect credit on the city.” He suggested that all
“good citizens of Denver should… look beyond the immediate present, to the greater
success of greater Denver.” The idealization of the money centers of the East Coast was
no accident, but reflected a growing effort among the wealthy to emulate their peers
beyond Denver.343
In addition to their social-political identities as bachelors, men in Colorado had an
identity as workers, and the two identities were closely linked. Ideologies of gender and
manliness were invoked in the contest over who was to represent the working men. In
this context, on one side were those who called themselves labor leaders, and who
purported to represent the working man through the nascent labor union movement. They
were in a difficult position, in that labor organizations were not officially recognized.
Naturally they were not welcome in the ranks of the business elite: In the idealized world
of civilized manliness, the existence of a class of workers was denied. The particular
logic of manliness dictated that anyone of the male gender could and should aspire to the
ideal of manliness through individual hard work. Within the ranks of the opposition
reformers were individual working men, or at least the DR wanted to make the case that
the audience at their “citizens’ meeting” included working men, who they said,
“participated in the citizens meeting, and thus made common cause with the
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reformers.”344 The reform leaders were anxious to portray these men as the idealized
“decent” working men, “representative, independent, [and] thoughtful”345 The idea that
union organizers represented workers as a class was simply not accepted. The only
avenue of support for the labor organizers was through political alliances. Cut off from
more respectable alliances at least a few of the labor representatives made alliances with
the gang-led Republican factions controlling City Hall. As working men themselves, the
union organizers were more than welcome in the bachelor culture of the downtown
geographic precincts. In this case, allied with the City Hall Gang, and identified with the
saloon culture, they were immediately stereotyped as thugs. Even minus this alliance,
they were perceived as thugs based on the reputation of labor leaders nationally: of
course this reputation was one cultivated by the corporate interests as represented in the
newspapers. And in this contest and context, it was particularly to the interest of the
business men to portray the leaders of the nascent labor movement as hoodlums. Union
organizers were represented as part of the class of thugs in general and the City Hall
Gang in particular.
While the characterization of the union organizers as thugs was convenient for the
Chamber of Commerce types, it also played directly to the advantage of the anti-union
industrialists. If the opposition reformers had thought through this position, they would
have seen through the characterization of the union organizers as just a part of the Gang,
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and sought to enlist the workers in their project of reform. But perhaps that is obvious
only in hindsight.
Beyond the physical and representational dimensions of this contest, there was
actually a third, hidden, dimension: the “interests” who raised and contributed the money
to organize the corruption, pay the expenses of the election workers, and buy the votes of
the repeaters. Only occasionally in the discourse in the newspapers does a hint of this
shadowy presence leak out. Reading between the lines discloses some few references to
the only influential group in the city that seemingly is never mentioned. In only one of
the reported key speeches at the Citizens’ Committee Meeting does anyone mention this
third dimension of the conflict: Judge Rockwell complained that the “decent” men who
went to the Republican Convention were powerless in the face of the “machine’s” predetermined slate pushed by Republican City Chairman Johnny Wyatt. Then Rockwell let
loose with the real accusation: “I have a grave reason to suspicion; in fact I am very
credibly informed,” he said, “that the man who really constituted the ticket which was
placed before the convention and went through so smoothly is none other than a life-long
Democrat—Dennis Sullivan of the Denver Water Company.”346
According the Denver Republican, the accusation was greeted with “Cheers and
cries from the Gang hooligans: ‘That’s so!’” Addressing the issue of party loyalty, Judge
Rockwell had asserted that “such Republicans as these will destroy the Republican
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Party,” which again, according to the paper, was “howled down with cries of ‘You’re a
Mugwump.’” 347 This would tend to reinforce the opinion that Gang hooligans actually
were in the pay of Sullivan.
While many political commentators have claimed that party loyalty was the major
issue in the late nineteenth century, this exchange illustrates that with a factionalized
party, the issue of party loyalty was in fact always available to be used as an accusation
against an opposing faction. 348 The party loyalty invoked here by the Gang members,
then, meant group loyalty, or team spirit, rather than allegiance to any particular ideals of
a national Republican Party. And, in Rockwell’s statement, the issue of party loyalty was
conflated with the issue of the water company. With the Gang element claiming that they,
themselves, were loyal to true Republicanism, the so-called “decent citizens” resorted to
the counter-accusation that the Gang was destroying the “real” party.
Rockwell effectively turned the tables, accusing the Gang of acting not on
Republican loyalty, but in fact for the interests of, and in the pay of the Denver Water
Company owners who were dictating the ticket—franchise owners who were willing to
use whichever party could be bought. To the reformers like Rockwell, it was clear that
the Gang was using the discourse of party loyalty disingenuously to protect the patronage
and graft.
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This issue of the water company—buried on page seven of the paper in the
continuation of the long, long article—never becomes the center of the discourse. But
only in the light of this accusation does seemingly ancillary information about the
contested primary in the Seventh Ward become suddenly relevant. “The fight in this ward
took the form of a McIntyre and Anti-McIntyre contest,” it was reported the day after the
primary. “It is being waged for and against the present incumbent of the office of city
engineer as a candidate for re-election.”349 Yet without any inside knowledge, this
reference is still entirely obscure. What is the role of the City Engineer? Whose side is
McIntyre on? As more details emerged, it becomes clear that the contest was between the
Citizens’ Water Company and the Denver Water Company, the former “making a
desperate fight to down the city engineer and the latter an equally desperate one to give
him the endorsement of his home ward.”350
Still, only party insiders or careful listeners to business gossip would be aware of
the implications of these reports. However, careful observers would now perhaps be able
to infer that McIntyre was in the pay of the Denver Water Company, and that the
Citizens’ Water Company sought to unseat him. Resources were focused on the Seventh
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Ward because it was McIntyre’s home ward, though why this should matter is hard to
say.351
Thus far, the contest appeared to be one between the two sides: the “machine” or
the “gang,” versus the reform opposition. But there was a third, or hidden dimension of
control, which, as with the issue of the water companies, is rarely mentioned. In fact, it
seems that the third side was actually the business interests backing the Gang. So, while
the Gang performed their characteristic brand of physical masculinity in their antics,
these interests played a series of equally competitive games based on risk-taking, in the
world of business. This was a world where money obliterated any restraints on the
actions of businessmen. The path to wealth and success was represented by the robber
barons of a slightly earlier age, men like Jay Gould, Rockefeller, Fiske, and Cornelius
Vanderbilt. This was the world of the cornered markets and stock manipulations, the cutthroat railroad competition and bankruptcies.352
To the more common games of cards, horse racing, cock fights, and the like, the
business elite added the rituals of business competition: the closely parallel railway lines
and the cornered stock. Just as Lears sees taverns and riverboat gambling in the
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antebellum era, or saloons and faro tables in the Gilded Age, as sites to perform
masculinity, so the world of the futures market and the business deal can also be seen as a
performance of masculinity. It was a gambler’s world view and a very American culture
of chance that lifted the successful businessman to the height of society. 353
While these businessmen belonged to the same Chamber of Commerce as the
“decent citizen” reformers, they actually had more in common with the bachelor culture
of risk-taking, gaming, and gambling. Their entire business lives were defined by risktaking. Many, if not most, personally enjoyed gambling, though in high-stakes closeddoor poker games rather than at the faro tables in the more public downtown gambling
halls. They fought their battles by any means and to the bitter end, in an environment
with no rules. But with their money they bought the trappings of the civilized social
connectedness: the trophy mansions on fashionable streets and the donations to churches
and charities dignified their role in elite society, even while they were often the owners of
property occupied by the gambling halls and brothels downtown.354 Willingness to take
risks made the robber barons’ attempts at cornering the commodities markets more
noteworthy than despicable. But in Denver, and the West, the influence of mining added
an element that elevated risk to a high art. It was a common adage that the mining
industry was more akin to a poker game than a business.
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Ironically, the efforts of the Citizens’ Committee actually succeeded in the city
election in 1891. Billy Milburne was defeated, and a ticket headed by Democrat Platt
Rogers was elected. While the reform element won one battle, the war for the control of
Denver was to continue, as the machine forces redoubled their efforts in the succeeding
elections.
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CHAPTER 5: POPULISTS, FREE SILVER,
AND THE CITY HALL WAR
By 1892, Colorado was locked in inter-party, and intra-party battles when
Populism, and the rise of “Free Silver” as the penultimate political issue tore through the
political landscape like an earthquake fault that shifted the political ground. At just the
moment when business leaders thought their path to political hegemony was clear, they
were forced to contend with the groundswell of populism, leading the election of a
Populist Governor which caught the elite unawares. In response, the cabal of utility
owners developed a tighter organization and resolved to win back the state. Their
methods included total obstruction in the legislature, and the putative staging of events
which would publically demonstrate the danger of populist rule by showing the governor
as unable to maintain order. When the political ground was put back together, the
conservative business leaders would have a firm hold on the Republican Party, clearing
the stage for what has been called Colorado’s war between capitalism and labor.355
The storm in Colorado developed from the collision of two not un-related political
weather systems. The first was the agrarian Populist message blowing in from the plains
and the agrarian south; the second was the deepening worldwide monetary collapse
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which had gained momentum since 1890. As the Colorado Republicans were engaged in
their knock-down, drag-out, no-holds barred battle for control of the party, it seemed that
they barely registered the vast changes to the political landscape taking place under their
feet. Unable, or unwilling to see the potential strength of the developing Populist
movement, the Republicans were totally unprepared for the election of Populist Davis
Waite as Governor in 1892. In response to his election and his challenges to their
hegemony, the Republican establishment renewed their efforts to retake the state, even
using the language of post Civil War Democrats in the South as they called for
“redeeming” Colorado from the mobocracy.356
Silver, Silver, Silver
No subject is more confusing for modern Americans than the nineteenth-century
debate between advocates of “free silver” and the supporters of the gold standard. The era
of Populism as a third party, and the embrace of the free silver issues by the Populists has
caused similar confusion. Many historians of Populism have charged that the issue of free
silver was irrational. However, because it formed the background economic and political
context for the political upheaval of the era, it is important to understand how the free
silver issue was understood by Coloradans at the time. And, many historians assert that
Populism was not a factor in Colorado absent the silver issue, that populism sprang up
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“overnight” in Colorado in 1892, and as a corollary, that the silver movement was not a
part of “real” populism.357 However, none of these analyses really captures the scene on
the ground in Colorado. First of all, there were significant murmurings of populist spirit
as early as 1890. And, according to historian Leon Fuller, while maintaining the value of
silver itself was an important issue, early silverites were revolting against the entire
capitalistic system.358 While many historians have agreed with Hofstadter that “the
populism of the mountain states was not agrarian populism at all but simply silverism,” in
fact many of the silverites in Colorado actually agreed with the Populists in their radical
indictment of capitalism.359 Perhaps, many Colorado silverites tagged on to the Populist
train, which already was gathering momentum, seeing in it a political movement to
support silver. But Davis Waite, editor of the Aspen Union Era, and elected governor in
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1892 as a Populist, embraced free silver only as a means to Populism’s radical anticapitalist agenda.360
But, the silver movement in Colorado was not confined to radical anti-capitalists.
Stalwart Republicans like Henry M. Teller, and even Edward Wolcott also supported free
coinage of silver, and as the silver train gained momentum, former committed Democrats
like Tom Patterson jumped on to the cause. Thus, the issue of free coinage of silver
caused both a radical restructuring of the political landscape and a restructuring of the
existing political party hierarchies.
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Figure 28. Populist Governor Davis Waite, an early proponent of free silver. DPL

“Free Silver” was a shorthand designation for free coinage of silver, the idea that
all of the silver mined could and should be bought by the government and minted into
coins, to increase the money supply. To Free Silver’s opponents, then and now, silverites
were characterized as utopians, idealists, or anti-industrialists. The silverites oft-stated
idea that “the money powers” centered in New York and London controlled the
government and were working only for their own interests, and against the interests of
people in the heartland, suggested an entire party under the influence of a conspiracy
theory. But to silver’s proponents at the time, “Free Silver” was both an economic and a
symbolic issue.
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The monetary debate that catalyzed into the Free Silver issue of the 1880s and
1890s grew out of the post-Civil War conflict over the “greenbacks” that had been issued
by the government to finance the war.361 While the holders of the bonds and East Coast
bankers naturally wanted the greenbacks redeemed in more valuable gold, the heartland
wanted the system of paper money backed by government bonds to continue as a way to
combat the deflation which plagued the United States economy. Then Congress passed a
bill to reform the general coinage in 1873, and it included the removal of the silver dollar
from the schedule of U.S. coins, a provision largely hidden in a long and complicated
bill, giving rise to its identification as “the Crime of ’73.”362 The apparently unforeseen
result was a general deflation, the deflation which had been predicted to follow the
removal of greenbacks from circulation.363
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Panic of 1873
The coinage bill preceded the September collapse of J. Cooke and Co., a primary
dealer in war and railroad bonds, apparently a victim of its own speculative greed.
While the collapse of Cooke and Co. is often seen as a marker for the beginning of the
panic of 1873, in fact the panic unfolded in slow motion, finally reaching a nadir in the
fall of the year when rural banks needed increased monetary supply to pay farmers for
crops.364 The September collapse spread to the general financial markets, like the
receding of the tide which precedes a tsunami.
The country had entered a credit crisis. With the shortage of currency, the value of
farmer’s crops dropped to the point that the value of corn on the market was less than the
cost to grow and ship it. Farmers were burning corn and twists of grains to keep warm,
rather than haul a worthless crop to market. Meanwhile, banks and mortgage companies
increased the interest rates on the loans which farmers needed to pay for spring seed and
new equipment. Railroads, the local elevator companies, and Chicago traders all seemed
to make money while the farmers went broke. Nevertheless, proponents of the gold
standard seemed to be blind to the suffering of the farmers. The radically different
interests of the rural farmers and the metropolitan bankers festered for twenty years.
During this period, populism grew on the plains and in the south as an agrarian
movement, through efforts of organizations like the Grange to educate the rural
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constituency, later subsumed into the Farmers Alliance and its efforts to join farmers
together cooperatively for mutual benefit. The Alliance functions on the small towns of
the plains became true mass meetings, drawing farm families in their wagons from miles
around for picnic suppers and Alliance speakers: an agrarian form of the public sphere
where farmers and their wives met to discuss the problems of the day, and ultimately
formulated the nascent concepts for a modified capitalism with cooperatives and farmer’s
banks to solve rural issues. 365 Populist thinkers and intellectuals developed these ideas
further, eventually coalescing into the Populist political party. Bankers and conservative
politicians continually ridiculed the populist critiques of the monetary system, yet year
after year, farmers were subject to punishing interest rates, and waves of farm
foreclosures.366 While proposed solutions were widely ridiculed by opponents at the time,
many of the Populist ideas were ultimately enacted: the Federal Reserve System created
twenty years later bears substantial similarities to the Populist “Sub-Treasury”
proposal.367
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Symbol
Silver and gold came to have an outsized metaphoric component, standing in for
different visions of how capitalism and American democracy would develop in a new era
of world finance and trade, and what might be the appropriate relationship between the
government and its people. The gold standard was understood to represent the interests of
money center bankers who borrowed money on the London markets. “Free Silver” was
the battle cry of radical populists, and bimetallism, or the use of both silver and gold,
became a default compromise. Governor Waite frequently wrote that that while free
coinage was a necessity for the Colorado economy, the silver question was also a national
one, related to the welfare of every farmer and laboring man North and South. He saw it
as “inimical only to those who are extorting an unjust profit from the people. We should
welcome any legislation for the free coinage of silver no matter from what source it may
come, and we should wage eternal warfare against all the foes of silver.”368
The greater monetary debate also took on a position as the locus of contention for
other social debates in America.369 Supporters of the gold standard were supposed to be
the New York bankers and their conservative supporters representing the creditor class,
and hegemonic propertied interests. Silver, which would have an inflationary effect on
the currency, was thus identified with the rights of debtors, and by its supporters,
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according to Waite, with “the preservation and extension of liberty and opportunity for
the majority.”370
Greenbackers like Waite saw themselves not as supporters of silver in the context
of American capitalism, but supporters of silver as one plank in their larger opposition to
American capitalism. The particular Gilded Age American capitalism these radicals
opposed paid homage to Adam Smith in its standard belief in the efficacy of markets, and
its reluctance to accept any kind of regulation. So, under the influence of the new and
growing corporations, the U.S. economy remained un-regulated and favored the
accumulation of capital, and property rights over labor rights. As a Greenbacker, Waite
actually came reluctantly into the silver camp. As late as Feb. 25, 1892, Waite was
editorializing in his Aspen Union Era calling “a great delusion” the idea that free coinage
by itself would lead to prosperity.371 Waite still thought that only the silver producers
and silver producing states would gain; in fact that only the mine owners would gain, not
the workers. “We thus see from a careful consideration of the silver question that it has
very little in store for the common people. Its benefits, what there may be, will inure to
the few as in the case of all past legislation and the many will be left to struggle for
existence.”372
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Waite went on to declare that he felt that the priorities of the government needed a
complete overhaul, beyond just the monetary system. In fact he seemed to feel that free
silver itself was just a makeshift goal. “Having been all the latter half of my life a
Republican, my prejudices are in favor of the so-called ‘protection to American
industry,’” Waite wrote to a correspondent, “but practically all the protection afforded
has been for the manufacturers, trusts and syndicates, our ports have been wide open for
the importation of pauper and convict labor and the rate of wages of the workmen has
been diminished almost in a constant ratio by this competition.”373 Waite complained to
his correspondent, a fusion oriented bi-metallist, “your declaration of principles makes no
attempt to change the present financial system, beyond providing for a coinage of
silver.”374
1888-1890
Ironically, it was Senator Henry M. Teller, a lifelong and Stalwart Republican
who expressed the viewpoint of the more mainstream silverites which was becoming a
characteristic of the West. Teller was committed to Free Silver as a concept even before
the advent of the Populist revolution, but believed that simply adopting bi-metallism into
the existing system would suffice.375 While the monetization of silver had not had
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sufficient congressional support prior to 1888, by the time of the Republican Convention
in that year, the admission of new western states with new senators who would add to the
Free Silver voting bloc changed the congressional calculus.376 At the 1888 Republican
convention, silver supporters got a plank and a pledge from presidential nominee
Harrison.
With the renewed strength of the silver caucus Teller introduced a bill authorizing
the free coinage of silver in the fall of 1889 at the opening of 51st Congress. This was
meant to update the Bland-Allison Act, passed in 1878 which provided for purchasing
and coining $2 million worth of silver each month, but which most silver supporters
considered only a half-way measure. But the silver forces still faced massive opposition,
and while Harrison had claimed he was friendly to free silver, he soon reneged. Eastern
Republicans were committed to a unified party and a renewed tariff schedule. The
western senators thus used the only leverage they had, and threatened to abandon the
tariff bill. The compromise bill which made its way through congress included a silver
purchase plan, authorizing government purchases of 4.5 million ounces of metal in
exchange for “silver certificates.”377 Teller opposed the bill as a compromise: “We must
be squarely upon a gold basis, or we must recognize silver as money. There can be no
376
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half-way about it.”378 The end result of the compromise was the McKinley Tariff Act and
the companion Sherman Silver Purchase Act, named for Senator Sherman, who had
crafted the sometimes obscure compromise; Eastern Republicans voted for it, only to get
the tariffs they needed. The act allowed certificates to be issued redeemable in silver or
gold, and so, was ambiguous on the issue of a gold or silver standard. It was later
interpreted as meaning that all notes would be redeemable in gold to protect note holders
from any decrease in the value of silver.379 The act appeared as “a hidden step-cousin” of
the more notable tariff act, and satisfied no one. It was seen as ineffectual by western
interests, and dangerous by easterners. In fact, the value of silver purchased decreased
from that under Bland-Allison, while inflation did not materialize to the extent hoped for,
or feared. President Harrison later admitted he did not understand it. 380
The compromise ultimately created exactly the split Republican leaders had tried
to avoid. Teller was furious with the Harrison administration and expressed himself
forcefully. Newly elected Senator Edward Wolcott followed Teller’s lead in denouncing
the administration. Their actions lost them the patronage support of the White House, and
the ruling Republican leadership.381 I say that the brouhaha over the act lost Teller and
Wolcott the patronage of the Harrison white house, this by itself could have triggered the
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1890 election battles, as their opponent saw weakness in the patronage organization, and
went in for political blood.
Bankers and the power of capital
The debate over the Silver Purchase Act reflected the widening split between
lenders and borrowers. Bankers, as the holders and lenders of capital, had much to gain in
operating in an arena with a fixed amount of monetary value against which they could
command increasing interest, and with it control. The power of the British bankers was
in the fact that they controlled much of the world’s capital: the money available to be
invested in the railroads and factories, the smelters and steel mills of the West. Bankers
and business men in Denver were in regular communication with the bankers in New
York, and were beholden to them for the capital to continue their developments.
Emissaries of British investment began to relocate to Colorado in the early 1870s. They
cultivated the local businessmen, introduced the idea of the Englishman’s club and
introduced their style of culture and class-based social organization into what was
supposedly an open frontier society. Since the owners of factories and railroads often
identified with the bankers as a class, it was the farmers, who depended on seasonal
loans, and those representing western silver producing states who carried the battle for
free silver.
It would be difficult to exaggerate the importance of the debate over the money
supply as it raged in Congress, in the popular press, in election debates and in hundreds
of books and privately published pamphlets. While seemingly everyone had an opinion,
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few truly understood the currency issue. One wag observed that the men in the senate
almost certainly did not understand the economic issues. Whether one couched the debate
in political terms or monetary terms, capitalists in New York insisted that what was good
for the banks was good for America. The agrarians developed their proto-populist
position that America should be organized for the benefit of the ordinary people. Of
course, most business men in Denver and elsewhere were hoping to move up into the
ranks of the big players, the truly wealthy, and thus threw in their lot on the side of the
bankers. Meanwhile, new agriculturalists on the plains east of Denver saw the value of
their property collapse as a mortgage bubble burst in 1887, the result of low rainfall.
Those who lost farms became a debtor class, and continued to blame their troubles on
“the crime of ‘73”382
1890 collapse of Barings’ Bank and Global Economic Dependency
Just as Congress was passing the Sherman Silver Purchase act in 1890, Barings
Bank a major British investment house suffered a catastrophic speculative loss, brought
on by the collapse of a bubble based on obscure bonds backed by Argentinean real estate.
This catastrophe brought into focus the global nature of economic dependency, and began
another round of a gradually spreading credit crisis.383 Needing cash to make up their
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losses, British investors were forced to sell, not the Argentinean cedulas, which had lost
all value, but their holdings of American securities, including American railroads and
Colorado industries, immediately depressing the prices of stocks on U.S. markets.
American finance houses had to redeem these securities in gold, and then sell their U.S.
bonds for gold from the U.S. Treasury, which put additional drain on U.S. gold reserves.
Simultaneously, the spigot on capital for new loans was turned off, as British investors
pulled back on all overseas investments. By 1890 some banks in the U.S .failed, but the
speculative markets in the U.S. continued.384
If the silver issue nationally was tied into the issues of the money supply and
general deflation, in Colorado silver was the economy. Silver mines in Leadville
continued to produce, while an infrastructure of railroads, smelters and business grew up
around them. Coloradans had come to believe nearly en masse that their future was tied
to continued monetary value in silver. With the bankruptcy of Barings, and the
subsequent credit restrictions and pullbacks by London financiers, Colorado’s economy
had become even more dependent on the government silver purchases. Two divergent
visions of the economic future began to move even further apart. While bankers in New
York began to agitate for a return to a strict gold standard, silver advocates became even
more determined to work for a return to free coinage.

areas all colluding to inflate the prices of the properties backing the loans, and then selling them to land
developers and speculators and ultimately bankers in far off Buenos Aires and London.
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Tom Patterson and the Democratic Convention
Coloradoans, like others nationally, attempted to build support for the cause of
Free Silver though a series of new organizations, which kept these ideas in the public
sphere through the spring and summer of 1892, in the run-up to the 1892 presidential
campaign. At the Colorado State Silverite convention in late April, 1892, Tom Patterson,
titular head of the Colorado Democrats for the past almost thirty years, was elected as a
delegate to the National Silver Convention. Patterson had bought into the ownership of
the Rocky Mountain News in early 1890, and now his position in the Democratic Party, as
well as the position the paper would take were on the line. In his speech before the
Colorado State Silverite Convention, he had announced that if “the major parties
disappointed Colorado with their silver platforms, the men of Colorado must meet to
decide what to do.” A large majority of Coloradans agreed that the state’s economy
depended on the cause of free silver.385 Yet Patterson understood that his, and Colorado
Democrats’, support for silver might mean the dissolution of old party ties, and old party
habits. In a letter to his wife he admitted, presciently, that that he feared he had helped to
unleash a beast that might prove uncontrollable.386 The series of unstoppable events were
set in motion in when the Republican Party National Convention met in Minneapolis in
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June, re-nominated President Harrison, and adopted a platform position on silver that was
ambiguous at best, and hostile at worst.
With this issue un-resolved, Patterson headed the Colorado delegation to the
Democratic National Convention in Chicago accompanied by his twenty-two year old
daughter Margaret and young cub reporter Ellis Meredith, one of the first female
reporters in Denver and daughter of Rocky Mountain News managing editor Fred
Meredith.387 Patterson used all of his political skills as a member of the platform
committee to get the party to endorse a silver plank. Patterson surely understood that his
cause was Quixotic at best. But, whether Patterson knew it or not, he was up against a
powerful juggernaut in the professionally organized campaign to nominate Cleveland for
another term, headed by New York political power broker William C. Whitney. Whitney
had already held a private conference of national, business-friendly leaders who had then
selected agreeable men for all of the principal committees and scripted the convention
start to finish. As the convention got underway, Whitney ran the convention like a
marionette show from his spacious quarters at the elegant Palmer House.388 So, quite
predictably, while Patterson ably steered a cleverly worded pro-silver plank through the
platform committee, the convention rejected it, and nominated Cleveland on the first
ballot. Thus did Patterson of the News head directly into a train wreck. Patterson, like
many other Silver Democrats and Silver Republicans, was faced with abandoning his
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party, or abandoning his convictions and his state. Patterson additionally faced the
dilemma of what position the Rocky Mountain News should take on the issue. Patterson
tried to buy time, telegraphing editor Arkins, waiting back in Denver, that the paper
should wait and see what developed.389
Arkins would have none of it. By the time Patterson returned to Denver, Arkins
and the paper had announced support for the Populists and their presidential candidate
James Weaver. The paper’s position almost immediately conferred wide popularity on
Patterson, despite his personal misgivings. Thirty-six hours later when Patterson got off
the train in Denver he was greeted with cheers, the results of Arkins’ decision.390 But the
public endorsement put into jeopardy Patterson’s careful balancing act to maintain the
integrity of the Colorado Democratic Party while supporting silver.
Back in Colorado, the State Silver League was scheduled to meet July 26, and the
Populists called their convention for the following day. Despite having bolted the
national Democratic Convention, Patterson still hoped to maintain his control over the
Colorado Democratic Party structure. But Patterson had made enemies of both Democrats
who still supported Cleveland, and those like Waite who had been long-time Populists
and silver advocates. These long time opponents of the major parties were in no mood to
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cede control to those who, like Patterson, had just come into the fold.391 Intense
jockeying for power and position characterized the back-to-back Colorado Silver League
and Populist Conventions. The Silver League met and then immediately recessed to await
the decision of the Populists. Then the Populists convened and, despite the exhortations
of Patterson, nominated a full state ticket headed by Populist Davis Waite, editor of the
Aspen Union Era. The next day the Colorado Silver League met and “a scene of
indescribable confusion ensued,” according to Robert Dill, as un-like the Populists, the
silverites represented men who had bolted the major parties. “Finally after a rambling
debate, divided between denunciations of Mr. Patterson, criticisms of the Populist’s
Omaha platform, eulogies upon that document, and endorsements of Populist
candidates,” the convention endorsed the entire Populist ticket.392
Finally, the infamously divided Arapahoe County Republican Committee met on
August 27 to set the dates for their party primaries and county convention. According to
Dill, “the lines remained drawn around pro- and anti-Wolcott factions, the ‘Wolcott
faction’ and the old ‘Gang’ of 1890 being regarded as identical by their opponents.”393
For once, it seems, Republican Arapahoe County primaries were apparently relatively
calm and the county convention went off without a bolt, according to Dill, and, he
claimed, “The local ticket named was one that commanded the respect of every
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Republican in the county, and with one or two exceptions could not have been
improved.”394 Now backed into a defensive circle, it seems, if we are to believe Dill, that
the Republicans mustered more cohesion than they had in the previous campaigns.
The RMN of course continued to boost the Populist ticket, although Waite was
always privately convinced that Tom Patterson was simultaneously working to sabotage
him.395 Thus it was a new cartoonist at the RMN, Albert W. Steele, who most forcefully
carried the populist message.396 On Nov. 4, 1892 the RMN ran a set of cartoons by
Steele, “The Grand Free Coinage March,” paired with “The Men who supported Eddy.”
The free coinage march is led by Weaver and Waite themselves, on horseback, leading
the march out of the mountains, followed by Bell and Pence. Weaver is shown holding
the “Free Coinage and Prosperity” banner followed by many horsemen carrying
banners from the counties of Colorado. The cartoon is accompanied by a poem, or
perhaps song lyrics “Weaver will carry Colorado.” [Figure 4. “Grand Free Coinage
March”] This cartoon is contrasted with: “They Invite the Business Men to Meet: the
Men who supported Eddy and the Robber Seventh, and who elected Londoner and
Indorsed his rascally administration.” The business men include Chairman Cook, a man
blowing a horn for N.P. Hill, Mike Ryan, Ed Chase, Jack Devine, A. M. Stevenson, Bill
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Evans, soapy Smith, and Mayor Londoner. The cartoon contrasts these rascals with the
free coinage parade.

Figure 29. “Grand Free Coinage March.” Populist Presidential Candidate James Weaver
and Gubernatorial candidate Davis Waite lead on horseback. The battle song promises
that with the ballot, they will “coin their silver free,” And bring on the jubilee. RMN
Nov. 4, 1892

Figure 30 “Why the Tramway is in the Election,” by Albert W. Steele, RMN Nov. 7, 1892. Just
the day before the election, the RMN printed its most explicit commentary on the Tramway role
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Surprising nearly all of the political old-timers, Populist Davis Waite won the
gubernatorial election. Waite himself maintained later that having discounted the
possibility of a Populist victory, the Republicans believed that “the usual election frauds
as they had perpetrated them for many years in Arapahoe, El Paso and Pueblo counties”
would suffice to defeat him.397 Though elected governor by over a 5,000 majority, Waite
was well aware that he had no real political organization backing him; he was elected by
non-partisan action of the silver league.398 Along with the Governor’s office, the
Populists swept the state: Lafe Pence, running as a Populist in the first congressional
district handily defeated Republican Earl Coe, and Democratic nominee John Taylor. In
the second district, “Silver” John Bell defeated Republican William Eddy of Pueblo, a
strong conservative backed by the financial interests. But, as usual, the election did not
end hostilities, and was only one skirmish in a longer on-going war.399
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Following the Election
Following the surprising Populist sweep, three critical thematic strands unfolded
simultaneously in Denver in the spring of 1893. First, Republicans mounted a campaign
of obstruction in the legislature during Waite’s critical first six months in office. Second,
the municipal election, styled as the first act in a drama of redemption by the
Republicans, was even more contentious than those previous to it. And third, these events
played out against the background of the collapse of the national and state economies in
what is called the panic of 1893.
Under these conditions, it is doubtful whether anyone realized that when the
newly appointed Police and Fire Board replaced the Denver Police Chief it would lead to
a series of events culminating in what has gone down in history as “The City Hall War.”
This armed battle for control of Denver’s City Hall in March of 1894 pitted deposed
police commissioners supported by armed thugs defending their position in City Hall
against the U.S. Army troops called out by Governor Waite. However, as we will see, the
so-called war was actually just the culminating battle in what was a more extensive war
for control of the Denver municipal assembly and ultimately the state of Colorado.
Waite’s critical first six months
Governor-elect Davis Waite had three strikes against him as he came into office.
First, he was almost completely lacking in any political experience. While he had served
brief terms as a legislator in both Indiana, and Iowa, he had no Colorado political
network. Second, the powerful business Republicans began to work to discredit and
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undermine him from the moment he was elected. Waite himself asserted that the
Republican establishment seemed to have been almost completely blindsided by his
election; they just did not believe that this shift to the Populists could really take place.
Their reaction was a kind of panic, mixed with a desire to immediately discredit Waite
and thwart any of his initiatives.400 But third, Waite’s main battle would be with his own
constituency. Those who had joined to elect him were a very disparate group, Populists in
name only, and comprising anti-capitalist Populists and labor radicals, as well as more
mainstream Silver Democrats and Silver Republicans. They certainly did not agree on
what they expected from the Waite administration. Their only point of commonality was
on free silver, and that was a national issue on which the governor-elect could do little.401
Waite’s immediate problem came as he attempted to select men to fill the many
patronage controlled offices. As he recounts the story, there were an average of twenty
applicants for each position, “each appointment made nineteen personal enemies and
usually one ingrate”402 The legislature had a Republican majority of one, and failed to
pass any of his proposed legislation. Then, before he had barely gotten his footing came
the next test, the spring municipal elections in Denver.
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Having let their guard down in the general election in the fall, the Republicans
were not about to make the same mistake in the municipal contest. They nominated a
slate which even the Denver Republican pronounced “the best, the cleanest and the
strongest ticket in many years” and suggested that “factional differences were set
aside.”403 Of course, there was nothing like facing a common enemy to bring the
Republican factions together. When the Populists and Democrats failed to agree on a
fusion slate, the contest became a three way race, but centered on the old enmity between
the Republicans and Democrats. Each side returned to its preferred terminology, with the
Rocky Mountain News referring to Republicans as a “gang”, and the Denver Republican
referring to the Democrats consistently as “Tammany.”
The DR jumped right into the campaign fray on March 15 and ran salacious,
derogatory, and sensational front page stories every day until the election. The phrases
“Tammany has wasted the money”; “criminal extravagance”; “illegal warrants”;” false
statements”; “hiding the facts” occurred over and over again, with the supporting facts
buried in hundreds of column inches. For instance, on March 16 they reported on a
“Compact with Sin.” “Bargains with dive keepers and disreputable characters,” they
shouted.404 Each side accused the other of voter registration fraud, and planning of
election day fraud, and in addition accused the previous municipal administrations of the
opposing party of corruption and waste. With the public sphere dominated by this
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everyday litany of accusations from both sides, it became, nearly impossible to decipher
which side’s accusations may have had any relation to truth. At the election itself,
election judges chosen by parties scrutinized lists and challenged suspicious voters. Each
party’s ballot listed all the names down to dog catcher, and counted on the fact that most
voters had neither time not inclination to "scratch off " names. This Denver example
perfectly fits historian Mark Summers’ analysis of the extreme partisan ruthlessness that
was common to late nineteenth-century campaigns. He specifically noted the use of
extremely partisan newspapers, voter registration frauds, forged letters, and lying
affidavits, culminating in mass meetings.405 Further, this election is yet another example
of the complete corruption of the public sphere by voices intent on lying to sow mass
confusion. Voters would seemingly be likely to retreat to the camp of whomever they
knew or trusted previous to the election contest, their natural party “home.” Thus, the
idea that positive party loyalty was the main determinate of voter behavior in this period
is further complicated.
The war of words generated in these contests is impossible to assess. The
accusations were rarely contested in courts, and even when such records are available,
the back and forth of decisions, appeals, and further decisions never provides a
satisfactory answer as to who was in the right, especially given the history of partisan
judges. Each incident becomes another twist in a tangled tale. However, the DR certainly
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crossed the line in articles on April 14 and 15 suggesting that the infamous James
O’Connor and Charles Connors were working as Democratic operatives.406 It is
impossible to grant credence in this case to this DR assertion; these are the same men
who the Republican Party employed as ward heelers and vote buyers in 1889, then
sacrificed on the witness stand in testimony to further factional advantage, and even
possibly attempted to frame in the issue of the conspiracy to rob the Denver and Rio
Grande train. The insinuations in the two articles were so egregious that Charles Connor
sued the DR for defamation. The articles asserted among other things that “one of the
recently elected aldermen” had been bribed to betray his party and that “James Connor”
and Charles Connor, “notorious political thugs who walk the streets of Denver as living
examples of the laws delay, engineered the plot.” It was further stated that from $1,000
to $5,000 had been made use of for such corrupt purposes. The articles were published
even as an appeal was still under consideration by the Supreme Court, on the merits of
the D&RG conspiracy case, and the articles also contained the following language:
It is a disgrace to the courts that the Connors’ should be allowed to remain at
large… Jim Connor is under conviction of train robbery and he is also under the sentence
of penal servitude for having stolen a ballot box. His brother [sic] Charles Connor
participated in the train robbery.
Then the DR had added:
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It would be interesting to know what mysterious but evidently powerful influence
has retarded the machinery of justice in this case.407
So, in the process of reporting on supposed Democratic fraud, the DR managed to
repeat all the clearly false original allegations, and in addition impugned the court. It was
this final sentence which pushed the Court to respond. They condemned the DR in the
strongest possible terms. Yet, even as the DR reported the story of their own decrepitude,
and condemnation, they managed to repeat their original canards yet again. 408
In the final tally, with the Democrats and Populists both fielding candidates, they
predictably split the vote. Thus, Republican M.D. Van Horn won the mayoral race with
7,355 votes, to Democrat John D. Gilverray’s 5,990, and Populist Jackson Orr’s 2,397.
But once again, the end of the election in no way marked an end to the hostilities. The
war actually escalated as it moved to two new fronts, first a continuation of an election
battle for one of the aldermanic seats, and second a contest over the Denver Fire and
Police Board.
In the continuing discourse, the RMN identified both the entry of the Denver
Consolidated Tramway Company into the political arena, and the confluence of politics
with the world of confidence games. They identified a scheme to change the city charter
as one with “tramway earmarks” and as “an attempt to play an old, old confidence
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game.” In the view of the RMN, the efforts of the Tramway Company and their
supporters amounted to “a brazen but characteristic effort to confuse the people with a
multiplicity of bills.” 409 The politicos borrowed from the confidence men the idea of
using a narrative designed to baffle and confuse. They deployed the idea that the lie
repeated often enough begins to acquire the ring of truth. This was the ultimate confusion
in the bait and switch world of confidence games. And just as confidence men corrupted
the ideal of personal friendship, and trust, so the politicians corrupted the ideal of the
public sphere. Just as the confidence men befriended their intended victims, and gave
them every sign that they had something to gain, and not much to lose, so the Tramway
Company and their associates were reeling in the citizens of Denver.
Battle for City Hall
If the war in Denver was for control over the legislative functions of the city
government, management of the police and fire departments was a key beachhead over
which both sides sought to maintain control.410 The police and fire commissioners hired
chiefs of the departments and to a certain extent controlled hiring at all levels in both
departments. Not only were the police expected to control gambling, but the department
personnel could then be strategically deployed in political campaigns. Following the
debacles of 1889-1890, the Republican controlled Colorado Assembly shifted
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responsibility for appointment of the Denver Fire and Police Commissioners to the
Governor.411 Of course, at that time they never imagined the likes of Governor Davis
Waite taking office.
While the ensuing incident is always called “The City Hall War,” that label itself
is misguiding. The event was not a singular incident, beginning and ending with the
events on a particular day. Instead it was but one battle in a series of efforts by the
Republican elite to “redeem Colorado from what they saw as a “mobocracy.”412 The
Republicans began their campaign to redeem the state from what they saw as a Populist
mob immediately after Waite’s election. Then, with the economic collapse in the late
spring of 1893, conditions worsened and uncertainties grew as mines and smelters closed,
banks failed, and thousands of unemployed workers crowded into Denver. Amid the
uncertainty and crowding, Waite sought to make good on his campaign pledge to end
gambling in Denver. He waded in to detangle the intertwined knot of corrupt influence in
Denver between the police, saloons, gambling halls, and their city hall protectors, an
image aptly portrayed in a cartoon in the RMN showing “Alexander of Macedon Waite”
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attacking “The Gordian Knot of Sin” with his sword of the power fire and appoint
commissioners. [Figure 5. “The Gordian Knot of Sin,” Monday, Nov. 7, 1892]
Waite’s attempts to deal with the gambling and corruption would prove to be his
Achilles heel, as he refused to get along to go along. Upon taking office, Waite had
appointed his own nominees to the Police and Fire Board, as was his prerogative. On the
one hand, the Denver Republican and the Republican establishment, otherwise usually at
odds, now both vilified him continually for attempting to “reorganize it [the police force]
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Figure 32 “The Gordian Knot of Sin,” RMN May 21, 1893. A beleaguered Gov.
Waite, the Knight in not so shining armor, attempts to cut through the entangled knot
of city corruption with his sword of the power of removal of Police Commissioners
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as a political machine for the manufacture of populist votes.” 413 On the other hand, every
time Waite attempted to appoint a non-supporter, he was met with insubordination. For
example, Waite attempted to dismiss two of his new appointees in June, 1893, after they
refused to take action in the case of a Democrat who was accused of extorting money
from proprietors of gambling houses, claiming to be an agent of the Board. The two
commissioners contested their removal, claiming it was political. Then the new Police
Chief refused to recognize the authority of Waite’s new appointees, announcing that he
would take orders only from Stone, one of the ousted board members. While the ousted
commissioners complained along with Republican that Waite had political motives,
Stone himself was nominally a Populist. But of course, almost every nominal Populist
was a recent convert, and had a political past.414 The June imbroglio was settled in less
than a day, but as usual, it was not the end of the dispute. Instead the situation festered
over the summer, as the crowds of the unemployed grew, as the economic depression
deepened, and yet the city cut the number of police. When Waite again attempted to oust
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commissioners from the Fire and Police Board in March 1894, it provided the opening
which led to the City Hall War.
Concisely narrated, the City Hall War unfolded something like this: 415 Waite
again attempted to replace the commissioners, but the sitting commissioners refused to be
replaced. The frustrated governor, fearing that he was being made a fool of, threatened to
call out the military troops from their barracks. Few thought that Waite would carry out
his threat, but after the call went out to the militia on the evening of March 14, the city
officials barricaded themselves in City Hall, and then, in an ironic acknowledgement of
their renewed reliance on the gambling faction, called Soapy Smith to command the
defense. Smith assembled an army of confidence men, bunco steerers, and denizens of
the gambling halls, gathered all available weapons from local pawn shops, and detailed
his men to positions in the second floor windows of City Hall along with the police and
some of the firemen. Smith himself arrived with five hundred pounds of dynamite and
many cases of ammunition.
The militia marched into the city and took up their positions confronting the
heavily defended City Hall, with strategically positioned artillerymen and sharpshooters
ready to fire. With a battering ram stationed in front of the main entrance, General
Brooks called for a parlay with the commissioners. Outside of town, General McCook of
the regular Army was ready with seven companies of infantrymen on standby to move in
415
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and suppress the expected insurrection. Even if Waite was fully prepared to destroy City
Hall, Brooks recognized the real dangers of a violent confrontation, and refused to act
without a direct order from the Governor. Instead he scrawled a message and had it handdelivered to Waite, ensconced behind bodyguards at the governor’s residence, just blocks
away. “If a single shot is fired,” wrote Brooks, “they will kill me instantly, and they will
kill you in fifteen minutes. But if you say fire, we’ll fire.”

Figure 33 Thousands mass in the streets during the City Hall War, March 15, 1894.

Finally, some of the more levelheaded of Denver's prominent citizens succeeded in
convincing Waite to hold fire, and agree to allow the courts to settle the question. When
word reached Brooks, the militia marched back to the armory, and cheers rose from
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police and the sports defending "their" City Hall. The threat of a real insurrection was
over. Ultimately the court ordered the recalcitrant commissioners to resign, and Waite
installed a new administration, putting heat on the gamblers and their establishments.
The difficulty in interpreting the entire incident known as the City Hall War is
that the narrators on both sides tend to identify a series of specific incidents as the
precipitating factors, rather than attempting to identify causes. In reality each of the
incidents in the escalating series was a product of a both the war for control of the city
government, and differing views of law and order. It is hard to believe that this dust-up
was purely related to the substantive issues over regulating the vice district, or that the
two sets of recalcitrant commissioners, and the diffident police chief would have taken
the stands they did without underlying political support of the Republican Party, or their
operatives.
Perhaps the most devastating event came in late July, only nine days after Waite’s
new Chief of Police took office. This was the lynching of Dan Arata, an Italian
immigrant bartender who beat and allegedly shot to death a GAR veteran.416 The
lynching has been interpreted as both symptom and result of the tensions in Denver in a
long summer as the economic panic unfolded in slow motion and Denver filled up with
the unemployed from mines and smelters all over the state. Combined with already rising
anti-immigrant and anti-Italian sentiment, the influx of newly unemployed men created a
416
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powder keg. The police arrested Arata and transported him to the county jail, and when
the mob of almost 10,000 men surrounded the jail later that night the police did their best
to defend him. But the crowd turned violent, clawed up a steel rail and used it as a
battering ram to break down the door, seizing Arata and carrying him off. 417
To its critics, however, the lynching cemented the idea that there was a crisis in
police department. “Police efficiency and morals continued to decline,” proclaimed the
Denver Times in a typically Republican-slanted analysis. “Newspapers, chamber of
commerce, and law-abiding citizens in general strongly censured the police authorities,
alleging that they could have done more, and accused them of cowardice and
inefficiency.”418 In the face of the facts, the Grand Jury conclusion that found “utter
disregard of duty by officers selected to protect and defend us,” smacks of partisanship,
and a foretaste of the growing Republican alliance with the bigoted American Protective
Association, just beginning to play a role in Denver politics. 419
However, these accusatory statements must be viewed against the rosy story
Waite’s opponents painted of the police department under the Routt appointees, calling
the Board “equal in effectiveness with any in U.S.,” and the work of police, “admirable
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and above criticism.” Historian Eugene Rider, quoting from the Denver Times, a
Republican Party organ, characterizes the Routt period as a “tranquil period of
improvement brought to an end with the new Populist administration.”420 On March 10,
the old board, which, again according to the Times, “had so ably protected the department
from the corrupting influence of politics,” was replaced by the new board, with Kellogg
remaining in his position as Chief of Police. 421
Law vs. Order
Waite was an extremely moral man, but his war on gambling was not just against
the evils of gambling itself, his focus was equally on the evils of the corruption that
followed in the wake of unenforced laws against gambling. “There is no greater evil than
laws that are unenforced,” he wrote in a polemic after his term in office. “In the past
twenty years, there has not been an honest election in Denver, Chicago, New York,
Philadelphia, and other important cities.” Waite went on to claim that it was the open
violations of gambling and liquor selling laws that were the main cause of corruption in
politics and of the universal and unpunished violations of the election laws in almost
every state. But he concluded, “the idea that the laws are unenforceable is a stupendous
error.”422 Each side in this dispute accused the other of being “soft on gamblers” and
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vowed in turn, to crack down. The Republican approach was essentially a crackdown on
violence in cooperation with gambling establishments. This approach emphasized order,
and was not above using the bunco sharks’ own protection racket to keep the violent
criminals out of downtown and to keep minors out of the gambling dens. Waite and his
new commissioners were determined to uphold the law and close down gambling
altogether.
As Waite explains the system of blackmail as it operated in Denver, “gambling
and lewd houses are willing to pay liberally for protection, and the police are generally
willing to be bribed.” As he saw it, “the corrupt system was attained to perfection in
Denver,” where gambling took place not only in back rooms and on upper floors, but on
first floors, “as public as if the businesses were honorable and legitimate.”423 He also
noted that there was “hardly a straight [honest] game in the city,” and that bunco steerers
were deployed at the railroad depot and at hotels to steer strangers against the dishonest
houses. If the victim squealed, police arrested the victim, then provided evidence to
charge him as drunk and disorderly. “Gamblers,” Waite wrote in one of his ironic asides,
in fact had a direct claim on the police, as “they had been bought and paid for.”424 These
evils had continued for so long that public believed that prevention was impossible, that
the best they could do was regulate within the unwritten law, which collected illegal fines
as a virtual license. After his election Waite said he was visited by representatives from
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the city’s ministers who, to his frustration, “were conscientious prohibitionists 364 days
of the year, and the other day voted the Republican ticket.”425 Waite knew as he took on
the suppression of gambling, he would have to do it “over the silent but none the less
powerful opposition” of the entrenched powers who professed opposition to gambling.
“Every inch of progress was contested,” he complained, not only by the gamblers and
saloon keepers, but by the press, the judiciary, and the moneyed corporations.426
As their opening salvo at the beginning of 1894, A.J. Rogers, Waite’s new ally
on the Police Board, published a lengthy document reminding all that gambling operated
in violation of laws of the state.
The laws against gambling and lotteries are so plain that most ignorant
laymen can understand them. They are established to prevent and suppress
gambling, lotteries, and policy shops, not to give aid and comfort to them by
regulating them or sending policemen, as has been and as is now done, from the
fire and police board to the gambling hells in this city, to stand guard over the
fleecing and robbing of innocent victims, and to keep order for the house, that no
victim so robbed and plundered may kick up a row or attempt to get back the
money needed for bread, fuel, and clothing….427
At the beginning of 1894, Waite was troubled over the fact that gambling houses
still operating at full tilt, and seemingly, “condoned by the board.”428 The board was
continuing on with the long time policy of “recognizing gambling within limits and
appointing special officers paid by the proprietors, to keep order, prevent fraud, and
425
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prohibit juveniles and men with needy families from gambling.”429 Rogers reported that
“when a new application was made to send a special policeman to a new gambling house
just opened….I rebelled most vigorously against it…At 4 o’clock the same
afternoon….two remaining members of the board appointed a special policeman for such
purpose.430 This incident occurred in mid-January, and Waite was in fact very patient as
he waited for some signs of a change of heart on the part of the two remaining members
of the board, Martin and Orr. But seeing none, he finally asked for their resignations in
early March. For appointing the special policeman, Waite cited Orr and Martin for
malfeasance of office, and moved to dismiss them. A hearing was held, at which the
commissioners pointed out, with testimony from witnesses, that these “specials” were for
the protection of the public, not for the protection of gamblers, that the special police
prevented minors, drunks, and those incapable of supporting their families from playing,
and made sure houses closed at midnight. They thus preserved good order, and kept
surveillance over dangerous characters. Chief Kellogg swore that presence of specials
had effect of decreasing crime by 25%.431
Police Chief Kellogg highlighted the division between the Republicans who were
seemingly contented with upholding order, even if it meant cooperating with criminals
and law-breakers, and Waite’s stand on upholding the law. While Orr and Martin and
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their backers fell back on the refrain that “the courts should decide the issue,” this seems
to be just a subterfuge or simply a dilatory tactic, as there was never any real doubt that
the City Charter authorized the Governor to make the appointments unilaterally, a claim
that had been upheld the previous year in a hearing on the dismissal of the previous
commissioners.
While it initially seems puzzling that Orr, and Kellogg, both Populists might have
gone over to the side of the gamblers and Republicans, we have to remember that the
Populist Party in Colorado was still virtually newborn, and at this stage anyone could
call themselves a Populist. Thus, while it may have been a badge of courage for some, it
was virtually a label of convenience for others. In this case, it may have turned into an
emblem of solidarity with the gamblers, and the men of the city. In fact, in this case all of
the masculine elements have combined: the Chamber of Commerce representing the
masculine businessmen who could tout order, if not law, and the gamblers defending the
masculine spaces in the city. Not surprisingly, then while Waite was portrayed prior to
the election as the Knight, Alexander of Macedon, by the middle of 1894 he was often
portrayed as an old woman. Furthermore, Waite had used his year in office to alienate
just about everyone in the state. Therefore, any man looking to his political future would
see that to maintain an alliance with Waite was to court sudden political death.
The recalcitrant commissioners in March of 1894 sought an injunction from Judge
David Graham, who issued an order restraining the new commissioners from taking
office, enjoined Waite from calling out the National Guard, and restrained Mayor Van
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Horne from calling out troops to aid the city until the commissioners had their day in
court. Supported by the political establishment on the one hand, and by the usual cast of
downtown ward heelers, thugs, and gamblers, on the other, Orr and Martin barricaded
themselves in City Hall as the department announced that it stood ready to “repel any
invasion.” On March 13 it was announced that Graham had refused to modify his
injunction angering Waite. Waite’s response was characterized by the Colorado Evening
Sun: “Court’s be damned, we’ll go ahead and take possession in spite of them.”432 Waite
called out the state militia, and then called on regular army troops housed ten miles south
of town at Fort Logan to stand by.
In the frame of reference of a narrative arc, the events leading up to this final
melee lend to the Battle for City Hall an air of inevitability as a dramatic highpoint, and it
must be seen as intentional.433 The Republicans began their campaign to redeem the state
from what they saw as the Populist mob immediately after Waite’s election. Following
his election, Republican leaders were undoubtedly behind efforts to corrupt one series of
commissioners after another, providing political cover in the form of seemingly plausible
reasons for the commissioners to hold out. Finally, they engineered the recruitment of
participants and staged the set-piece that was the Battle for City Hall to embarrass the
Populists in general, and Gov. Waite in particular. The climax of the drama played out in
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front of thousands of citizens drawn to the public space in front of City Hall. The efforts
of the Chamber of Commerce and Republican leaders who saved the day by entreating
with Waite to call of the troops were reported the next day in the papers. They thus set
the stage for a renewed law and order campaign in the next election, and perhaps more
importantly, set a precedent for calling out troops to maintain civil order, a precedent they
would use in just a few years to quell labor violence.434
In the end, the events of the trial, and the Battle for City Hall, dramatic markers in
the history of the colorful western frontier narrative, serve mainly to obscure the more
serious events, events which scholars have characterized as capitalists war on labor, and
the Cripple Creek strikes.
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CHAPTER 6: INTERESTS AND THE
POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CORRUPTION
By the early 1890s, the utility owners were frustrated with the vertically
integrated patronage system that had controlled elections since statehood. With a growing
city, and money to be made from utilities, and with growing frustration with labor unrest,
business interests stepped up their efforts to seize control. They were well on their way in
the 1890 election cycle, but the era of Populism and Free Silver, and the surprise election
of Populist Governor Waite upset their plans and their timing. In response, the group of
leading capitalists and utility owners sought to redeem the political system and
reestablish and strengthen their hegemony.435 In the case of the cotton aristocracy of the
South, redemption signified winning economic and cultural control back from the
coalition of former slaves and northern Republicans supported by the Federal government
and Federal troops. In the case of Denver and Colorado politics, the group of leading
capitalists and utility owners sought to redeem the political system from what some of
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them referred to as “the mobocracy.”436 Staging the confrontational City Hall War
created exactly the tone of disorder that the Republican nabobs could then run against in
their ensuing law and order campaign. All of their efforts were aimed at developing what
they considered a rationalized governance system under their control.
The roots of municipal corruption in Denver are to be found in the development
of this battle for control, and specifically, in the entitled booster mentality of this
relatively small group of elite businessmen who believed that what was good for them
and their businesses was good for Denver and for Colorado. Their single-minded focus
on development led them to unabashedly work to control elections through election fraud
and vote buying. Their tolerance for the saloon and gambling element of Denver, and
perhaps even affection for the wide open city of their youth led them to collusion with the
gambling and saloon element, no matter the cost to the city. Thus it is important to center
the corruption as something that was thoroughly normalized, not only accepted, but
embraced.
As we saw in the previous chapter, while specific precipitating incidents led to the
escalating confrontation in the City Hall War, the roots of the incident grew from the
complex relationship between the business community, politicians, police, and the
gambling community. Certainly the renegade commissioners, police, and deputy sheriffs
would not have acted as they did without political cover. Following the battle, the case
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went to court, and by April 18 the court ruled that the Governor indeed had the power to
remove the recalcitrant commissioners, who then left office. While Governor Waite may
have entered into the confrontation as an effort to enforce gambling laws, the result was
yet one more battle in the war for control of the city and state government.
Denver’s business community embodied the primacy of business and profit
making activities en route to city development.437 Denver occupied a key location as an
entrepôt between the rich mining areas in the mountains and the broad agricultural plains
the East. While the early money came from mining and railroads, with the city
developing rapidly the real money to be made was on the city utility companies and the
monopoly franchises to operate them. By the early 1890s business interests were engaged
in rent-seeking, organizing to control the granting of franchises by the local governments.
These monopoly franchises guaranteed profits to their owners, generating regular
payments from Denver householders.438 Utility owners realized that they would have to
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control the local government entities which granted the franchises in order to maintain
the profit-making regime with minimal taxation of their assets.439
These business elites, the movers and shakers, the power brokers, controlled
business in Denver and Colorado through a web of interlocking directorates, comprising
the boards of banks, railroads, mines, smelters, and utility companies. Through these
positions, they multiplied their own capital through access to the capital of others, both
though their connections to the East Coast, and through their connections to English
capital.440 They also controlled fortunes in Denver real estate, both as owners and
stockholders of banks and corporations, and individually. As Denver grew, so did their
individual fortunes. In fact, the growth of their individual fortunes was dependant on the
growth of Denver. Eventually, they became millionaires who identified with the elite
classes on the East Coast, and in Europe, and emulated their mansions, and manners. Not
only did they direct and control economic growth, their positions enabled them to control
the futures of up and coming younger men and newcomers to the state, who could easily
find themselves frozen out of credit if they crossed this powerful clique.441 It cannot be
overlooked that this powerful clique was a decidedly white masculine undertaking.
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These men, individually, and as a group, had the means and the motives to grab
control of the machinery of both the city of Denver and the state. The means came
through their business interests and their connections to capital in New York, Boston,
Rhode Island, and in Europe. The motive was two-fold: First, the control of valuable
utility franchises for the city of Denver with favorable tax consideration, often under
control of the state legislature, and second to maintain the upper hand in the continuing
contest with labor interests, what some have called “Colorado’s war against militant
unionism.”442 Thus they had the motives to control both the city and the legislature. The
control of the business interests which began somewhat haphazardly after 1890 coalesced
into a well-organized political machine that opponents labeled a utility trust by about
1900, led by William G. Evans by then called “Boss Evans.”443
The number of players involved in the ruling elite was relatively small; five of
these men arrived in the earliest period before 1870: William N. Byers, Jerome B.
Chaffee, Charles Kountz, David H. Moffat, and John Evans. An additional eight joined
the group later: Walter Cheesman, Henry R. Wolcott, James Archer, James B. Grant,
Roger Woodbury, William Gray Evans, Fred Z. Salomon, and Charles Boettcher all
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entered the power structure one decade later.444 Abbott, and Noel list an additional group
[See Diagram 2]. In point of fact, the power structure grew to encompass a larger group,
but while the number of participants may have been greater, the point is the same: it was
a relatively closed circle.445
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Politically, these groups were indeed nearly one hundred percent Republican.446
The earliest arrivals shared a few key traits. All were ambitious risk takers: courageous
enough to take a chance on moving west to Colorado in its earliest years as a territory.
The majority of the men in the group identified by Dorsett were early settlers in Denver,
thus effectively announcing their intentions to focus on business, rather than mining.
Culturally, nearly all descended from multi-generational American families from New
England and the upper Midwest: New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, etc.
Their ascent into the inner circle of wealth came at least partly through their early arrival
in the new city, and their subsequent speculation in Denver real estate. Thus in some
sense, their wealth came through luck, being in the right place at the right time.
As examples, William N. Byers arrived in Colorado as a newspaper editor to start
the Rocky Mountain News, later turning it over to John Arkins. But Byers also became an
investor in the Denver City Tramway Company, and played a role in the Chamber of
Commerce. Jerome Chaffee was born in New York, and arrived in Denver via Michigan,
Missouri and Kansas Territory. In Denver Chaffee invested in mining operations, and
was one of the founders of the First National Bank of Denver. Chaffee was elected as the
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territorial delegate to the United States Congress in 1870, and to the U.S. Senate after
Colorado achieved statehood in 1876.447
David Moffat was born in New York, where his father was a manufacturer. He
left his up-state home for New York City at the tender age of twelve where he began his
career in banking as an apprentice bank clerk; by 16, he was assistant cashier. From New
York he headed west to join a brother first in Des Moines, and then in Omaha, where he
first met a number of the men who also figured in the development of Denver. Moffat,
ultimately destined to be a major power broker with a finger in nearly every important
Denver enterprise, made his first trip to Denver in 1860 with a stock of supplies as agent
of a stationary dealer. In 1865 he was offered a position as cashier of the newly organized
First National Bank of Denver, a company that played a major role in the organization of
the Denver economy for the next fifty years.448 Eventually, Moffat had interests in the
Denver Union Water Company, the Denver South Park and Pacific Railroad, Denver City
Water Company, Citizens Water Company, Kansas Pacific Railroad, Denver Utah and
Pacific Railroad, Denver and New Orleans Railroad, Mining Stock Exchange, and the
Denver City Tramway. Moffat had financial star power; he routinely put all he had into
his next venture, gambling everything. This was a style that stood him well until his final
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gamble on a tunnel through the Rockies, a venture which ended up having more to do
with Denver politics than one might guess.449
Walter Cheesman was born on Long Island, New York in 1838. He was a
prosperous businessman in Chicago by 1860 when he invested in a drug business in
Denver, eventually moving to the new western metropolis at the start of the Civil War.
Cheesman did well in Denver with a drug store, and like other newly arrived business
men, invested in real estate. He eventually joined David Moffat and others investing in
railroads and on the board of the First National Bank and the Mining Stock Exchange.
But Cheesman’s power and fortune ultimately came from his development of Denver
water resources.450
John Evans arrived in Denver as the appointed territorial governor, but that did
not keep him from speculating in real estate, or investing in the Denver South Park and
Pacific Railroad and later involvement in the Denver City Tramway as a close associate
of David Moffat. Long before his arrival in Colorado Evans had been a frontier power
broker in Illinois, and founder of a small college north of Chicago, which grew into
Northwestern University, in a town later named Evanston. Evans’ son, William Gray
Evans, succeeded him in all of these enterprises, as well as in the association with Moffat.
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If the ascendancy of the original generation can be attributed partly to the luck of
being in the right place at the right time, the younger Evans was born to his status and
position, and represented a new generation of businessmen in Colorado. Following high
school in Denver, he attended Northwestern, the school founded by his father, where he
was far more successful in the world of baseball than in his academic studies.451
Returning to Denver, the younger Evans joined the close knit and clubby Denver business
community, ready to apply the masculine rules of competitive sport. While W.G. Evans
did not attend one of the elite schools in the East, he still participated in the entitled
culture of masculinity which those schools represented.452
While control of Denver’s business community would ultimately rest with
William Gray Evans, there is no better example of the competition for city franchises as
rent seeking activities than the development of Denver’s water companies. The
competition for control of Denver municipal water service provides a prime example of
what happened when private capitalism was mixed with the necessity for clean water for
a growing metropolitan area. Competition for the water company franchise spilled over
into election fraud in the 1891 municipal election.
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Businessman James Archer was the first to secure a charter for a water delivery
system for the growing city of Denver. In 1871 he organized the Denver Water Company
and installed a pumping plant near the foot of 15th Street.453 Archer and fellow
businessmen later incorporated the Denver City Water Company. By 1880, the early
works were abandoned in favor of newly built Archer Lake west of the city. When
Archer died in 1881, his widow was left in control of a majority share of the company in
which David Moffat and Walter Cheesman had also invested. Mrs. Archer ceded local
control to Dennis Sullivan, who proceeded to mortgage it to investment companies,
Farmers Loan and Trust, and Central Trust Co. of New York. This left David Moffat and
Walter Cheesman as minority stockholders and set off an unparalleled battle for control
of the water monopoly.454
In a showdown in 1889 Moffat and Cheesman offered to either buy the company
outright, or sell out their interests. When the company unexpectedly called their bluff and
bought them out, Moffat and Cheesman turned around and, with money from their First
National Bank, incorporated a new Citizen’s Water Company to compete with the old
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company. For two years they delivered free water on competing streets until they
destroyed the profitability of the original company.455
Most reformers and opponents of Moffat and Cheesman saw their efforts in a
predatory light, but the out-of- state opposition were no knights in shining armor.456
Archer’s Denver City Water Company had come under the control of Clarence H. Venner
and Co. of New York. Venner, a known New York stock manipulator, amalgamated the
Denver company with water-works in Adrian, Ottumwa, Alton, and Omaha, Nebraska, in
the newly organized American Water-Works Company of New Jersey. The choice of
New Jersey had nothing to do with geography, but everything to do with New Jersey’s
newly passed laws on incorporation, allowing for the consolidation of multiple out of
state enterprises.457 The new company included Dennis Sullivan, William A. Underwood
and Clarence H. Venner as officers, and featured a Denver executive committee including
former Gov. James Grant adorning the stationary.
The Denver properties were conveyed to this new company in April, 1891, and
Venner loaded the company with new debt. As observer J. Warner Mills noted, “The
widow’s pioneer company was now loaded down with commercial obligations and
uncomfortably bound to new duties and relations. Its interest charge was large and had to
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be promptly met, and it had to line up with new acquaintances and to square itself with
the necessities of other companies and plants.”458 While the re-organized company had
to pay interest on its new bonded indebtedness, it also faced the competition of Moffat’s
and Cheesman’s Citizens Water Company giving water away for free. By July, within
months of the conveyance of the Denver properties, Underwood and Sullivan both
resigned from the new company. The former officers brought suit against the company in
January 1893 and forced the company into receivership. This brought in more suits and
counter-suits, and charges of fraud on both sides. The decree of foreclosure was finalized
in March 1894, with the sale of Denver assets announced for April 21st. In the meantime,
Moffat and Cheesman made a deal with the creditors committee to buy the property out
of foreclosure, creating a new company, the Denver Union Water Company, with capital
of $7,500,500.459
Both parties engaged in this new battle with predatory vigor. Clarence Venner had
a reputation as a notorious New York stock broker who developed a portfolio as an
activist independent stockholder, mounting challenges to large companies. Contemporary
commentators labeled him a privateer, charging that he brought major suits against large
companies with the hope of being paid off in large settlements.460 On the other side,
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Underwood and Sullivan played hardball with their suits, paying off American Water
Works Company attorney Hartzell, who appeared in court as representative of Venner’s
company, but was actually taking instructions from the plotters.461 This was an outright
fraud on the court, a fraud in which it seemed that the Farmers Loan and Trust Co, and
other plaintiffs were complicit. Following a foreclosure sale, a complex series of stock
transfers and corporate procedures left the Cheesman-Moffat group in complete control
of Denver’s water works and pumping stations. 462
As this series of incidents illustrates, when Denver companies went East to raise
capital, they enmeshed themselves within a system of predatory capitalism. While
commentator Mills in Denver saw Moffat and Cheesman as predators, there was clearly
double-dealing and fraud on all sides. Moffat and Cheesman undoubtedly saw themselves
as saviors and protectors of a locally run water system. They did indeed invest large sums
in the system, but they made millions on their investments. Cheesman died in 1909,
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leaving his widow and daughter to complete the ostentatious mansion which he had
meticulously planned. 463
The Denver street railways went through an analogous series of corporate
transformations, from beginnings with horse drawn trolley cars, and then an experimental
cable powered system. The original Denver Electric and Cable Railway was chartered by
John Evans and David Moffat in 1885. They also set up the Denver Railway Association
to run a horsecar line the same year.464 The next year they merged the two under the
name Denver Tramway. The tramway system began to construct an overhead trolley wire
system based on newly developed technology in 1889. In 1893 the Denver Consolidated
Tramway Company was chartered to absorb the Denver Tramway Company, its
subsidiaries, and a competing Metropolitan Railway Company. The new company was
capitalized with $6,000,000 in stock, and $6,000,000 in bonded indebtedness.465 (See
chart for related companies and their relationships.)
In Denver, as was typical in all U.S. cities at the time the City Council granted the
opportunity to provide gas, electric, water, and transportation services to private utility
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companies, in keeping with the entrepreneurial private capital ideology of the era. With
so much to be gained from monopoly franchises for city utilities and transportation, the
potential for corruption was enormous. These franchises entitled the companies to use
city streets, and could also impose obligations such as minimum service rates and
maximum charges, and establish a taxing regime on the utility capital improvements.
With so much power over profit-making enterprises entailed to the city council, the
temptation to exert undue influence was great.
Historian Werner Troesken notes this potential for corrupting influence in a study
of public utility regulation: “The histories of Chicago, St. Louis, and Grand Rapids,
while perhaps exceptional in terms of the richness of the historical record and the detailed
information about the amount of money that changed hands, are representative of a much
larger pattern of graft and corruption associated with the granting of franchises to private
utility companies.”466
As Troesken points out, examples of such corruption were common, and Denver
was no exception to this pattern. The corrupting influence of franchise procurement
sometimes made local or even national news. For example, during the early 1900s in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, the mayor and multiple members of the city council were
implicated, and eventually convicted, along with the promoters of a private water
company, in a scheme to sell the company a lucrative franchise. The trials garnered
466
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nationwide attention and were front page news in cities as far away as New York and
Phoenix. At one point during the trials, at least one defendant tried to bribe jury members
to vote against conviction.467 Similarly, in Chicago, the promoters of a proposed local
railway resorted to outright bribery of council members in 1894, with one important
figure receiving $100,000. 468 This was the culture of corruption of the Gilded Age, a
culture in which Chicago council members watched as their contemporaries in the futures
markets got rich trading fictitious commodities. The vast liminal space, the grey area,
created a culture of corruption, and emboldened both political and business figures to
believe that they would get away with such corrupt acts.
Today, regulatory commissions allow a corporation a particular level of return on
investment. However, the absence of the kind of regulation and standardized financial
statements we have today meant that at the end of the nineteenth century it was nearly
impossible for the city council to grasp the value of the capital equipment of these city
services. There was generally no provision for corporate transparency. By 1905 Mills and
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his associates also realized that all of the essential service franchises in the city were due
to be renewed in the next seven years. And by 1905 the utility titans had learned to work
together as a block, with William G. Evans as the head. While it is thus easier to perceive
the utility cabal after the turn of the century, the genesis of this cooperative spirit can be
found in the corruption of the city government and city and state elections as early as
1890. It is clear that Denver was not Chicago or New York: there was no boss in Denver
running a clientelist organization that distributed rewards to the ethnic poor.
Analysts of the Progressive Era reformers have sometimes criticized them as
controlling, moralizing busybodies based on a class critique: the reformers coming from a
middle-class WASP perspective critiqued the organizations built by bosses in New York
and Chicago which distributed social service benefits to their ethnic working class
clientele, in an era when there was no other governmental entity providing a safety net.
But in Denver, the reformers saw in poor families the effects of the peculiar Colorado
system. The poor were often the families of men who had been disabled in the industrial
enterprises and then were left without means to support their families. Their sons were
arrested for stealing spilled coal from the railroad tracks to heat the family home,
prosecuted by the railroads, and then sent to adult jails. The Tramway Company was
notorious for its lack of safety, and willingness to buy key jurors, or an occasional judge,
when confronted with a wrongful death lawsuit.469
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Denver Reformers
The reformers in Denver, including Ben Lindsey, Edward Costigan, George
Creel, J. Warner Mills, and Josephine Roche were indeed middle class men and women
who had the advantage of higher education. But if not these educated and well trained
attorneys and others, then who would contest the rule of the moneyed classes? The
reformers worked against a well financed, highly organized cabal of business interests
who, by 1904, had managed to engineer an election to seat James Peabody as Governor,
and then operated his administration like puppet masters as they declared war against the
militant unionists, effectively suppressing nascent labor uprisings.470
In contemplating this series of events two or three years later, muckraker-reformer
J. Warner Mills expressed his frustration. While the rhetoric of the muckrakers may
seem arcane and wildly exaggerated, the enemy they were up against was certainly
engaged in arcane and exaggerated forms of corruption and outright theft. As Mills
explains exasperatedly:
Where can the people turn for relief when they see the judicial ermine made
to cloak an open robbery of the people? And what must they say when they see the
power of a court of equity, supposed to be exercised for their protection and for
the prevention of oppression, actually prostituted to the base uses of a publicutility corporation, in its frenzied endeavors to avoid the solemn contracts into
which it entered with the citizens and merchants of Denver, at a time when there
was competition for lighting? These are some of the actions of the corporation
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throne powers and the courts that lead to the cult of anarchy and actually make it
respectable.471

In the unregulated environment, the utility chieftains used every legal, judicial
and corporate dodge available. Watered stock, inflated capital values, corporate tricks and
shenanigans: Few people were aware of these complex transactions, and even fewer
could understand them, hidden as they were in seemingly ordinary business transactions
which morphed into fraudulent transactions with the complicity of corrupted courts. The
creation of new holding companies for the purposes of creating new bonded indebtedness
was the equivalent of churning stock. It created inflated capital values, not reflected in the
assessed values of the utility assets on which they paid taxes to the city.
By the turn of the century, after working on electoral reform for five or six years,
dedicated Denver reformers had begun to piece together the values, income, and director
relationships of the Tramway Company and other utilities, not an easy task in an era
before regulated corporate transparency. Watered stock was a perennial concern. As J.
Warner Mills explains this issue, if company A has $1 million of capital stock, and
company B $1 million, and then Company C is chartered to consolidate companies A
and B, and an additional round of stock is issued such that Company C has $5 million in
stock, does the company deserve to earn 10% return on the entire $5 million? As Mills
pointed out, the majority of the value of the Company C represented what was termed
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“water”, i.e. watered stock, basically the enormous profits realized from the people of
Denver.472 Among the men in the Denver contest for utility control was Henry L. Doherty
who would go on to consolidate all of Denver's utilities, and then form Cities Service
Company, a powerful player in the emerging gas pipeline industry, and one of the largest
holding companies in the first half of the twentieth century.
The Denver Gas and Electric Company itself was a product of consolidation
between two companies, the Denver Consolidated Gas Company and the Denver
Consolidated Electric Company which had previously competed to provide street lighting
to the City of Denver, among other services. Combined in 1898, the new company held a
monopoly position in street lighting, and held the field as such until 1901. Then, a
competitor Lacombe Electric was organized and granted a franchise, sparking a rate war.
In the course of this competition, the consolidated company had lowered its rates to 2 1/2
cents per kilowatt hour, a price below the cost of the service, and thus crushing Lacombe,
which sold out to Denver Gas and Electric in 1902. The combination took place despite a
clause in DGEC’s franchise contract with the city prohibiting its sale or consolidation
with a competing company.473
The consolidated Denver Gas and Electric Company had vanquished the
competition, but still operated under contracts at the old rates. So the company
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engineered a scheme to put itself into receivership in order to void the contracts.
Notorious corporate operator Dennis Sullivan, a stockholder of DGEC, brought suit
against the company for non-payment of debt. He chose a court in Cañon City, 150 miles
from Denver, in front of what was later determined to be a bribed judge who prohibited
testimony from citizens in Denver in a pre-scripted proceeding. In accordance with the
script, Henry Doherty, the president of the company was in Fremont, Colorado, on May
2, 1902 when the suit was filed. He was served with the summons, and immediately filed
an answer for the company admitting all of the allegations. The obliging judge then
appointed Doherty receiver of his own company.474 In July, another stockholder
appeared in front of the same Cañon City judge and petitioned the court for an order
directing the company to raise the rates it had contracted with the City of Denver. At this
point, even the Chamber of Commerce, usually a complacent follower, turned against the
company. But there was no remedy to be had.475
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Returning to the municipal election of 1891, an accusation of the interference of
the utility interests in municipal elections had come from Judge Rockwell at the public
meeting that spring: “I have a grave reason to suspicion; in fact I am very credibly
informed,” he was quoted as saying, “that the man who really constituted the ticket which
was placed before the convention and went through so smoothly is none other than a lifelong Democrat—Dennis Sullivan of the Denver Water Company.”476 This episode
occurred at the height of the battle between the Denver City Water Co. and the new
Citizens Water Company. Judge Rockwell’s quote and the issue of the water company
control was buried on page seven of the paper, in the continuation of a long, long article.
The comment sheds light on the accusation about the contested primary in Ward 7: “The
fight in this ward took the form of McIntyre and Anti-McIntyre contest… it is being
waged for and against the present incumbent of the office of city engineer as a candidate
for re-election.” With this to start on, the contest later developed into one between the
Citizens’ Water Company and the Denver Water Company, the former “making a
desperate fight to down the city engineer and the latter an equally desperate one to give
him the endorsement of his home ward.”477 It is still not clear in this case what benefits
from the city engineer the water companies were fighting over. But while this episode
occurred at the end of March, by July the two local Denver Water Co. directors, Sullivan
and Underwood, had both resigned.
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William G. Evans, from his position as director of the Denver Tramway Company
was deeply involved in city elections as early as 1891-1892 elections.478 From its
founding by John Evans and David Moffat, the company had had tentacles deep into city
government. “Only one day after the Denver City Tramway was organized, in 1885, the
mayor and council granted it the right to build railway tracks on any street. No time limit
was set for the franchise, and the company’s directors soon build a public transportation
monopoly.”479 The issue of the “perpetual franchise” hung over city government
relations from 1885. W.G. Evans always believed that indeed the company did have such
a perpetual grant, and the company based its transportation monopoly on this
foundation.480 Evans was to spend the next twenty years fighting that battle through the
courts, and like a bulldog, he never gave up. By 1889, the trolley system was as
extensive as that in any other American city. The company operated on 150 miles of
track with more than 1,000 workers to transport as many 36 million passengers. 481
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In 1899 Evans laid out the case for the profitability of the Tramway Company in a
letter to co-owner David Moffat, at a point when bonded indebtedness equaled
$5,837,000, and when the company was about to change cable lines over to electric.
Evans expected that after the change net earnings would be $25,000 per month, equal to
dividends of 6% per annum on capital stock. “With traffic as is,” Evans wrote, “It is
reasonable to expect that with from three to five years more growth of the city, the
present net earnings of the tramway company will be doubled, and it will be earning
dividends of 18% per annum upon its $5,000,000 of stock.” This was an outsized return
for its day, and it should not be forgotten that this 18% was on significantly watered
stock. The Denver Tramway company, Evans bragged, “owns all the lines in the city, and
occupies all the principal streets, so that it is not feasible for a new company to build a
competing system.” And he added, the company operated, “more miles of street railway
in and about Denver, in proportion to its population, than in any other city if its size in the
world.” The general philosophy of the street railway tied it to the growth of the city
itself:
“As the city grows, much of this mileage, hither to not very profitable, will
become very remunerative, because the new house building is nearly all along
established lines of travel. This large construction has enabled the company to
control the street railway situation of the city for the future. The company
therefore has already made the large expenditures necessary to accommodate a
very large increase in the population of the city and it will reap the benefit of the
rapid growth of the city now begun, without investing any more capital in
additional street railway construction and extensions.”482
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Evans was also controlling, and defensive. From his letters it is clear that he
played a major role both organizing and funding Republican campaigns, especially two:
first, the anti-charter campaign in Denver in 1903, and then the Peabody gubernatorial
campaign in 1904.
The principal battle after the turn of the century was to write a new charter for the
City of Denver. Reformers hoped that this would forestall the granting of monopoly
franchises, or at least to ensure that the city was appropriately remunerated. Evans
actively engaged in opposing the new charter. He wrote to President Roosevelt in 1903 to
attempt to curb federal officials whom he thought were acting against the “responsible”
Republicans. “A strong and growing sentiment prevails amongst businessmen, property
owners, and citizens in favor of electing conservative republicans to office, as opposed to
Democrats,”483 His opinion on the Democratic and Populist opposition was even more
clear: he viewed them as “irresponsible Populists and Democratic-fusionists.”484
As the heated contest began to rewrite the city charter in 1903, Evans wrote to
another associate that he feared his opponents were “assuming to control the machinery”
of the convention, through “a packed credentials committee.” And was he then urging
this associate to threaten his opponents? “I believe that if you have any influence with
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these gentlemen you should come to Denver again and impress upon them the futility of
what they are trying to do.” 485
In August, he wrote to his friend Joseph Helm, and enclosed Lindsey’s diatribe.
Despite his position at the top of Denver’s political and social pyramid, Evans was
sensitive to criticism. He whined about Ben Lindsey’s attacks, calling them, “untrue and
unfair.” He complained that, “the Lindsey pamphlet …..contains many untruthful
statements …they are in the main a collection by Lindsey of unfounded Populistic
newspaper and personal attacks made during a period of twenty-four years of business
activity……Lindsey’s personal hostility to me, at least his public denunciations of me,
began in 1904 and have continued ever since on every occasion without receiving any
attention whatever because of their reckless absurdity which people here recognize.”486
Evans did not consider himself to be a political boss, or to be in control of a
political machine. “It is not true in any sense that I have been controlling or attempting to
control or have made myself responsible for any of the political parties in this state, nor
have I in any sense been a political boss, as Lindsey states.”487
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“It is a deliberate falsehood,” he complained, “when Lindsey says that I have at
any time controlled the actions or decisions of any court.” Of course, he admits that he
actively supported Governor Peabody for re-election in 1904, “in the law and order
contest of that year,” but alleges he did so “together with nearly all the substantial
citizens of the state.”488
And yet, just after complaining that Lindsey falsely accused him of being the boss
of a political machine, Evans had sent a telegram, “Charge Tramway Co: We are in
absolute control of state, county, and congressional conventions. Don’t consider it
possible we can meet with any mishap”489
This is a remarkable diatribe. W.G. Evans was notoriously easily offended; he
spent much time and money filing libel suits against the Denver Post, the Rocky
Mountain News and the Denver Times. To his attorney, Judge N. Walter Dixon, Evans
wrote, “In respect to your bringing suit for me to punish the publisher of slanderous and
untruthful articles about our tramway company and about me, …..enclose this evenings
Denver Times. The …article pretends to quote me, to detail meeting which never
occurred and about a contest in which I have no interest or part, and applies slanderous
epithets. Please prepare a complaint and bring suit against the Times.” While he claimed
to believe that Lindsey’s charges were without merit, he spent and inordinate amount of
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time and money defending himself, and nurturing a self- image as an unappreciated
victim of unwarranted vicious and vile personal attacks.490
Evans’ strongly held opinions in opposition to the Populists and to Labor Unions
led him to conflate the two groups. “I am enclosing a pamphlet,” he wrote Helm,
detailing “the criminal record of the ‘Western Federation of Miners’ which shows the
condition of affairs in Colorado in 1904 under the leadership of Senator Patterson and
[with] the support of his Democratic Populistic and Socialistic Rocky Mountain News.”
The Western Federation of Miners had, he believed, been dominating the affairs of
Colorado. But to Evans, it came down to “disastrous riots and senseless strikes,” as well
as “numerous dynamiting outrages and murders committed, and none of the offenders
brought to punishment.”491
William Evans was an unabashed booster and Social Darwinist, who seemed to
think that all affairs would be better handled in his hands, as an active and capable
business man., and he took umbrage if his efforts went unappreciated. “If because one
takes an active and prominent part in developing Denver Enterprises such as ours, he
must consent to be lied about and slandered in the Denver press, the fact should be
demonstrated so men of enterprising disposition may understand the disagreeable
prospect and govern themselves accordingly.”492
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For Evans and his fellow capitalists, their capitol Hill mansions and their private
club, the Denver Club, became symbols of the Denver they envisioned. But to create
this city on the plains, they needed income and to gain this income for themselves they
were perfectly willing to subvert the democracy which nurtured their enterprises.
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CHAPTER 7: EPILOGUE: CULTURE OF CORRUPTION
“Among the picture puzzles of your childhood, there was one that showed a
forest of entangled branches, tree trunks, fallen timber and dense underbrush;
and the problem was, in that bewildering jumble of lines, to “find the cat.” You
traced the outline of a tail among the branches; you spied a paw in the crook of a
tree limb; you picked out the barrel of the animal’s body in the bark of a trunk; an
ear pricked up from the underbrush; an eye stared from the bole of a fallen tree.
And when, in turning the picture on its side, you gathered those clues together in
your eye, suddenly you saw—not the house cat you had expected, but the great
“cat” of the jungle, crouching there, with such a threatening show of teeth that it
almost frightened you into dropping the card. Do you remember that?493

While we tend to think of corruption as specific acts of bribery, coercion, or
election fraud, the situation in Denver, and in Colorado illustrates the extent to which an
overall climate of control can be tantamount to a culture of corruption. This culture can
work to co-opt potential reformers, and almost anyone who wants to participate in the
world of politics or government. It is this overall culture of corruption which reformer
Ben Lindsey so ably illustrates in his muckraking account of Denver politics, The
Beast.494 Lindsey’s account illuminates how it felt to be in that time and place. His
perhaps overdone account is without a doubt born of paranoia, yet his assertions that
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Denver was controlled by a political machine would be verified with the reign of Mayor
Robert Speer.
As a young attorney Ben Lindsey was just beginning his career in Denver when
he began to get involved in politics. Lindsey was educated in Tennessee, and then
attended Notre Dame before arriving in Denver. Having grown up in the South, and as a
reader of the papers, Lindsey wrote that he at first assumed that the Republican Party was
the source of corruption, and naturally joined the Democrats. But, even as a young party
precinct chair for the Democrats, Lindsey states, the power behind the party was not
immediately apparent to him. “I was puzzled, I saw the jungle of vice and party
prejudice, but I did not yet see “the Cat.” I saw its ears and its eyes there in the
underbrush, but I did not know what they were. I thought they were connected with the
Republican Party.”495
Only later, did Lindsey begin to sense that the power brokers were willing to use
any political power or faction to maintain control. In particular, he says, they were
willing to use the highly organized network of gamblers and con men to implement the
vote-buying. Yet Lindsey came to have reservations about the Populists and their
potential efficacy. He describes seeing Waite speak in the campaign of 1892: “I had seen
him rise like some old Hebrew prophet, with his long white beard and patriarchal head of
hair, and denounce iniquity and political injustice and the oppressions of the predatory
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rich. He appealed to the Bible in a calm prediction that, if the reign of lawlessness did not
cease, in time to come, ‘blood would flow in the land even unto the horses’ bridles,’” a
phrase which would generate the name “Bloody-Bridles Waite.”496
But as Coloradans had seen time and time again, simply denouncing iniquity and
lawlessness would not be enough to reform the political system. Lindsey, born in 1869,
was too young to have been involved in the events of 1889-1891, but he remembered the
City Hall War, of which he writes, “I had eyes but I did not see, I thought the whole
quarrel was a personal matter between Gov. Waite and the Police Board,” he wrote.497
Lindsey did not “see” the political machinations which surrounded the public upheavals,
because they were played out openly in the public sphere. Instead, they were submerged,
hidden in a thicket of confusing explanations, editorials, and blame.
Lindsey’s real lessons came as he took up the practice of law in Denver (circa
1896 or 1897) with an equally idealistic partner whom he refers to as “Gardener.”498 The
two young men took on the kinds of cases that all young lawyers get, such as injury
lawsuits. The first such case was against a doctor whose brother was the owner of a large
smelting company.499 The result, despite convincing evidence, was a hung jury. At this
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point the two lawyers received a visit from A.M. Stevenson, politician and attorney for
the Denver Tramway Co., “a heavy-jowled, heavy-waisted, red-faced bulk of goodhumor—looking as if he had just walked out of a political cartoon.” Stevenson told them
candidly, and as if they already assumed as much, that the company had fixed the jury,
“Don’t be a pair of fools. Settle it.”500 The clear intimation is that they would be fools to
go up against a member of the politically connected club. Then the two young idealists
took the case of a mother whose child had been killed by a streetcar. Despite their best
efforts, the jury rewarded no damages, preferring to adhere to the argument of the
Tramway Company that “under the law, her child was worthless, alive or dead.”501
Sill naïve, still idealistic, Lindsey and Gardener realized that if they could get a
law passed to reduce the majority required on the jury for injury suits, then they could get
justice for the victims. The two political newcomers hatched a plan for Gardener to win a
seat in the legislature in the election of 1898. While Lindsey was short, homely, and a
Democrat, his partner was a twenty-five-year-old Silver Republican, better-looking, more
poised, and looking to make his way up in the world: seemingly a perfect candidate.
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Gardener was immediately visited by George Graham, the head of the party, who tried to
win them over with personal interest, flattery, and promised access to the inner circles.502
In Lindsey’s characterization of his partner is the most revealing explanation of
what Robert Brooks has described as the kind of corruption that, unlike direct bribery, did
not involve a two-person deal.503 As Lindsey described Gardener’s “natural ambition, to
get on in life, to acquire power in the community as well as the wealth and distinction
that come with power,” we begin to see an implied pattern: go along with the ruling
majority, or risk being frozen out of the business community and the lucrative corporate
law cases.504 Through Gardener’s experience we see the party convention in September
1898 “a puppet show at which the Bosses held the wires.” The delegates, selected at the
primary, in fact did not have any real say, as the entire convention was scripted in
advance. “The candidates are selected in advance, in secret caucuses with ward leaders,
and executive committeemen.”505 The convention was a fusion of Silver Republicans,
Democrats, and Populists, with political offices apportioned accordingly. Gardner got his
nomination, but to fund the campaign, the committee assessed each candidate for Senate
$500, a sum the candidate could choose to pay himself, or raise from others with the
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understanding that he would be “beholden to whoever steps up to the plate.” Much to
their chagrin, the first to come around with a check was “businessman” Ed Chase, known
for his unsavory connections with the vice element. As Lindsey described him, “Chase
was an elderly man, with gray hair and moustache. He would pass anywhere as a nice
clean ‘office man’ careful of his health and appearance.” And as party boss George
Graham explained the system, “you know Ben, Mr. Chase doesn’t want anything but
what’s fair. He doesn’t expect to run wide open all the time. Whenever the DA has to
make a demonstration, he’s willing to pay up.”506 [In other words, Chase did not expect
to run his saloons and gambling establishments 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and
was willing to tolerate the occasional raid for and payment of fines.] Unwilling to be
sucked down into what they saw as a compromising connection with Chase, Gardener
and Lindsey themselves each put up $250.507
Gardener was elected on the fusion ticket in November, 1898, but the education
of the two young attorneys was just beginning, as they went to work to get Lindsey’s
reform bills passed.508 It wasn’t long before Graham cornered Lindsey and asked what
the two young men thought would happen if they were ever in a position to defend a
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corporation in a jury suit. Again the implications were clear, and just to make them
clearer, Graham offered the two young men appointments as general counsel for the
Denver City Tramway Company; to Lindsey this spelled out his understanding that the
corporations and the party were one and the same. Graham’s explanation was as much
threat as offer: “You know that all the money there is in law is in corporation business,”
he said.509 Ever the idealist, Lindsey wrote, “I explained as well as I could that we were
fighting for the bill because we thought it was right—that it was needed. He did not seem
to believe me; he objected that this sort of talk was not ‘practical.’”510 Of course the two
neophytes were warned that they were making a big mistake.
Despite setbacks, Lindsey’s idealistic bill passed.511 They had won, or so Lindsey
thought, and for the moment he was, again, filled with hope. But perhaps predictably, as
soon as the first damage suit against the Tramway Company was appealed to the State
Supreme Court, the law was thrown out, despite previous assurances that it was
constitutional. In Lindsey’s eyes, this was proof that the Supreme Court Judges, too, had
been bought and paid for, and were in the hands of the companies.512
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Lindsey’s work is as much parable as memoir, and the words that Lindsey assigns
to Boss Graham let Gardener know that there is a cost for party support: he can expect no
more support from the party if he does not want to go along with the party plan.
“Elections cost money; the money had to come from those who were able to subscribe it;
and the Republican machine could not afford to offend such liberal subscribers as Mr.
Evans of the Tramway Company, Mr. Field of the telephone company, Mr. Cheesman of
the water company, the insurance magnates and the rest of the ‘Powers.’” As Lindsey
explained, “I do not know that the ultimatum was expressed even so delicately as this; but
it was an ultimatum, and the more Gardener thought of it and talked to me about it, the
more disheartened he became.”513
It was not long before Gardener’s attitude began to change, and Lindsey again
used Gardener as a parable, to explain how a man “becomes a tool of the interests.” “He
was ambitious—but is that a crime? He wishes to be rich—and who does not? He was
eager to take his place as a man of note among his neighbors, to have a career in politics,
to be able to enjoy and to have his family enjoy the fruits of that career, and the honors of
its distinction. Are these the traits of a weakling? Or are they the very qualities that make
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for the usefulness of a strong man in an honest community? And yet it was even by these
very qualities that the beast got him.”514
As portrayed by Lindsey, Gardener’s attitude was that if they were going to fight
they had to have money, and he accused Lindsey of not “being practical.” In a revealing
speech, elucidating the dilemma faced by reformers everywhere, Lindsey has Gardener
say: “We’re trying to buck against the whole game. And what do we do it for? For ‘the
people.’ The dear people! To hell with them, a good half of them are in this game
themselves. They won’t help us. They’ll turn on us, quick as a cur, as soon as they get the
word, and the other half doesn’t know and doesn’t want to know. They shouldn’t believe
us if we told them. They don’t care. All they want is to make a living and keep out of
trouble and not to be bothered about ‘politics.’ …Our play is to keep quiet and get money
and get known, and then, when we’re Somebody show these fellows where we’re at. Just
play the game awhile. We can’t do anything by raising a kick yet. They’ll simply chuck
us out and lock the doors.”515
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As this episode illustrates, even massive corruption scandals develop one step at a
time, through hundreds of individual personal decisions: Go along to get along? Or fight
the system? The seemingly vast grey area between legal and illegal during the Gilded
Age left all areas of political and economic life open to exploitation by both confidence
men and corrupt businessmen. Common to both was a narrative which bent and exploited
truth, and attempted to convince the victim (in the case of con men) or participant (in the
case of corruption) that going along was the winning option. Getting along by going
along with the Tramway ring promised young attorneys the monetary rewards from
lucrative corporate contracts, and the less tangible rewards of prestige and community
regard that came with political backing.
Chronologically Speaking
As we have seen, from the moment of Waite’s election, the Republican business
coalition did everything in their power to “redeem” Colorado from the Populists and
Democrats who were so reviled by William G. Evans and his fellows.516 Evans
frequently referred to the Rocky Mountain News as a “Democratic, Populistic and
Socialistic” paper, “dominating the affairs of Colorado,” and responsible in part for the
situation where “disastrous riots and senseless strikes throughout the gold and coal
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mining regions of the state were of frequent occurrence.”517 Indeed, to the business
coalition, operating within the predominant laissez-faire attitudes of the day which
viewed individual workers and their employers as equal bargainers in contract, the strikes
and work stoppages were indeed senseless, and it was predominantly to oppose union
labor that the industrialists joined the utility interests attempting to seize control of state
government.518
The gubernatorial election in 1894 pitting Waite against Republican Albert
McIntire would include women voters for the first time in a contest which also included a
Democrat and a Prohibition candidate. The Republicans went all out to defeat Waite and
the Populists, denying him a second term. Nevertheless, Waite continued to believe that
Coloradans remained Populists in spirit, and only went over to the Republicans because
of undue corrupt pressure. As he explained his point of view to his Populist associate
Ignatius Donnelley, “in the election of 1894 we received the support of a large portion of
the sober, thinking men and women of the state, who voted our ticket upon principle and
without any noisy protestations… Many of these voters were silent to escape that abuse
which is called upon those who advocate Populism—Many silent votes were cast by
business men and by workmen who shrink from boycotts and ostracism. Colo. is as
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certainly Populist in 1896, as anything in the picture can be.”519 Naturally, Waite had a
personal stake in his belief that Colorado remained Populist in spirit. However, evidence
is undeniable that by 1896 the business Republicans who sought to “redeem the state”
from the likes of Waite were making things very uncomfortable for those who refused to
conform.
According to Waite’s own analysis, the Republicans attracted significant numbers
of votes from the wealthier classes in Denver and Arapahoe County who had voted for
Populist nominee Weaver in 1892; their wives, voting for the first time, had followed
suit. Then the Republicans had cajoled the state’s Catholic Bishop into ordering priests
throughout the state to instruct the faithful that they must vote Republican. “Again on
Sunday before the election, the Catholic vote of the state was chanted. Previous to that
date, it had been Populist, but on the Sunday before election by order of Bishop Matz, the
Catholic priests of the state were ordered to instruct their people to vote the Republican
ticket. While the Catholic men in the mining districts and outside the cities refused by a
large majority to obey these instructions,” according to Waite, “at least 10,000 Catholic
hired girls voted Republican by direction of the priesthood.”520
Then again, as Waite also notes in his letter to Donnelly, perhaps the main cause
of the Populist loss in 1894 was the very fragility of the Populist coalition of 1892, as
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many of its members were never committed to the Populist agenda. While Silver
Republicans and Silver Democrats dominated fusion efforts in Denver, in the Cripple
Creek district the Populists encompassed socialists, Greenbackers, agrarians, and singletaxers, among others. The district even spawned a contingent which set out to join
Coxey’s army.521
But Waite also cited fraud, including vote buying. The Republican Party in
Colorado for years had used money in elections. “The standard price for common
purchased votes has been $2.00. Last fall the price went up to $5.00,” he alleged.
Furthermore, “10,000 Populist votes were illegally and unjustly thrown out by
Republican judges for alleged defects such as blots, x not in the right place etc.”522 Waite
also noted the wholesale election fraud and coercion, “Intimidation was also used. The
Supt. of Smelters, coal mines, shops and manufactories all told their workmen that unless
the rep. ticket was selected the employees would lose their jobs. Besides all this there
were enough frauds perpetrated by the republicans throughout the state, to more than
equal their majority.”523 Waite concludes, “had the dem. men and women who voted
republican voted for the dem. ticket, the Populists would have carried the state. Had the
Catholic Bishop not gone over to the republicans, we would have carried the state. It was
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only by a combination of the most hostile elements that the republicans won.” And as he
noted, politics made for strange bedfellows: “The preachers voted with the gamblers, the
Prohibitionists with the liquor-sellers, The W.C.T.U. with the lewd women and the
Catholics with the A.P.A.!” [His punctuation].524 In ousting Waite, voters decided to
clean house, and possibly as a result, Congressman Lafe Pence lost the election after
serving only one term under the Populist banner.525 Following the crash of silver prices in
1893, new discoveries of gold in Cripple Creek, east of Colorado Springs, became a
mainstay of the Colorado economy as Colorado capitalists developed major mines.
Concurrently, labor politics began to play a more major role. As the mines in Cripple
Creek were developing, the workers also sought to gain strength for their unions. The
result was a strike for $3 for an eight hour day. When the elected county sheriff deputized
1,200 men to combat the miners, Waite used his office to call in the Colorado Militia to
diffuse the confrontation, probably the only time in Colorado history when the militia
was used in support of Labor. Rumors continue to swirl that the men deputized in Cripple
Creek that year included many men from Soapy Smith’s Denver gang. The confrontation
pitted the nearly uniformly protestant and republican mine owners against the working
class, many Irish and newly imported southern Europeans who were mostly Catholic and
Democratic. This class and cultural divide would continue to affect the labor battles to
come. The new factor in the election battles was the A.P.A, the American Protective
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Association, a notoriously anti-Catholic group formed by U.S. and foreign-born
Protestants, reacting to economic and political rivalries. Republicans cynically used the
A.P.A. to elect McIntyre as governor to further their conjoined business and political
goals.526 In the cartoon, “Nursing the Foundling” run in the RMN on Oct. 26, 1894
preceding the election, the mother shown is railroad promoter and Republican operative
Otto Mears, nursing the Republican gubernatorial candidate-baby, Albert. W. McIntire.
Mears tries to get the baby to swallow the railroad bonds that come with the diet of the
A.P.A. oaths. Another very pointed cartoon by Albert W. Steele titled “The Business
Men’s League in Politics” published just a few days later presents a much darker portrait
of the forces unleashed through the supposedly progressive business men’s association.
The Business Men’s League like the A.P.A. fostered an atmosphere of fear, centered on
ethnic bigotry, hate, and vigilantism, in an effort to help the Republicans gain back
control of the state. The cartoon portrays the league as the skeleton of death, ready to
burn down the house of Colorado with a torch labeled “Ruin” aided and abetted by the
yellow dogs, with collars saying “Hate, and Malice.”
Governor Albert. W. McIntire, elected as a Republican redeemer in 1894, had a
chance to test out new Republican goals when the miners in Leadville went on strike in
1896.527 The major mine owners chose to close the mines, putting 2,300 men out of
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work. McIntire sent in the National Guard to defend the mines and the newly-arrived
strike breakers. While McIntire successfully implemented the Republican anti-labor
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agenda, fusion politics and shifting alliances once again disrupted Republican
orthodoxies and denied the governorship to Republicans in 1896.528 It was left to
Democratic Governor Alva Adams, who took office in 1897, to deal with the fallout from
McIntire’s call-out. While Adams ordered the withdrawal of the troops, the miners lost
their contest. Adams did, however, sponsor the creation of the State Board of Arbitration
in 1897, which successfully ended numerous labor conflicts.529
The governor’s seat went to Democrat Charles S. Thomas in 1898, with the
backing of both Republicans and Populists.530 Next up was James B. Orman, elected in
1900 as a nominee of the Silver Republicans and the Populists.531 Orthodox Republicans
coalesced once again around the candidacy of James H. Peabody, elected in 1902 on a
strict law and order platform.532 Following his election, the Denver Republican opined
that the “era of sanity has returned to Colorado, investments may now safely be made,
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and the day of revolutionary and idiotic legislation has passed.”533 By this time, labor
unrest was the most significant issue in Colorado. Strikes in Cripple Creek incited
violence from both sides, as the striking miners battled a private militia until the mine
owners persuaded Peabody to call out the Colorado National Guard. Following the
contentious labor wars in Cripple Creek, Clear Creek, and Telluride, as well as in the coal
fields of Las Animas County, the election of 1904 was the most corrupt in Colorado
history. With Alva Adams again facing Peabody, the Democrat claimed the most votes.
But the Republicans who controlled the legislature refused to relent, accusing the
Democrats of fraud in the counties they controlled. In a final deal, Republicans voted to
unseat Adams and pronounced Peabody the winner, upon condition that he resign
immediately and hand the seat over to the Republican Lieutenant Governor, Jesse F.
McDonald.534
While there had always been those who decried corruption and advocated reform
in Colorado politics, a real reform movement did not gain momentum until a new
generation of well educated politically active citizens arrived on the scene. Principal
among these was Ben Lindsey himself, who became active in Denver politics after
establishing his law practice in 1894. Others included Edward Costigan, J. Warner Mills,
Josephine Roche, and George Creel. Costigan, born in 1874, grew up in western
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Colorado, and graduated from East Denver High in 1892 and Harvard in 1899 before
returning to Denver to open his own law practice. Like Lindsey, Costigan was too young
to have participated in the earlier contests of 1889-1894. Costigan was also soon active in
public life in Denver, and became one of the most active of the city’s reformers.
Costigan’s reform efforts, beginning after 1900, coincided more broadly with the
Progressive political reform efforts across the country. Costigan and Lindsey and their
allies therefore had the advantage of cross-fertilization of ideas as they worked on adding
the recall and referendum to Colorado’s constitution through a succession of political
organizations, including the Denver Citizenship Union, State Voters League, Honest
Elections League, Law Enforcement League, Anti-Saloon League, Progressive
Republicans of Denver, Denver Citizen’s Party, Citizens’ Alliance for a Commission
Form of Government, and the Denver Progressive Republican Club.535
But contention in Denver and in Colorado was not divided along strictly party
lines, and even while the corporate interests were often referred to by reformers as a
uniform block, they sometimes developed divided interests. A split of this nature was
amply illustrated in the battle for a new charter for the city of Denver, a charter which
was hotly contested. The Colorado Assembly authorized home rule status for Denver in
1902, pending the approval of a new charter to be written by a charter convention. Voters
elected the first charter convention in June, 1903, a panel which included of a number of
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progressives, J. Warner Mills, Ellis Meredith, and Helen Thomas Belford among
others.536 This panel crafted the so-called “Peoples Charter,” featuring many
recommendations of progressive good-government groups. The proposed structure would
feature a unicameral council, elected at large, with a council president and ten members
elected for four year terms. This proposed charter merged city and county
administrations, included initiative and referendum, and reduced the previously long list
of elected officials to just seven. It facilitated municipal ownership of utilities by
requiring all corporate books to be open to municipal inspection, and carefully guarding
city franchise grants.537 The charter also included a specific provision prohibiting the
Denver Tramway Company from carrying coal on Denver Streets under its existing
franchises: “No street railway shall carry freight by virtue of any existing franchise.”538
Perhaps not surprisingly, with the aid of the Denver Tramway Company, [the DTC] this
very progressive charter was voted down in a hotly contested election. But in addition to
the reformers, this contest pitted the tramway company against some its previous allies,
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including the coal trust and opposition railways that faced increased competition from the
DTC.
The failure of the first charter paved the way for a second charter commission,
seemingly under the control of more conservative influences, now brought back together
in their opposition to the progressives. The second charter brought back complex city
government allowing for many more points of party influence including a large bicameral council elected by district and an increased number of elected officials. This
second charter dispensed with recall provisions and made public ownership of utilities
difficult by establishing nearly impossible terms, a provision around which the franchise
owners were able to unify. They successfully led This second charter was adopted by
vote on March 29, 1904, leading to the first election of new city officials on May 17.
It was at this point that Robert Speer stepped in as mayoral candidate with the
backing of both the gambling and saloon establishment and the utility interests. Speer
had arrived in Denver as a 23-year-old tubercular patient, found a cure in the sunny dry
climate, taken up a career as a real estate developer, and climbed his way up the political
ladder through service in booster organizations like the Chamber of Commerce, the
Festival of Mountain & Plain, and the Denver Real Estate Exchange. Perhaps more
importantly, Speer had served as a former Denver Police Commissioner, and it was in
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this office that he cultivated his connections with men like Ed Chase, and built the
beginnings of his own machine.539
By 1904, the shakeup in Colorado political alignments was complete.
Symbolically, back in 1900, Coloradans had played important roles at four different
national party conventions. Senator Edward Wolcott had served as temporary chairman
of the at the National Convention of the traditional Republicans. Senator Henry M.
Teller, formerly a Republican stalwart, had played a corresponding role as the temporary
chairman of the Silver Republican National Convention. Long time Colorado Democratic
standard bearer Thomas M. Patterson had served as the temporary chairman of the
Populist National Convention, and Charles S. Thomas, also a long time Democrat was the
temporary chairman of the Democratic National Conventions.”540 But by 1904, the
alignments had changed again, as Thomas Patterson, Charles J. Hughes, Charles S.
Thomas, and Henry M. Teller were the four Colorado delegates-at-large to the
Democratic National Convention at St. Louis. As journalist Alva Swain reminisced:
“When the 1904 conventions were held, Colorado was an important state because on its
action depended whether or not the Democrats and Populists would fuse, and also
whether or not the Republicans and Silver Republicans would do likewise.541
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This foundation of splintered and re-organizing parties formed the base on which
Speer, Evans, Chase and others built the foundation of new machine. A nominal
Democrat, Speer filled the role of figurehead for this diverse new coalition government.
The utility ring had their new charter, and a Mayor who saw the development of the city
as the goal, implemented largely through the tenants of the progressive City Beautiful
movement. While both reformers and reformist democrats kicked against the new order,
Speer was re-elected to office in 1908 and 1916. The network of broad landscaped
avenues and parks built under his administration became his legacy.542
To its supporters, the Speer machine brought much needed order to Denver
politics. Speer’s coalition included not only the gentlemanly yet aging Ed Chase, but a
real boss: Serbian born Vaso Chucovich. An obituary for Chucovich, who died in 1933,
drags out nearly every platitude and rhetorical cover-up that could be applied to a corrupt
boss: Chucovich “saw the old west and learned its customs,” and then after arriving in
Denver, “invested his gambling profits in real estate.” He “became a powerful figure in
local politics,” and was a “mainstay of the Speer administration and close friend of
Speer.”543 More revealing was the Rocky Mountain News, which noted that Chucovich
was also “closely associated with David Moffat and Wm. G. Evans,” and that he “never
played cards,” and was “very conservative.” Finally, the Rocky Mountain News thought
to include the consummate image of the Boss: “His usual place of consultation was the
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lobby of the Brown Palace Hotel, where there was always a line waiting for his advice.
He never turned anyone away, he was friends with developers, donated much to charity,
and helped Doherty in building a great string of public utilities.”544
But beyond the image of a genial Chucovich, Denver now hosted a true
confidence gang, the Blonger Brothers. These two brothers of French Canadian origin
had spent years in the West. They arrived in Denver in the 1880s, invested in saloons and
gambling parlors, and then successfully battled Soapy Smith for control of the city’s
underworld, forcing Smith’s exit in 1895. The Blonger brothers ran downtown Denver
with the cooperation of the police until they were finally busted in 1922 by a crusading
District Attorney named Philip Van Cise.545 The operation of the Blonger “Big Store”
had all the hallmarks of the earlier operations of Doc Baggs and Soapy Smith: the fake
businesses, the “outside men” and “ropers,” all deployed specifically to fleece a particular
mark, exactly like the confidence games of the nineteenth century, and those described
thirty years later by David Mauer.546
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Figure 36 The Water Company Shell Game July 3, 1895

Thus, we have two different periods of corruption in Denver. The first was
uniformly referred to as a machine. But in fact it was a period of confusion, featuring
many political factions battling for control. It was not until the Speer administration took
over that Denver witnessed how a real machine operated. Lindsey’s seemingly
apocryphal image of “the Beast” was shaped as much by the real goings on during the
Speer Administration as by the earlier period when helped his law partner get elected to
the legislature.
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